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At a Glance
Why We Did This Audit
The U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) Office
of Inspector General received a
hotline complaint that alleged
timekeeping irregularities and
potential salary cap violations
by members of the EPA
Administrator's Protective
Service Detail (PSD). The PSD
provides physical protection
and protective escorts to the
Administrator. The complaint
alleged that PSD agents were
not working their complete
8-hour shifts nor their required
2-hour average overtime
requirement for Law
Enforcement Availability Pay.
In addition , the complaint
alleged PSD agents may have
exceeded the biweekly and/or
annual pay cap limitations set
by 5 U.S.C. § 5547(a) and (b),
Limitation on Premium Pay.
We initiated this audit to
determine whether the
Administrator's PSD has
adequate controls for the
scheduling, approving and
monitoring of employee time.
Our internal control
assessment expanded the
audit to include a review of the
agency's law enforcement
authority.

This report addresses the
following:
• Operating efficiently and
effectively.
Send all inquiries to our public
affairs office at (202) 566-2391
or visit www.epa.gov/oiq .
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EPA Asserts Statutory Law Enforcement Authority to
Protect Its Administrator but Lacks Procedures to
Assess Threats and Identify the Proper Level of Protection
What We Found
Without a legal opinion, we could not determine
Failure to properly justify
whether PSD agents maintained law enforcement
the level of protective
authority to provide protective services for the
services provided to the
Administrator has allowed
EPA Administrator. According to the
costs to increase from
U.S. Government Accountability Office, only two
$1.6 million to $3.5 million
federal agencies-the U.S. Secret Service and
in just 11 months.
the U.S. Department of State-have statutory
authority to protect executive branch officials.
Many agencies rely on other authorities to provide protection to their officials,
such as having their protective personnel deputized by the U.S. Marshals
Service. However, a recent EPA Office of General Counsel legal opinion,
prepared in response to a recommendation in this report, asserts that the EPA
has statutory law enforcement authority for its protective service.
We found that the PSD has no final, approved standard operating procedures
that address the level of protection required for the Administrator or how those
services are to be provided . The failure to have effective and current standard
operating procedures can result in the organization having unclear lines of
authority, inconsistent practices, inappropriate or inadequate staffing, and
excessive or unnecessary costs. For example, the PSD incurred over $3.5 million
in costs from February 1, 2017, through December 31, 2017-an increase of
over 110 percent compared to the prior period 's costs of $1.6 million-without
documented justification.
We also found that PSD agents worked overtime without proper authorization,
resulting in improper payments of $106,507 between January 2016 and March
2017. Additionally, the Office of General Counsel incorrectly terminated a debt
owed by a PSD agent, resulting in the agent exceeding the annual pay cap.

Recommendations and Agency Response
We recommend that the Assistant Administrator for Enforcement and
Compliance Assurance implement the Office of General Counsel opinion through
new policies, procedures and/or guidance that define the amount of time PSD
agents must spend on investigating environmental crimes to obtain statutory law
enforcement authority and how the time will be monitored and documented by
supervisors. Also, we recommend that the EPA complete a threat analysis on a
regular basis to identify the proper protection required for the Administrator.
Further, we recommend that the EPA create and implement comprehensive
policies, procedures and standard operating procedures for all PSD operations.
The agency took or agreed to take sufficient corrective actions for four of our
12 recommendations, but the remaining eight remain unresolved.
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FROM:

Arthur A. Elkins Jr.

TO:

Susan Bodine, Assistant Administrator
Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
Holly Greaves, Chief Financial Officer
Matthew Leopold, General Counsel

This is our report on the subject audit conducted by the Office of Inspector General (OIG) of the
U.S . Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The project number for this audit was OA-FY16-0265.
This report contains findings that describe the problems the OIG has identified and the corrective actions
the OIG recommends. This report represents the opinion of the OIG and does not necessarily represent
the final EPA position. Final determinations on matters in this report will be made by EPA managers in
accordance with established audit resolution procedures.
Action Required

The agency took or provided acceptable corrective actions for Recommendations 1, 2, 9 and 10 of this
report, and no further response is required for those recommendations. However, the remaining eight
recommendations are unresolved. In accordance with EPA Manual 2750, the resolution process begins
immediately with the issuance of the report. We are requesting that the Assistant Administrator for
Enforcement and Compliance Assurance, Chief Financial Officer, and General Counsel meet within
30 days with the OIG' s Assistant Inspector General for Audit and Evaluation. If resolution is still not
reached, the applicable agency office is required to complete and submit a dispute resolution request to
the appropriate official to continue resolution.
We will post this report to our website at www.epa.gov/oig.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Purpose
As a result of a hotline complaint, the Office of Inspector General (OIG) of the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) conducted an audit of the EPA
Administrator's Protective Service Detail (PSD). The complaint alleged
timekeeping irregularities and potential salary cap violations by agents assigned to
the Administrator's PSD. The complaint also alleged that PSD agents were not
working their complete 8-hour shifts nor their required 2-hour average overtime
requirement for Law Enforcement Availability Pay. In addition, the complaint
alleged that PSD agents may be exceeding the biweekly and/or annual pay cap
limitations set by law.
The objective of our audit was to determine whether the PSD has adequate
controls for the scheduling, approving and monitoring of employees' time. Our
internal control assessment expanded the audit to include a review of the agency's
law enforcement authority.

Background
On March 2, 2001 , then President George W . Bush issued an order titled
Authorization for Home-To-Work Transportation, which applied to the EPA
Administrator and other federal officials. The order authorized transportation of
the EPA Administrator to and from work "in a government vehicle from her
residence to her place of employment. . . ." The authorization was issued under
31 U.S.C. 1344(b)(1 )(C) - Public Law 99-950, as amended.
On September 27, 2001 , the EPA Administrator delegated responsibility for
protective services to the agency's Office of Criminal Enforcement, Forensics and
Training (OCEFT), within the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
(OECA). This delegation resulted from an internal EPA meeting held to discuss
the ability of the agency's various organizations to provide protective services for
the Administrator following the events of September 11 , 2001. Prior to 2001,
protective service functions had not received significant attention within the EPA.
OCEFT was identified as the organization most capable of providing security for the
Administrator because OCEFT had a number of agents who were former members of
the U.S . Secret Service, were authorized to carry firearms, and were in a dispersed
field structure. This decision resulted in the creation of the PSD. At that time, the
core mission of OCEFT was ( and remains) the investigation of environmental
crimes, and the new PSD activities were generally viewed as ancillary.
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In the Report of the Management Review of the Office of Criminal Enforcement,
Forensics and Training (November 2003), a team led by the Deputy Regional
Administrator for Region 4 made recommendations for improvements to OECA.
One of the recommendations was that the agency revisit how it implements
protective services for the Administrator-specifically, the decision on what level
of protection is needed for the Administrator and how to provide that protection.
The recommendation stated that the agency should fund OCEFT above and
beyond its core mission of criminal environmental investigations, provide
adequate training and equipment for those conducting investigations, and make
every effort to minimize the effect of protective services on the work of Special
Agents investigating environmental cases.
The operating procedures for the Administrator's PSD are outlined in an October
2015 Memorandum of Understanding between the Office of the Administrator
and OCEFT. Under this agreement, the Office of the Administrator agrees to
provide a copy of the Administrator's schedule and travel plans to the PSD as far
in advance as practical for planning purposes and agrees to supplement PSD
travel resources as required based on the level of travel required by the
Administrator. OCEFT agrees to manage the day-to-day operations and that all
law enforcement officers comply with applicable policies and procedures.
As of October 2016, when the PSD was providing Portal-to-Portal (door to door)'
protection for Administrator McCarthy, it employed six full-time agents, but the
Director of OCEFT believed it required eight agents to be fully staffed. Until the
Administrator Pruitt's departure in July 2018, the PSD was comprised of
19 agents to provide 24-hour/7-days-a-week protection for the Administrator.
See Figure 1.
Figure 1: PSD staffing comparison (October 2016 and January 2018)
OCTOBER 2016

JANUARY 2018

Source: EPA OIG image.

1

Portal-to-Portal protection relates to transportation of the Administrator to and from work in a government vehicle
from their residence to their place of employment.
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Responsible Offices
OCEFT, within OECA, has overall responsibility for the PSD. This includes
monitoring the budget and ensuring adequate resources are available as needed.
The Office of the Chief Financial Officer (OCFO) maintains a Human Resources
and Payroll Customer Service Help Desk that aids with human resources, payroll,
and time-and-attendance issues.

Prior Audit Report
During our audit, we identified an unusual pay adjustment for $23,413 paid to a
member of the PSD. As a result, we issued a management alert report on
September 27, 2017, Management Alert: Controls Failed to Prevent Employee
from Receiving Payment in Excess of Statutory Limit (Report No. 17-P-0410).
Our purpose was to notify the agency that an internal control weakness resulted in
an unauthorized payment to a PSD agent on January 17, 2017. That prior report is
currently unresolved. Chapter 6 of this current report, "Payment Made in Excess
of Statutory Pay Limit," provides additional details.

Scope and Methodology
We conducted this audit from September 2016 to May 2018, in accordance with
generally accepted government auditing standards issued by the Comptroller
General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform
the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis
for our findings and conclusions based on the audit objective. We believe that the
evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions
presented in this report.
The OIG's Office of Audit and Evaluation, which conducted this audit, is
independent of the OIG's Office oflnvestigations. The investigators do not
participate in audits and have not participated in this audit of the security detail.
To address the hotline allegations and determine whether the PSD had adequate
controls for the scheduling, approving and monitoring of employees' time, we
performed the following:
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•

Obtained an understanding of internal controls for PSD time and
attendance.

•

Compared hours identified in OCEFT's Monthly Activity Reporting
System (its management information system) with hours identified in
PeoplePlus (the agency's time-and-attendance system).

•

Interviewed OCEFT management, PSD agents, and the former Chief of
Staff to obtain an understanding on how the PSD services are determined.

3

•

Reviewed regulations and statutes related to the powers of EPA law
enforcement officers.

•

Obtained cost information related to PSD services.

Agency Comments and OIG Evaluation
The agency suggested the final report clarify the continued core mission of
OCEFT, and modify the report to reflect that the total number of PSD agents is
19. The OIG incorporated the proposed changes.

18-P-0239
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Chapter 2
EPA Asserts It Has Statutory Law Enforcement
Authority to Protect the EPA Administrator
In 2000, the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) concluded that only
two entities-the U.S. Secret Service and U.S. Department of State-have
statutory law enforcement authority to protect executive branch officials.
Law enforcement authority may also be obtained through such means as
deputation by the U.S. Marshals Service. Without law enforcement authority,
protective service personnel in an agency cannot make arrests, conduct
investigations and carry a firearm. We could not determine whether the PSD
agents maintained law enforcement authority to provide protective services for the
EPA Administrator. This occurred because the agency could not provide a
documented legal basis for the PSD' s law enforcement authority. The agency now
asserts, in response to our draft report, that it has statutory law enforcement
authority for its protective service.

Powers of the EPA Under Federal Law
Federal law at 18 U.S.C. § 3063, Powers of the Environmental Protection Agency,
states, in part:
Upon designation by the Administrator of the Environmental
Protection Agency, any law enforcement officer of the EPA with
responsibility for the investigation of criminal violations of a law
administered by the Agency may (1) carry firearms; (2) execute
and serve any warrant or other processes issued under the authority
of the United States; and (3) make arrests without warrant for(a) any offense against the United States committed in such
officer's presence; or (b) any felony offense against the United
States if such officer has probable cause to believe that the person
to be arrested has committed or is committing that felony offense.
The relationship between 18 U .S.C. § 3063 and PSD agents was detailed in an
October 16, 2016, analysis by the OCEFT Legal Counsel Division:
Newly-hired PSD Agents are designated EPA Special Agents (SA)
in the same manner as SAs hired to work in the Criminal
Investigation Division (CID), who are clearly covered by
18 U.S.C. § 3063. However, because the duties of PSD Agents do
not comport with the plain language of Section 3063 (which
confers law enforcement powers on persons "with responsibility
for the investigation of criminal violations of a law administered
by the EPA"), they are not authorized to carry firearms and
18-P-0239
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conduct other law enforcement activities pursuant to that statute.
Rather, their law enforcement authority to perform protective
services stems from their United States Marshals Service
deputation.
We compared the agency law enforcement authority identified in 18 U.S.C. § 3063
to U.S. Secret Service and U.S. Department of State statutes that address law
enforcement authority to protect senior leadership. 2 For example, law enforcement
authority for the U.S. Secret Service, at 18 U.S.C. § 3056, subparts (c)(l)(a) through
(c), mirrored the same law enforcement authority as in the EPA's statute, but there
was no limitation. EPA law enforcement authority, in 18 U.S.C. § 3063, is limited to
investigation of criminal violations of laws administered by the EPA. By contrast,
the Secret Service statute states, in part, that the service is authorized to protect the
President, his family, former Presidents, presidential candidates and other
distinguished foreign visitors, to name a few. No similar language exists in the
comparable EPA statute.

Past Agency Efforts to Establish Law Enforcement Authority for PSD
The function of protecting the Administrator was moved from the OIG to the PSD
under "Temporary Amendment to EPA Delegation of Authority l-6A." The
delegation was signed by then EPA Administrator Christine Todd Whitman and
dated September 27, 2001.
The progression the agency has gone through since 2001 to provide a basis for law
enforcement authority for the PSD is complicated and at times confusing. Initially,
OCEFT's SAs were temporarily assigned to the PSD to provide protective services
as needed and then rotated back to their normal duties in the CID at the conclusion
of details. The agency appears to have taken the position that the law enforcement
powers given to the CID agents under 18 U.S.C. § 3063 were automatically
transferred to the agents' working in the PSD. There was no agency legal opinion
supporting this position.
According to OCEFT, starting in 2010, the PSD agents did not perform work that
comported with the statutory authority set out in 18 U.S.C. § 3063. The EPA,
therefore, requested U.S. Marshals Service deputation for the PSD agents so that
they would be authorized to carry firearms and exercise other law enforcement
authority. According to the GAO, U.S. Marshals Service deputation is one
method for agencies that lack statutory authority for protection services to obtain
the authority to do so. However, the deputation process has its limits. In fact, the
GAO opined that agencies that do not have statutory authority for protection
services and are relying on the deputation process should instead seek the
statutory authority from Congress.

2

See 22 U.S.C. § 2709(a)(3), authorizing Diplomatic Security agents to protect and perform protective functions
directly related to maintaining the security and safety oflisted officials.
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In 2017, the agency stopped using the U.S. Marshals Service's deputation and
opted to have the PSD agents either work part of their time in the CID
investigating environmental crimes or be permanently assigned to the PSD (with
no significant responsibilities for investigating environmental crimes). Following
this change, the OIG started questioning OCEFT about the legal basis for the
PSD's law enforcement authority.

Office of General Counsel Legal Opinion Regarding PSD
Starting in February 2017, the OIG requested that OCEFT provide the legal
authority allowing the EPA to provide protective services. We were informed that
the Office of General Counsel (OGC) and OCEFT resolved the law enforcement
authority issue, but the agency-repeatedly-failed to respond to our requests for
a written legal opinion that supported its position. The agency asserted that the
law enforcement authority of 18 U.S.C. § 3063 is broad and runs to agents
working in the PSD. The agency further asserted that a PSD agent without
responsibility for investigating environmental crimes can make arrests without
warrant for any offense against the United States under the EPA law enforcement
authority. However, until it responded to our draft report, the OGC had not
provided a written opinion detailing the legal bases for its position. The OGC
issued a legal opinion regarding the protective service detail on June 29, 2018
(see Appendix A).
The OGC's legal opinion contends that 18 U.S.C. § 3063-the statute that
discusses the law enforcement authority for the EPA law enforcement officers
with responsibility for the investigation of criminal violations of a law
administered by the EPA-could be extended to the EPA's protective service if
the PSD agents also had the responsibility for the investigation of environmental
crimes. The OGC interpreted the meaning of Section 3063 to include the
extension of statutory law enforcement authority for investigating violations of
EPA laws to EPA protective services. The OIG does not take any position on the
merits of the OGC analysis.

Conclusion
We could not determine whether the PSD agents maintained law enforcement
authority to provide protective services for the EPA Administrator. For over a
year, and after repeated requests by the OIG, the agency failed to provide a legal
opinion setting out the legal basis for the PSD's law enforcement authority. The
opinion recently provided by the EPA in response to Recommendation 1 below
asserts that, with 18 U.S.C § 3063, Powers of the Environmental Protection
Agency, the EPA has statutory law enforcement authority for its protective
service. The production of the opinion by OGC meets the intent of the OIG's
request.

18-P-0239
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Recommendations
We recommend that the Assistant Administrator for Enforcement and Compliance
Assurance:
1. Obtain a formal legal opinion from the EPA's Office of General Counsel
that articulates the underlying legal basis for the law enforcement
authority of the Protective Service Detail's agents.
2. Implement the Office of General Counsel opinion through new policies,
procedures and/or guidance that defines the amount of time agents must
spend on investigating environmental crimes and how the time will be
monitored and documented by supervisors.

Agency Comments and OIG Evaluation
The agency provided both a legal opinion (Appendix A) and an initial response
(Appendix B) relating to the PSD's law enforcement authority to provide
protective services. As a result of the OGC legal opinion, we consider
Recommendation 1 to be completed.
The agency's initial response asserted that the OGC legal opinion articulates the
underlying legal basis for the authority of the PSD agents, and requested that
Chapter 2 be eliminated. The agency additionally contended that several statements
in the draft report were incorrect or inaccurate. We modified Chapter 2 to indicate
that the statements in question were direct quotations from agency documents.
Further, the agency asserts that the OIG ignored the fact that the PSD's current
duties include the investigation of environmental crimes. We disagree; we did not
ignore it. The addition of environmental crime investigations being added to the
PSD agents' scope of work was completed after the OIG informed OCEFT of those
requirements.
The OGC legal opinion states that OCEFT must now determine how much time an
agent must spend in the CID to transfer the statutory law enforcement authority to
the EPA's protective service. We modified Recommendation 2 to address the new
requirement. OECA provided comments on the revised recommendations
(Appendix C) and concurred with the revised Recommendation 2. The agency
indicated the proposed corrective actions will be completed by September 30, 2018.
We consider Recommendation 2 resolved with corrective actions pending.

18-P-0239
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Chapter 3
PSD Lacks Standard Operating Procedures
to Address the Level of Protection Required for
the Administrator
The PSD has no final, approved standard operating procedures that address the
level of protection required for the Administrator or how those services are to be
provided. The PSD indicated that, due to staff shortages, it has not updated and
finalized draft procedures dating back to 2011. The failure to have effective and
current standard operating procedures can result in the organization having
unclear lines of authority, inconsistent practices, inappropriate or inadequate
staffing, and excessive or unnecessary costs. For example, the PSD incurred over
$3.5 million in costs from February 1, 2017, through December 31, 2017an increase of over 110 percent compared to the prior period's costs of
$1. 6 million-without documented justification.

Standard Operating Procedures
Law enforcement groups generally establish their policies, procedures and/or
standard operating procedures based on their authority to carry out their functions .
Policies, procedures and/or standard operating procedures help establish
consistent practices in law enforcement and lead to operations being carried out in
a consistent manner. For example, OCEFT receives its authority through various
environmental statutes-such as the Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act and Safe
Drinking Water Act-which establish standards for the areas covered (i.e., clean
air, clean water and safe drinking water). From these authorities, the OCEFT
develops policies, procedures and standard operating procedures that detail
specific activities performed while investigating environmental crimes.
In November 2003 , a committee led by the Deputy Regional Administrator for
Region 4 issued the Report of the Management Review of the Office of Criminal
Enforcement, Forensics and Training that identified the lack of formal guidance
for the PSD. In November 2011-8 years later-the PSD drafted a document
titled Protective Service Detail Standard Operating Procedures. This document,
which is still in draft, states its mission and purpose is:
To provide dignitary protection services to the Administrator of the
United States Environmental Protection Agency.
Primary - Safeguard the Administrator from harm and situations
likely to endanger his or her person.
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PSD officials said that the draft standard operating procedure is out of date, not
useful, and currently undergoing revision. Although more than 6 years have
passed since the draft document was prepared, PSD management said that due to
staff shortages there had not been enough time to update the manual. In response
to our work, OCEFT in now in the process of developing policies and procedures
for the PSD, and anticipates having the policies and procedures completed by
September 2018.

Level of Protection
The PSD did not conduct a threat analysis (threat assessment, level of any other
risks and comfort of the protectee) to determine the increased level of protection
necessary or desired for Administrator Pruitt. Rather, the PSD asserted that it used
an August 16, 2017, report titled Summary of Pending and Recent Threat
Investigations requested from the OIG to support the increased level of protection.
The OIG report consisted of four parts:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Summary and Threat Statistics.
Threats Directed Against Administrator Pruitt and/or his family.
Threats Directed Against Administrator McCarthy.
Threats Directed Against Other EPA Employees.

The information in the OIG summary report only consisted of statistical data of
threats received by the OIG. The report included quantitative data regarding the
number of threats as well as details of some specific threats. The report did not
assess the potential danger presented by any of these threats. This information is
considerably narrower in scope and only an element of what would be contained
as part of a threat analysis as defined by the U.S. Department of Homeland
Security or GAO. The OIG only provided statistics and the OIG's report should
not have been used to justify protective services. Additionally, the OIG summary
report was prepared almost 6 months after the decision to have PSD provide 24/7
protection to the Administrator (and 6 months after the Administrator came
onboard, in March 2017).
The PSD's failure to establish policies, procedures and standard operating
procedures related to the level of service it provides can result in the organization
not operating effectively, efficiently or consistently. It also leads to ambiguity
with respect to how the security detail operates.
The decision to have 24/7 protection for the Administrator was made prior to his
arrival without using a threat analysis to determine the proper level of protection
required. As a result, the level of service it provided to Administrator Pruitt
defaulted to a management decision from the Office of the Administrator. The
increased costs associated with this undocumented decision represents an
inefficient use of agency resources. On July 13, 2018, the now-acting
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Administrator requested that 24-hour/7 day-a-week protection be eliminated and
replaced with the Portal-to-Portal.
On April 3, 2018, OCEFT management asserted that OCEFT is performing a "threat
assessment" as part of the threat analysis every 90 days for operational purposes.
OCEFT said it will be working with other EPA offices and the OIG to determine
which office is best positioned to perform threat assessments in the future.

GAO and Other Reports Concerning Level of Protection
The GAO's Standardization Issues Regarding Protection of Executive Branch
Officials, dated July 2000, notes that threat assessments form the basis for
determining the need and scope of protection. The lack of a thorough threat
analysis that documents the justification for the level of protection makes it
difficult to determine the basis for, reasonableness of, and appropriate cost for the
protective services being provided.
The GAO's report further emphasized the importance placed on threat assessments
as part of the analysis. Specifically, it cited an Air Force requirement that detailed,
written threat assessments, as part of the analysis, be prepared regarding its
protected officials. The assessment should be the initial element of any protective
operation and form the basis for determining the need and scope of a formal
protective service operation.
The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Risk Steering Committee's DHS Risk
Lexicon, dated September 2008, defines a threat assessment as a "process of
identifying or evaluating entities, actions, or occurrences, whether natural or
man-made, that have or indicate the potential to harm life, information, operations
and/or property."
The U.S. Department of Justice, in its September 2005 report Assessing and
Managing the Terrorism Threat, states:
The intelligence process is the foundation of threat assessment. ...
Threat assessments must be compiled from comprehensive and
rigorous research and analysis. Law enforcement cannot function
unilaterally. Threat assessments that do not incorporate the
knowledge, assessments, and understanding of state, local, and
private organizations and agencies with the potential threats being
assessed are inherently incomplete. (emphasis added).
Additionally, the report notes that the "threat assessment should also assimilate
germane, open-source, or nonproprietary threat assessments, as well as
intelligence information." The report also identifies essential data that should be
collected prior to performing the assessment.
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Cost of Protective Services Increasing
We compared the total cost of the PSD under Administrator Pruitt for the
11-month period of February 1, 2017, through December 31 , 2017, to the cost
incurred under Administrator McCarthy for her last I I-month period-between
March 1, 2016, and January 31, 201 7. We found that total costs of the PSD more
than doubled from the costs incurred under Administrator McCarthy, as shown in
Table 1 and Figure 2. These increases were due primarily to the new
24-hour/7-day-a-week protection required by the Office of the Administrator and
increased costs to travel first class.
Table 1: PSD cost comparisons for Administrators
Cost element
Payroll
Travel
Other Direct Costs*
Total

3/1/16-1/31/17
$1 ,208,798
233 ,887
224 ,771
$1,667,455

2/1/17-12/31/17
$2,330,502
739,580
445,857
$3,515,940

% increase
92.8%
216.2
98.4
110.8%

Source: OCEFT resource management staff.
*Other Direct Costs include associated expenses , contracts costs , and working capital fund
expenses.

Figure 2: PSD cost comparison for Administrators
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2/1/1 7 -12/31/17

2 .3mil

2,500,000
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1,000,000
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Total

Source: EPA OIG image.

Conclusion
The PSD lacks policies, procedures and standard operating procedures for the
operational and administrative functions it performs. Further, the services that the
PSD provides to the Administrator are based on management decisions rather
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than being supported by a threat analysis. As a result, the costs of providing
increased security services to Administrator Pruitt have more than doubled
compared to the costs of services provided to Administrator McCarthy. OCEFT
has expressed a commitment to prepare policies and procedures and perform
regularly scheduled threat analysis.

Recommendations
We recommend that the Assistant Administrator for Enforcement and Compliance
Assurance:
3. Have the Office of Criminal Enforcement, Forensics and Training
complete and document a threat analysis for the EPA Administrator on a
regular basis to justify the proper level of protection required for the
Administrator.
4. Using a justified level of protection based on a threat analysis, determine
appropriate staffing and corresponding schedules for Protective Service
Detail agents.
5. Create and implement comprehensive policies, procedures and standard
operating procedures covering the Protective Service Detail operations and
proper protection level determinations.

Agency Comments and OIG Evaluation
In its initial response (Appendix B), the agency stated that while a threat
assessment is a useful tool, it is just one tool. We agree. We modified the report to
address a threat assessment as being part of the overall threat analysis to determine
the level of protection for an Administrator, as well as the level of any other risks
and comfort of the protectee. Chapter 3 was revised to use the term threat analysis,
which would encompass threat assessments, other risks, and the protectee concerns
to document and justify the level of protection required for the Administrator.
The agency asserted that the PSD does not conduct or use a threat assessment to
determine the level of protection to provide the EPA Administrator. Rather, the
level of protection is an administrative decision, informed by awareness of risks
and the potential impact of those risks to the efficient functioning of the agency.
In February 2017, the PSD was directed by the transition team to provide 24/7
protection to the Administrator, consistent with the level of protection provided
some other cabinet officials, and began to do so immediately upon his arrival. The
decision to provide 24/7 protection to the Administrator was to be reevaluated
after an initial 2-week period.
With respect to the decision to provide 24/7 protection for Administrator Pruitt,
we requested documents from OCEFT to support this decision. On multiple
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occasions for more than a year, we were informed by OCEFT officials that there
was no documentation to support these decisions. As part of the documents
provided on June 1, 2018, by the Office of the Administrator, there were
discussions as far back as February 2017, when the 24/7 detail was discussed with
OCEFT. Numerous emails were provided that included OCEFT employees who
earlier stated no documentation existed.
Although the PSD was directed to provide 24/7 protection in February 2017, the
agency was aware that such protection needed to be justified. Prior to
Administrator Pruitt's coming on board, officials from the Office of the
Administrator, OECA, OCEFT and Office of Homeland Security were planning
for the 24/7 protection requirement. Collectively these groups were assessing:
1. The history and extent of protection services provided to prior
Administrators.
2. A comparison of threat levels.
3. The amount of funding that would be required to provide 24/7 protection.
4. The source of funding for OECA and OCEFT.
5. Long-term fixes necessary if a decision is made to provide 24/7 protection
long term.
During Administrator Pruitt's initial 2-week period, a cost analysis and a threat
assessment was to be prepared by OCEFT, PSD and Office of Homeland Security
to help in the protection reevaluation decision. We found evidence of a cost
analysis prepared for the decision meeting, but no threat analysis or documented
decision to continue 24/7 protection. We note that on several occasions OCEFT
requested information about the assessment of threats from the Office of
Homeland Security, and that office did not identify any specific threats against
Administrator Pruitt based upon historical information. We have not received any
documented evidence or justification supporting the decision to continue to
provide 24/7 protective services.
Recommendations 3 and 4 were adjusted to replace the term threat assessment
with threat analysis, and the term identify was changed to justify. In its revised
response (Appendix C), the agency did not concur with revised
Recommendations 3 and 4. The agency asserts that while a threat analysis is
informative, it is not dispositive of a decision to provide protection nor what level
of protection should be provided. Further, it asserts that the lack of threats does
not mean there is no risk or that protective services are not justified. The agency
proposed different recommendations and corrective actions to replace revised
Recommendations 3 and 4.
We disagree with the agency's proposed recommendations and corrective actions
as they do not meet the intent of our revised recommendations. The OECA is now
proposing to conduct threat analyses only twice a year while previously stating it
would do so every 90 days. The threat assessment should be conducted as one of
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the inputs to the threat analysis. Further, the threat analysis should be used to
document and justify the level of protective services to be provided. Additionally,
the agency's proposed corrective actions do not require the decisions related to the
level of protection provided to the Administrator be documented.
We consider Recommendations 3 and 4 to be unresolved.
Regarding Recommendation 5, the agency agreed in part. OCEFT is in the
process of updating its standard operating procedures specific to protective
services and plans to finalize them by September 30, 2018. However, its response
does not cover standard operating procedures related to determining the proper
level of protection for the Administrator. Therefore, we consider
Recommendation 5 to be unresolved with implementation efforts in progress.
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Chapter 4
Authorization of PSD Overtime Did Not Follow Policy
OCEFT did not provide proper authorization of overtime requests for agents
assigned to the Administrator's PSD. The requests were authorized by an acting
Special Agent in Charge (SAC), but that did not meet the level of approval
required in the EPA' s Pay Administration Manual. The OIG identified $106,507
of overtime payments made without the proper level of authorization. This
occurred because OCEFT was not aware of the requirements for the higher level
of authorization. OCEFT has since acknowledged the error and made corrections
in its authorization process.

Authorization and Approval of Overtime
We reviewed EPA Form 2560-7, Request for Overtime Authorization, for agents
authorized to perform work for the PSD during September 2016. We found that
all overtime authorization forms were prepared by the acting SAC, in advance,
based on requirements of the Administrator's travel schedule. The acting SAC
also approved the overtime authorizations for each agent, while the OCEFT
Deputy Director approved overtime authorizations requested by the acting SAC.
The acting SAC was also responsible for approving overtime charges in
PeoplePlus. Details are in Table 2.
Table 2: Overtime/compensatory time requests
Weekending
09/10/16
09/17/16
09/24/16
10/01/16

Overtime request
forms submitted
3
4
3
3

Agents requesting
overtime*

5
8

5
9

Approved by
acting SAC?
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Source: OIG analysis of agency data .
* Individual forms were not submitted by each agent.

The requirements for authorization and approval of overtime are in the EPA Pay
Administration Manual, Chapter 4, Section 6 (May 17, 1990), "Authority to
Authorize Overtime and Holiday Work," which states:
The Administrator, Deputy Administrator, Associate
Administrators, Assistant Administrators, the Inspector General,
the General Counsel, Deputy General Counsels, Regional
Counsels, Regional Administrators, office directors, directors of
headquarters staff offices or field equivalents, laboratory directors,
Headquarters division directors, and regional division directors are
authorized to approve overtime and holiday work and to establish
work schedules for compensable pre-shift and work-shift activities
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in accordance with governing laws, regulations and Agency rules
and procedures. This authority may be re-delegated to a level that
will assure compliance with legal and regulatory requirements ....
Additionally, OCEFT Policy P-02, Premium Pay for OCEFT GS-1811 Criminal
Investigators, Section 3.2(b)(iv), states:
EPA permits office directors and division directors to approve
overtime work, and allows re-delegation of this authority.
OCEFT has re-delegated the authority to assign regularly
scheduled overtime work, compensable by overtime premium
pay, to the assistant division director level.
Based on OCEFT policy, the acting SAC is not at the Assistant Division Director
level and thus was not authorized to approve overtime requests. OCEFT officials
acknowledged they were unaware of the requirements and implemented
immediate corrective action to have all future requests authorized by the Deputy
Director. Our review of requests made between February 26 through April 22,
2017, showed that either the OCEFT Director or Deputy Director authorized all
overtime requests.

Improper Payments
As a result of these improper authorizations, PSD agents incurred unauthorized
overtime costs. As shown in Table 3, PSD agents received an estimated $106,507
in overtime payments for the period January 1, 2016, through March 4, 2017. 3
Table 3: Estimated overtime payments
Period covered
(calendar year)
2016 (throuqh 12/24/16)
2017 (12/25/16-03/04/17)
Total costs
Source: OIG analysis of agency data.

Overtime
costs
$95,500
11,007
$106,507

•
•

The OIG considers the overtime payments
resulting from the improper authorizations to be
improper payments as defined by Office of Management and Budget Circular A-123,
Appendix C, Requirements for Effective Measurement and Remediation of Improper
Payments; and the Improper Payments Elimination and Recovery Improvement Act
of 2012. Appendix C of the circular defines an improper payment as:
any payment that should not have been made or that was made in
an incorrect amount under statutory, contractual, administrative, or
3

We did not determine the extent of improper authorization or any costs associated prior to the period and costs
presented in Table 3.
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other legally applicable requirements. Incorrect amounts are
overpayments or underpayments that are made to eligible
recipients.
Additionally, the term payment is further defined to mean:
any disbursement or transfer of Federal funds (including a
commitment for future payment, such as cash, securities, loans,
loan guarantees, and insurance subsidies) to any non-Federal
person, non-Federal entity, or Federal employee, that is made
by a Federal agency ....
Under the Improper Payments Elimination and Recovery Improvement Act of
2012, the definition of an improper payment was amended to include payments
made to federal employees.

Conclusion
PSD agents worked overtime without proper authorization, resulting in improper
payments of $106,507 between January 2016 and March 2017. There is no
requirement to recover these overtime payments solely because the payments
were improperly approved; the PSD agents did work the overtime hours. We
could not determine the total amount of improperly authorized overtime worked
or the period of time the improper authorizations occurred because the issue
predates the period of time covered by the audit.

Agency Actions
Based on our discussion with the agency, OCEFT took immediate action to have
the Deputy Director approve all requests for overtime. As a result, no
recommendation is being made regarding the authorization of overtime.

Recommendations
We recommend that the Assistant Administrator for Enforcement and Compliance
Assurance require that the Office of Criminal Enforcement, Forensics and
Training:
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Determine the amount of overtime that was improperly authorized for
Protective Service Detail agents in calendar years 2016 and 2017 and
identify the amounts paid as improper payments.

7.

Report improper payments to Protective Service Detail agents to the
Office of the Chief Financial Officer for inclusion in the annual Agency
Financial Report.
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Agency Comments and OIG Evaluation
The agency suggested the final report clarify that the overtime payments made to
the PSD agents did not need to be recovered solely because they were improper
payments. The OIG incorporated the proposed change.
The agency disagreed with our recommendations. Although the agency agreed
that the pre-approval of overtime was improper, it does not believe the
payments resulting from the pre-approval were improper payments. While the
agency identified the proper criteria, its analysis does not appear to consider the
full scope of the criteria. Specifically, under the Improper Payments
Elimination and Recovery Improvement Act of 2012, the definition of an
improper payment was amended to include payments made to federal
employees. Therefore, Recommendations 6 and 7 remain unresolved.
The full agency response is in Appendix B.
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Chapter 5
PSD Did Not Follow Policy for Recording and
Monitoring Law Enforcement Availability Pay Hours
Administrator Pruitt had required around-the-clock protection, which resulted in
PSD agents having complex work schedules with large amounts of overtime,
weekend work, shift differentials and Law Enforcement Availability Pay (LEAP)
hours. However, PSD agents and their supervisors did not adequately follow
policies and procedures for recording and monitoring LEAP hours worked.
Failing to follow all applicable policies and procedures increases the risk for
fraud, waste and abuse.

Time-and-Attendance and Management Information Systems
On a biweekly basis, PSD agents are responsible for accurately entering hours
worked and leave taken into an electronic timesheet within PeoplePlus-the
EPA' s time-and-attendance system. Agents attest to the accuracy of the data they
enter, and approving officials review and certify to the accuracy of the data. The
certified data is then sent to the OCFO's Office of Technology Solutions for
processing and transmittal to the agency's payroll provider-the U.S. Department
of the Interior's Interior Business Center (IBC).
PSD agents, in accordance with 5 U.S.C. § 5545a, Availability Pay for Criminal
Investigators, are provided premium pay or LEAP for being available for
unscheduled duty. LEAP pay is premium pay that is paid to federal law enforcement
officers who are criminal investigators. To qualify for LEAP pay, an agent must
work, or be available to work, an average of 2 additional hours for each workday.
PeoplePlus is not used to record agents' LEAP hours. Rather, PSD agents are
responsible for submitting their overtime, leave and LEAP hours into the Monthly
Activity Reporting System (MARS)-OCEFT's internal management information
system-by the tenth workday of the following month. MARS is not a time-andattendance system; it is a separate stand-alone system that does not integrate with
PeoplePlus. MARS is considered a management tool. All supervisors are
responsible for reviewing and approving entries in MARS for their agents by the
end of the month in which they were submitted. This information is used to
demonstrate whether the agents are meeting their 2-hour-per-day availability pay
requirements. Agents receiving LEAP must make an annual certification that they
have met, and are expected to meet, the average 2-hour-per-day availability
requirement. This certification must be approved by the investigator's supervisor
and be supported by the information in MARS.
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Policy Not Followed
We found that PSD agents and supervisors complied with policies and procedures
for scheduling employee time. However, we found that PSD agents and
supervisors did not follow existing policies and procedures for recording and
monitoring LEAP hours in MARS. Examples of internal controls not being
followed included the following:
•

Our review of individual agents' MARS entries found that the reports
were not completed in a timely manner. We selected 1 month to review
and determined that five of six reports were submitted more than a month
late. Further, our review of the sampled MARS reports for the same period
found that none were approved by management. PSD agents said MARS
reports were not done timely because they were busy doing protective
duties rather than timekeeping responsibilities-an administrative burden.

•

We were informed that PSD agents use PeoplePlus as the starting point for
the data inserted into MARS. Despite this, we could not reconcile
information in PeoplePlus to the information in MARS. Our analysis
found that five of 14 agents who charged hours to the PSD had hours
reported in MARS that did not agree with the hours reported in
PeoplePlus.

Conclusion
Discrepancies were found between the information in MARS and PeoplePlus.
We found that MARS information was not entered timely nor reviewed by
supervisors in a timely manner These deficiencies can be attributed to agents' lack
of awareness of MARS responsibilities, and an opinion that compliance with
timekeeping responsibilities was an administrative burden and not of sufficient
priority.
We initiated a separate audit of OCEFT's LEAP pay recording due to the issues
identified; therefore, no recommendations are being made in this report.

Agency Comments and OIG Evaluation
The agency's formal response did not include any comments related to Chapter 5.
Our final report includes some minor edits as a result of our ongoing OCEFT
LEAP audit.
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Chapter 6
Payment Made in Excess of Statutory Pay Limit
A PSD agent received a $21 ,449 before-taxes payment in January 2017 for
overtime that exceeded the annual pay cap of the prior calendar year. Neither the
agency nor its payroll provider initially recognized that the payment resulted in
the employee exceeding the 2016 annual pay cap because the overtime hours were
worked and recorded in 2016 but not processed and paid until January 2017. The
OCFO began coordination on the accuracy of the original payment with IBC in
March 2017, and a debt collection notice was issued to the agent on July 14, 2017.
We issued a management alert report on September 27, 2017, Management Alert:
Controls Failed to Prevent Employee from Receiving Payment in Excess of
Statutory Limit (Report No. 17-P-0410), to notify the agency of the internal
control weakness that resulted in an unauthorized payment.

Debt Collection Notice
On July 14, 2017, the IBC-the EPA's payroll provider-sent a Bill for
Collection to the subject PSD agent informing him that he may have received an
excess federal salary payment of $16,299.33 after taxes. IBC stated that the
reason for the overpayment was "an erroneous overpayment/credit," and
requested either payment in full by August 13, 2017, or other repayment options.
Starting on July 19, 2017, the PSD agent began filing a formal debt collection
waiver request, which stated in part:
I do not believe that this was an erroneous overpayment/credit.
It was payment for hours properly preapproved, scheduled, and
worked. There was, and still to this day is, enough confusion by
many people ... to be able to say that no one really knows at this
point if this was truly an erroneous payment. Therefore, I
respectfully request that this waiver request be granted and this
matter is allowed to be put behind me ....
According to the IBC, in July 2017, at the EPA's request, a manual adjustment
was made to remove the $16,299.33 salary payment from the gross wages of the
PSD agent because the amount was in dispute. This prevented the $16,299.33
payment in question from counting toward the annual pay cap. In addition, the
perceived temporary manual adjustment was only intended to remain in place
until the agency ruled on the waiver request. Consequently, the agent was not
required to make any payments against this debt until a final determination was
made.
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Waiver Determination
On November 1, 2017, the EPA' s OGC denied the agent's waiver request. The
OGC stated, in part, that after an audit was performed, it was determined by both
the IBC and OCFO that the annual pay cap cannot legally be exceeded and may
not roll over into the following calendar year. An employee forfeits any additional
compensation once he or she hits that year's pay ceiling. Further, the waiver was
precluded since the employee was aware that he or she was being overpaid.
After the waiver was denied, the OCEFT Deputy Director and OCFO officials
provided the OGC additional information about the debt collection. The OGC was
informed that the PSD agent was a criminal investigator earning a base pay of
$136,160, and that his 25 percent LEAP differential would raise his annual salary
to over $170,200-clearly above the annual pay limit of $161,900. Without
receiving the January 2017 lump sum payment, the agent's pay would already be
reduced to prevent the agent from exceeding the 2017 annual limit. The OCFO
further concluded that the lump sum payment the agent received in January 2017
would count toward the annual limit of $161,900 and the controls in place would
prevent payments above the annual limit. Based on this information, the OGC
determined that the cost of further collection was likely to exceed the amount
recoverable and consequently the debt was terminated. The OCFO was instructed
to work with the IBC to close out this debt.
However, we found the information presented to the OGC by OCEFT and OFCO
was incorrect. The OGC was not informed that the disputed payment of
$16,299.33 was manually adjusted and removed from being considered part of the
gross wages of the PSD agent. The OGC was also not informed that the manual
adjustment caused repayments to be deferred until a final determination was made
on the waiver. As a result, the lump sum payment was not included in the
calculation of the 201 7 annual pay limit, and the PSD agent exceeded the annual
pay cap of $161,900.

Management Alert
Our management alert report-issued September 27, 2017-had recommended
the following to the EPA Chief Financial Officer:
1. Design and implement new controls to prevent the reoccurrence of
unauthorized payments that will put an employee above the annual
statutory pay cap.
2. Determine whether similar unauthorized payments above the annual
statutory pay cap have been made to other EPA employees.
3. Recover any overpayments above the annual statutory pay cap.
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OCFO indicated that it agreed with the recommendations and submitted planned
corrective actions and revised corrective actions to resolve the management alert's
findings on three separate occasions (November 6, 2017; January 17, 2018; and
May 17, 2018). However, we found the actions to be incomplete based on the
information provided. In June 2018, the OCFO was able to demonstrate that the
new controls implemented would prevent future instances of an employee
overpayment. However, the OIG maintains that:
1. The OCFO did not provide the scope of its analysis to demonstrate how it
could conclude that there were no additional overpayments beyond those
identified.
2. The agency has not provided documentation to support the OGC basis for
termination of the debt nor that the debt was recouped to prevent
exceeding the annual pay cap in calendar year 2017.

Conclusion
The OGC incorrectly terminated a debt owed by a PSD agent because OGC was
not informed that the earlier decisions to suspend debt payments removed the
lump sum payments from the calculation of the annual pay cap.

Recommendations
We recommend that the General Counsel:
8. Revisit the Office of General Counsel's decision to terminate the debt
collection associated with the Protective Service Detail agent who had
received the $16,299.33 overpayment.
We recommend that the Chief Financial Officer:
9. Request a pay audit of the calendar year 2017 wages for the Protective
Service Detail agent who had received the overpayment and determine the
amount the agent exceeded the 2017 pay cap.
10. Recover the $16,299.33 for which the waiver for the Protective Service
Detail agent who had received the overpayment was denied and any
additional overpayment determined by the pay audit.
11. Design and implement new controls to prevent the reoccurrence of
unauthorized payments that will put an employee above the annual
statutory pay cap.
12. Determine whether similar unauthorized payments above the annual
statutory pay cap have been made to other EPA employees in calendar
years 2016 and 2017, and recover any overpayments as appropriate.
18-P-0239
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Agency Comments and OIG Evaluation
The agency suggested edits to be made to the final report to better summarize and
clarify Chapter 6. The OIG incorporated the proposed changes as appropriate.
For Recommendation 8, we verified that on June 4, 2018, the acting EPA Claims
Officer reopened the waiver decision that contained the debt termination decision.
The waiver decision was appropriate and should stand for reasons previously
provided. Only the decision to terminate the debt should be revisited. We have not
received a final waiver decision reversing the debt termination, and no estimated
date for completion of corrective actions was provided. Therefore, this
recommendation is unresolved.
For Recommendation 9, the agency agreed and requested the IBC to complete a
pay audit on the subject PSD agent. The agency estimated corrective actions will
be completed by September 30, 2018. We consider this recommendation resolved
with corrective actions pending.
For Recommendation 10, the agency agreed and indicated it will collect any debts
upon completion of the OGC review and IBC pay audit. The agency estimated
corrective actions will be completed by September 30, 2018. We consider this
recommendation resolved with corrective actions pending.
For Recommendation 11, the agency agreed and has strengthened controls with
the IBC to help prevent reoccurrence of the problem noted. However, the actions
taken to date do not eliminate the removal of salary payments from the annual pay
cap calculation when the amount is subject to waiver. Therefore, this
recommendation is unresolved.
For Recommendation 12, the agency agreed with our recommendation and
provided an analysis of unauthorized payments made in calendar years 2016 and
2017. However, the agency has not indicated how it intends to determine and
recover any overpayments as appropriate and the date when the recovery will be
completed. Therefore, this recommendation is unresolved.
The full agency response is in Appendix B.
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Status of Recommendations and
Potential Monetary Benefits
RECOMMENDATIONS

Rec.
No.

Page
No.

Subject

Status 1

Action Official

Planned
Completion
Date

8

Obtain a formal legal opinion from the EPA's Office of General
Counsel that articulates the underlying legal basis for the law
enforcement authority of the Protective Service Detail's agents.

C

Assistant Administrator for
Enforcement and
Compliance Assurance

6129118

2

8

Implement the Office of General Counsel opinion through new
policies, procedures and/or guidance that defines the amount of
time agents must spend on investigating environmental crimes
and how the time will be monitored and documented by
supervisors.

R

Assistant Administrator for
Enforcement and
Compliance Assurance

9130118

3

13

Have the Office of Criminal Enforcement, Forensics and Training
complete and document a threat analysis for the EPA
Administrator on a regular basis to justify the proper level of
protection required for the Administrator.

u

Assistant Administrator for
Enforcement and
Compliance Assurance

4

13

Using a justified level of protection based on a threat analysis,
determine appropriate staffing and corresponding schedules for
Protective Service Detail agents.

u

Assistant Administrator for
Enforcement and
Compliance Assurance

5

13

Create and implement comprehensive policies, procedures and
standard operating procedures covering the Protective Service
Detail operations and proper protection level determinations.

u

Assistant Administrator for
Enforcement and
Compliance Assurance

6

18

Require that the Office of Criminal Enforcement, Forensics and
Training determine the amount of overtime that was improperly
authorized for Protective Service Detail agents in calendar years
2016 and 2017 and identify the amounts paid as improper
payments.

u

Assistant Administrator for
Enforcement and
Compliance Assurance

7

18

Require that the Office of Criminal Enforcement, Forensics and
Training report improper payments to Protective Service Detail
agents to the Office of the Chief Financial Officer for inclusion in
the annual Agency Financial Report.

u

Assistant Administrator for
Enforcement and
Compliance Assurance

8

24

Revisit the Office of General Counsel's decision to terminate the
debt collection associated with the Protective Service Detail agent
who had received the $16,299.33 overpayment.

u

General Counsel

9

24

Request a pay audit of the calendar year 2017 wages for the
Protective Service Detail agent who had received the
overpayment and determine the amount the agent exceeded the
2017 pay cap.

R

Chief Financial Officer

9130118

10

24

Recover the $16,299.33 for which the waiver for the Protective
Service Detail agent who had received the overpayment was
denied and any additional overpayment determined by the pay
audit.

R

Chief Financial Officer

9130118

11

24

Design and implement new controls to prevent the reoccurrence
of unauthorized payments that will put an employee above the
annual statutory pay cap.

u

Chief Financial Officer

18-P-0239

Potential
Monetary
Benefits
(in $000s)

$106.5

26

RECOMMENDATIONS

1

Rec.
No.

Page
No.

12

24

Subject
Determine whether similar unauthorized payments above the
annual statutory pay cap have been made to other EPA
employees in calendar years 2016 and 2017, and recover any
overpayments as appropriate.

Status 1

Action Official

u

Chief Financial Officer

Planned
Completion
Date

Potential
Monetary
Benefits
(in $000s)

C = Corrective action completed.
R = Recommendation resolved with corrective action pending.
U = Recommendation unresolved with resolution efforts in progress.
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Appendix A

OGC Legal Opinion Regarding
Protective Service Detail

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Washington, D.C. 20460

JUN 2 9 2018

OFFICE OF
GENERAL COUNSEL

MEMORA D M

SUBJECT :

Legal Opinion Regarding Protective Service Detail

FROM:

Wendy L. Blake, Associate General Counsel 7,..J~ <'.3
General Law Office
Office of General Counsel

THRU:

Kevin S. Minoli, Principal Deputy General Counsel
Office of General Counsel

THRU:

Matthew Z. Leopo. Id, General Couns~
Office of General Counsel

TO:

Henry E. Barnet, Director
Office of Criminal Enforcement Forensics & Training

The Office of General Counsel has been asked to opine on ( 1) the source of the Agency's
legal authority to provide protective services for the Administrator, and (2) the basis of the
protective service agents' authority to carry firearms, execute warrants, and make arrests,
otherwise known as ' law enforcement authority," while in the performance of their protective
services duties. The Agency has authority to expend appropriated funds to provide protective
services for the Administrator under 5 U.S .C. § 301. Further, the protective service agents derive
law enforcement authority under 18 U.S .C. § 3063 provided they have responsibility for
investigating environmental crimes. Together, these statutes authorize the Agency to provide a
protective service detail to the Administrator comprised of protective service agents with full law
enforcement authority to carry firearms, execute warrants, and make arrests.
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Hackground
The ll.S. I-:mironmental Protection Agency employs a Protcctiw Sen ice Detail c·PSf}"")
staffed hy agents responsihle for proYiding personal prntcctiYc sen ices to the Agency·s
Administrator. 1 The I'S[) is a separate component or the Criminal 111\cstigation Division c·CJD"")
in the Otlicc of Criminal Enforcement. Forensics. and Training c·OCITT""). Office of
Enforcement and Compliance Assurance. Across the federal go\'crnment. federal law enforcement
personnel such as PSD agents must possess authority to exercise law enforcement functions
including carrying tircarms. executing warrants. and making arrests. For instance. the criminal
ill\cstigators in CID \\ho conduct investigations of cll\·ironmental crimes. dcri\·e their law
cnfi.)rcement authority from 18 lJ .S.C. ~ 3063. ··Pm\crs of the Environmental Protection Agency."·
which states. in pai1:
l 1pon designation hy the Administrator or the Environmental Protection Agency.
any law enforcement officer or the Environmental Protection Agency \\ith
responsihility for the investigation of criminal violations or a law administered hy
the Environmental Protection Agency. may( I) carry lircarms:
(2) execute and serve any warrant or other processes issued under the authority of
the United States: and
(3) make arrests without warrant for( A) any offense against the United States committed in such officer· s
presence: or
( B) any felony offense against the United States if such ot1iccr has prohahlc
cause to helicve that the person to he arrested has committed or is committing
that felony offense.
!his statute prO\ ides ti.ill hm enforcement authority to carry 1iream1s. execute warrants. and make
arrests. This authority is broad. allowing CID criminal imestigators to carr1 firearms and make
arrests \\ithout warrants for offenses against the United States committed in their presence (or if

'Current!) all PSD agents are ~lassilit:d as Criminal lmestigators. GS-1811.
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they have prohahle cause to helieve that someone has committed or is committing a felon)). even
at times \,hen they arc not acti\cly imcstigating cmironmcntal crimes.
\Ve understand from OCl·TT that when CID criminal imestigators assigned to the l'SD
lirsl undertook the performance or protccti\·e sen ices in the wake or the September 11. 200 I
terrorist atlacks. they possessed law enforcement authority related to their criminal investigatiYc
\\Ork c(1nferred by 18 U .S.C.

~

3063. Nearly a decade lat<.:r. the PSD began to employ hm

enforcement ofliccrs hired from outside the Agency who \\ere not em isioned lo have
.. responsibility for the im estigation of criminal \ iolations··
prerequisite for

~

or

em ironmental

hl\\S

- -

the

3063 authority. OCITT consulted with the Office of General Counsel ( .. ()(_j('"")

ahout this issue. and in 2010 obtained law enforcement authority for PSI) agents through
deputation by the l ! .S. Marshals Service. These deputations granted PSD agents Im\ enforcement
authority for a set period of time (as specified in the deputations). ln the fall of 2016. OCFFT again
consulted with OGC regarding transitioning PSD agents· l,m enforcement authority hack to 18
l :.s.c.

~

3063. OUC concurred with OCEFT"s ,iew that PSD agents ,,ith actual ··n.:sponsibility

for the imestigation of criminal violations·· may appropriately rely on~ 3063 for law enfon:ement
authorit:-,.

Analysis
A. The /\gene, Has Authoritv to Expend Appropriated Funds on Protecti, c Services
It is \\ell established that the Agency has the authority to expend resources frir the personal
protection of the Administrator. Such authority is derived from 5 l 1.S.C

~

301. commonly referred

to as a ··housekeeping statute."· Section 30 I authori;,es an agency head to ··prescribe regulations
for the go,cmmcnt of his department. the conduct of its emplo)ecs. the distribution and
performance of its business. and the custody. use. and pres<.:nation of its records. papers. and
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property.·· .5 ll.S.C. ~ 30 I. The Comptroller General of the United States. who also heads the lJ .S.
(im ernment J\ccountahility Ofticc r·GJ\0 .. ). has interpreted this general grant of administrati\C
authority as permitting federal agencies to expend appropriated funds to assign employees to
pro\'idc protect in: sen ices. and has ad\'iscd that under~ 301. an agency may authori7c the use of
its appropriated funds. personnel. and assets to protect agency ofticials. 2 The Comptroller General
li.irthcr a(h iscd that this authority extends to agencies \\ ithout specific statutory authority for
protccti\'e sen ices. In a decision analyzing the authority of the l 1.S. Department of the Treasury
to prm ide a protecti\'e sen it:c detail to the Se1.:rctary of the Treasury. the Comptroller General
opined .
.. . if a Go\'ernmcnt ofti1.:ial were threatened or there were other indications that he
was in danger. and if it \\Crc administrati\ cly determined that the risk \\ere such as
to impair his ahility to catTy out his duties. and hen1.:e to afkct ad\ersely the
erti1.:i1.:nt fi.1111.:tioning of the agen1.:y. then ti.mds of his agency. the use of whi1.:h was
not otherwise restricted. might he availahle to protect him. without spc1.:ific
statutor\'- authorit\.
In ,.,., rhe .\'f!crf!/ .'-.'l'n' /'ml. for /hf! Src\ of !he frrn.rnry .

.5-l Comp. Gen. 624. 628-29. (.Ian. 28.

197.5 ). ' The Comptroller Genera rs conclusion rests on the \ iew that the deployment of senirit)
personnel is .. an cxccutin: function essential to the management of a department and the
perfonnan1.:c of its husiness:· Id at 628-29.
Additionally. in /11 re rhe ,','ecre/ ,':en·. l'ror. /<JI' the SL'C\ of the Ji-cmwT. the Comptroller
Cicneral stated that the GAO ·-\\Ould generally not ohjecC to an agency prmiding pmtedion

' See. e.g .. Ill re 1he Sffrel Sen·. /'ro/. for lh<' Sff'I• o/lhe li-eurnr\'. 54 Cnmp. Gen. 624. 628-29. (Jan. 28.
1975 ). as modified. 55 Comp. Gen. 578. B-1493 72 ( [kc. 18. 1975 ): .\/111/er off tome & .t 11/0 . .\'('(' Sn .fi>r
I S Cu.110111.1 Sen·. !'as .. B-25 I 7 IO (.I uh 7. I 993 ).
'See also l i .S. ( io, ·1 /\ccnuntahi lit) onicc. G/\O/GGD/OSl-00-139. "Securit) Protection. Sta11dardi1atinn
lssu.:s Regarding Protection of L,ecutive Branch Olfo.:ials:· B-283892. at I 2 (Jul). 2000) (noting that
agen..:ics ma) prO\ ide protcdion to their officials "ii' it is administrati\el) dcter111ined that the etlicicnc) of
the agencies ,,ould he affected because of threats or nthcr legitimate concerns o, er the safot) of officials
that ,1mild i111pair their ahilitics tn carr) nut their duties'·).

4
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sen ices to its officials ··,\ here there is legitimate concern

O\

er the safety of an official and \\ here

the agency·s functioning may he impaired hy the danger to that oflicial - to an agency.·· Id at 629.
On this has is. the ( iAO further opined that the ··secretary [of the Treasury I - in a proper case - may
arrange for his protection hy personnel of the Department of the Treasury or hy the Secret Sen ice.
hut in the latter case only on a reimhursable hasis .. C\'en when the Secretary \\as not one of the
officials the Secret Service was spcci fically authorized to protect under 18 l I .S.C. ~ 3056. id at
630. 1
Many federal agencies. like EPA. that lack specific statutory authority to prmidc
protecti\ e sen ices rel:, on the Comptroller General's interpretation of 5 U .S.C. ~ 301 tojustify the
c\penditure of appropriated funds on protccti\'e services.' As the GAO noted in a report analyzing
protection of e\ccutive hranch officials across different federal agencies.

··1 flrom

fiscal years 1997

through 1999 .... security protection was provided to oflicials holding -l2 e\eeuti\'e hranch
positions at 3 I e\ccuti\·c hranch agencies:· /,l at 2. The CiAO catalogued security scn·iccs
pnn ided to 1-l Cahinct secretaries. four deputy or undersecretaries. and 2-l other high-ranking
oflicials. Id. at 7. Of these.

··10 [nly two e\ecutive hranch agencies

... -the Secret Service and the

State Department --had specific statutory authority to protect e\ecuti\"e branch oflicials. including
the authority to carry firearms in carrying out their protccti\c responsibilities.·· Id at 11. The report
goes on to e\plain that

··1 a JI though

none of the other agencies cited spcci tic statutory authority to

1

The Comptroller (icneral·s reasoning has appeared in other cases re, ic\\ ing the prote<.:ti, e sen ices of
other federal agencies. See e.g .. U.S. (ill\ ·1 Accnuntahility Off.. GA0-0--l-261SP. Principles of Federal
Apprnpriatinns I.a\\ (3d ed. 200--l) (citing 1".l\orabl:, to 5--l Cnmp. (jen. 62--l and .\fut/a of lfo111,, & All/o.
Sec. Sr.1. for ( S. Cu.110111.1 Sen·. !'as .. U-251710 (July 7. I 993 ). in ,, hich the Comptroller (ieneral
determined thal the ll.S. Custom, Service llHI) prm ide security devices for agents based on the risk created
h, their h111 enforcement responsibilities. the threat cm irnn111ent. and past threats against Customs
pcrsonnel ).
'S<'e GAO Report. Security Protection. Standardization Issues Regarding Protection of Executive Branch
Officials. B-28.,892 (2000).
5
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protect their olticials. that docs not mean that the agencies arc not authorized to prm ide such
scn·ices:· Id The Ci AO cited to its prior opinions in the report. explaining:
In decisions of the Comptroller Cicncral. we have recognized that under certain
circumstanCl:s. agencies can expend appropriated funds to protect their officials as a
necessary expense. Such protection is warranted if it is administratively determined
that the eflicicncy of the agencies would he affected hccause of threats or other
legitimate concerns o, er the safety of officials that would impair their ahilities to
carry out their duties.
Id at 11-12.
Accordingly. pursuant to 5 l 1.S.C. ~ 301 and the ahme noted Comptroller Cieneral decisions
interpreting 5 U .S.C. ~ 301. the Agency has the authority to expend appropriated funds on the
protection of the Administrator. We next turn to the issue of how agents that perform protccti, c
sen ices for the Administrator derive their 1,m enforcement authority to carry firearms. execute
,,arrants. and make arrests.
B. PSI) A~cnts Haw Law Enforcement Authoritv l inder 18 ll .S.C. § 3063
ln order for PSI) agents to can-:y firearms. execute warrants. or make arrests in the
pcrfonnancc of their protectin: duties. they must ha,e l,m enforcement authority. There is no
statutory provision that provides LP/\ with la,, enforcement authority specilically for hm
enforcement onicers who solely proYidc protective scn·iccs. As stated ahovc. hm,ncr. 18 l 1.S.C.
~

3063 does provide law enforcement authority for !]>;\ la,, enforcement officers .. \\ith

responsihility for the investigation or· environmental crimes. Section 3063 specifically provides:
any l,m enforcement ofticcr of the hn ironmental Protection Agency with
rcsponsihility for the investigation or criminal violations or a law administered hy
the Environmental Protection Agency. may-( 1) carry firearms:
( 2) execute and sen e any warrant. .. : and
(:l) make arrests ......
Therefore. whether an agent can have law enforcement authorit) rests on whether he or she has
hecn designated with ··rcsponsihilit) ·· for the investigation of cm iron mental crimes. The most
6
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important rule of statutory construction is to begin with the language

or the

statute_r, As the

Supreme Court has stated. ··we begin with the understanding that Congress ·says in a statute what
it means and means in a statute what it says there.··· 7 ··When the statute·s language is plain. the
sole function of the courts---at least where the disposition required by the text is not ahsurd~-is to
enforce it according to its terms. \internal quotations omittcd\_--x To determine the meaning of a
statute·s text. _judges e,aluate the ··natural reading"" 9 or ··ordinary understanding·· 111 of disputed
\\ords. Courts often refer to dictionaries to find this ordinary meaning. 11
!!ere. the statute is clear.

··1 A \ny hi\\ enli.ll"cement orticer ... with responsibility for

imestigat[ ingj"· em iron mental crimes has law enforcement authority under I 8 U .S.C.

~

3063. The

statute is neither ambiguous nor otherwise unclear in its meaning. When considering the ordinary
meaning of the text of the statute. ··with responsibility"' can be reasonably interpretec.l to mean that
PSI) agents arc to he available to he called on and c.lo perform cn,ironmental criminal investigator:
\\ork_1c

,. Sec. e.g .. 1/art/iml l ·mtcnrritcr.1 Ins. C'o. ,. l ·,,ion Planters !Jank. YA .. 530 ll.S. I (2000): S<'l' also
l?ohi11rn11 ,·. Shd/(Ji/C'o .. 519 lJ.S. 337( 1997):C·llllll. .\'at·; Bank,·. Gemwi11. 503 11.S. 2.t9( 1992): Ala/lard
,. I S. !)_( · So. /)ist oflom1. 490 U.S. 296. 300 ( I 989).
llart/ord/nden1nten/111 ('o.530llS at6(quoti11gc·,11111 \'a1'/Bank1· (icr111m11.501l S at25.t).
'Id (citing { ·,,ited S!a/e.1 ,·. Ron !'air FIiiers .. /11c. . .t89 lJ. S. 235. 2.t I ( 1989) ( quoting ( ·a111inetti r. l :nitcd
States. 2.t2 ll. S. • 70 . .t85 ( 1917 ))): .I<'<' also /.uni !'uh. Sch IJist . .Vo. 8fJ ,·. Dcp ·1 o/'l:duc .. 550 l I.S. 8 I. 93
( :007) (""\ N \ormally m:ithcr the legislati\e history nor the reasonableness of the Secretary ·s method \\Olild
be determinatiYe if the plain language of the statute unambiguously indicated that Congress sought to
foreclose the Secretary ·s interpretation ... ).
., .1111. !!osp. .ls,·,, r. XI.RB, .t99 U.S. 606. 611 ( 1991 ).
1
" H11hhi11 ,·. S\1'el'I /10111e ( 'hap/er n/( ·1111rs. /or" c;rrnl ( Jr .. 515 l I.S. 687. 697 ( 1995 ). See also A1ll"l1<' 1·.
< ·apato. Ll2 S. Ct. 2021. 2030. 2 I 30 (2012 J.
11

Eg ..\IC! Tclcrn111111.1.Corp. \' . .ll&TC'o .. 512 ll.S. 218. 227-29 (1994).

,.· In the Merriam-Webster dictionary. ··responsibilit> ·· is defined as:
I: the quality nr state of being responsible: such as
a: moral. legal. or mental accountability
b: reliability. trust\\Orthincss
-,. ,omcthing for 11hich one is responsible: burden
l'l'Sf)OIISihilitr. Ml RRL\ \1-WI.I\S I IR Ol'-.1.1"11 [)I( 110'-\R Y. hllps://\\ \\\\ .merriam\\ ebster.com/d ict illllarylresp,,ns ibi Iity.

7
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\\'e understand from OCEFT that all PSD agents· position descriptions include criminal
imestigatory responsihilities. Further. according to OCTFT. PSD agents presently perform
emironmcntal criminal imestigatory work in addition to their protective service duties. Their
criminal imestigatory work includes acti\'ities such as executing warrants: sen ing subpoenas:
conducting witness intcn·icws: analy;,ing documents rclc,·ant to en\'ironmcntal criminal
imcstigations: and C\'aluating incoming tips on potential criminal cn\'ironmental violations. In
light or the plain language or the statute. PSD agents dcri\'e law enforcement authority under 18
l i.S.C.

~

3063 pro\'idcd the) ha\'c rcsponsihility l<1r performing en\'ironmental criminal

investigative \\Ork.1.i
A PS[) agent's supcn·isor is in the hest position to determine the actual rcsponsihilitics of
his or her employees. lo aid a super\'isor in documenting the conclusion that an employee has
responsihility for the investigation of environmental crimes. we recommend OCFFT develop a
system that documents and tracks the fr1llowing: the percentage of time each employee is expected
to spend on in,·cstigating em ironmental crimes each year: the nature of emironmental criminal
inn:stigatory activities actually conducted each year: and the percentage of time actually spent on
such acti,·itics each year. We also recommend that OCEfT continue to ensure that all agents
in,estigating cm·ironmcntal crimes include those responsibilities as part of their position

I Ile 11ord --responsible:· in turn. is defined as. as applicable here:
I a: liable to be called on to answer
I b( I): liable to be called to acrnunt as the primar:-- cause. motive. or agent a wmmittcc
responsible for the ,iob
I b( ~ ): being the cause or explanation mechanical defects 1, ere responsible for the accident
I c: liable to legal re, ic1, or in case of fault to penalties ..
resJ>r!11sih/e. Ml RRl.\\1-WI.I\SII RO'\I INI DICll<l'\,\RY. https:/11\\\l\.merriam1, i:bster.com/d i<.:t ionar_\ ./responsible.
1
' Where I'S!) agents ha1c responsibility for the irncstigation of em irnnmental crimes. they ma) carr)
firearms. make arrests. and execute 1,arrants e,en al ti111es 1,hc11 the) arc not carr:--ing out criminal
im cstigalm: duties. such as 1,hc11 the:- pn11 ide protccti1c si:n ices for the ;\d111inistrator.

8
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descriptions. There is no black letter law definition or answer as to what percentage of time or
acti\ ities conducted are sufficient to conclude that an cmplo) cc has --responsibility for·· the
investigation of environmental crimes. Llltimatdy. the extent to \\hich an employee has
responsibility for the investigation of environmental crimes is a judgment made by the employce·s
supen isor.

Conclusion
In summary. the Agency·s authority to expend appropriated funds to provide protecti\ c
sen ices for the Administrator is derived from 5 U.S.C. ~ 30 I. Furthem1orc. PS[) agents derive
law enforcement authority from 18 l !.S.C. ~ 3063 prmided they have responsibility for performing
cmironmental criminal investigative work. We recommend that O(TTT develop a system that
documents and tracks the information identi tied above to aid the supervisor in documenting the
conclusion that an employee has responsibility for the investigation of environmental crimes.

9
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Appendix B

Initial Agency Response to Draft Report
UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

JUN 2 9 2018
MEMORANDUM
SUBJECT:

Response to ~he May 30, 2018, Office of Inspector General's Draft Report,
"Agents Assigned to Protective Service Detail Lack Statutory Auth rity to Protect the
EPA Administrator"

n

FROM:

Matthew Z. Leopold, General Counsel AA
Office of General Counsel
/' \

rJt'l.µJ

~ fev1-._ ~

Susan Parker Bodine, Assistant Administrator
Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance

L .,,

l /
Holly W. Greaves, Chief Financial OfficerJ.~M, ~
Office of the Chief Financial Officer
1 rv·o/'WUWo

TO:

Arthur Elkins, Inspector General
Charles Sheehan, Deputy Inspector General
Office of Inspector General

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the issues and recommendations presented in the
Office oflnspector General Draft Report, Project No. OPE-FY16-0265 regarding the protection
of the EPA Administrator. The Office of General Counsel and the Office of Enforcement and
Compliance Assurance disagree with the facts and legal conclusions set forth in the draft report,
as set forth in this letter as well as in the attached legal opinion of the General Counsel and the
attached redline of the draft report. The Office of the Chief Financial Officer believes that the
draft report includes misstatements, which are corrected in the attached redline.
Chapter 2: EPA PSD Agents Lack Statutory Authority to Perform Law Enforcement
Functions
Chapter 2 of the draft report states: "We concluded that the EPA's [Protective Service Detail]
PSD agents lack statutory authority to provide protective services for the EPA Administrator."
That statement is incorrect as a matter oflaw. PSD agents possess proper authority to perform
protective services for the Administrator under 5 U.S.C. § 301. Further, PSD agents' law
enforcement authority, which includes the authority to make arrests and carry firearms, is
derived from 18 U.S.C. § 3063, provided they have responsibility for the investigation of
environmental crimes.
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The Office oflnspector General (OIG) draft report improperly conflates the Agency's general
authority to provide protective services with the "law enforcement authority" of PSD agents. The
authority to provide protective services is separate and apart from PSD agents' authority to carry
firearms, execute warrants, make arrests, and perform other law enforcement functions. This
improper conflation results in numerous errors throughout the draft report. Prior to the issuance of
the draft Chapter 2, Office of General Counsel (OGC) conveyed the clear legal authority for both
the existence of the PSD itself and the PSD agents' law enforcement authority to the OIG auditors.
The Agency has clear authority to assign employees to provide protective services under 5 U.S.C. §
30 I, as confirmed by Comptroller General decisions. In 1975, the Comptroller General determined
that "if a government official were threatened or there were other indications that he was in danger,
and if it were administratively determined that the risk were such as to impair his ability to carry out
his duties, and hence to affect adversely the efficient functioning of the agency, then funds of his
agency, the use of which was not otherwise restricted, might be available to protect him, without
specific statutory authority." See 54 Comp. Gen. 624 (Jan. 28, 1975). Thus, all agencies, including
EPA, have authority to expend appropriated funds to protect government officials.
As OGC staff had previously informed your staff, PSD agents derive law enforcement authority
from 18 U.S.C. § 3063 whenever they have responsibility for the investigation of environmental
crimes. 18 U.S.C. § 3063 states in part:
"Upon designation by the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, any
law enforcement officer of the Environmental Protection Agency with responsibility for
the investigation of criminal violations of a law administered by the Environmental
Protection Agency, may- (1) carry firearms; execute and serve any warrant ... ; and (3)
make arrests without warrant .... ".
Chapter 2 incorrectly states that " ... because the duties of PSD agents do not comport with the
plain language of 18 U.S.C. § 3063 ... they are not authorized to carry firearms and conduct other
law enforcement activities pursuant to that statute." Chapter 2 also incorrectly states that, "the
agency appears to have taken the position that the law enforcement powers given to the Criminal
Investigations Division (CID) agents under 18 U.S.C. § 3063 were automatically transferred to the
agents' work in PSD." These assertions are inaccurate. OIG's analysis ignores PSD agents' actual
current duties, specifically the vital fact that part of a PSD agent's time is spent on criminal
investigatory work. OIG failed to include this key fact in its analysis, even though the Agency
clearly noted this fact to the OIG. The fact that PSD agents currently spend some of their time
investigating environmental crimes means that PSD agents do perform work that comports with
the plain language of the statute. There is no "transfer" of authority from CID agents to PSD
agents. PSD agents, like other CID agents, derive their law enforcement authority from 18 U.S.C.
§ 3063 provided they have responsibility for the investigation of environmental crimes.
The law enforcement authority conferred by 18 U.S.C. § 3063 is broad, as evidenced by the plain
language of the statute which provides the authority for agents to make arrests for "any offense
against the United States." 18 U.S.C. § 3063(3)(A). By meeting the plain language requirements
of 18 U.S.C. § 3063 by maintaining responsibility for the investigation of environmental crimes,
PSD agents carry that full law enforcement authority beyond the investigation of environmental
crimes to their security work for the Administrator.
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As requested in Chapter 2 of your draft report, on June 29, 2018, you received an opinion from
the General Counsel that "articulates the underlying legal basis for the authority of the Protective
Service Detail's agents." Therefore, the Agency has fulfilled your Chapter 2 recommendation
and it is our expectation that Chapter 2 of the draft report will be deleted and the remainder of
the draft report revised accordingly.
OGC forwarded its legal opinion about statutory law enforcement authority for the PSD and
it is included in its entirety as Appendix A of this report. The OIG does not take any position
on the merits of the OGC analysis.
The OGC legal opinion states that OCEFT must now determine how much time an agent
must spend in the CID to transfer statutory law enforcement authority to the EPA' s
protective service. We modified Recommendation 2 to address this new requirement.

Protective Services

Chapter 3 of the draft report concludes that: "The PSD lacks policies, procedures and standard
operating procedures for the operational and administrative functions it performs" and "the
services that the PSD provides to the Administrator are based on unsupported management
decisions and discretion." The draft report draws this conclusion because the report rests on the
inaccurate premise that a "formal threat assessment" is necessary to justify a level of protective
services. Based on this faulty premise, the draft report then erroneously concludes that the absence
of a "formal threat assessment" is the cause of the increase in the costs of protective services.
The draft report references Department of Justice definition of threat assessment from a report on
managing terrorism and concludes that EPA must conduct a similar type of threat assessment to
justify providing protective services. Specifically, the draft report recommends that the PSD
conduct formal threat assessments that are based on "comprehensive and rigorous research and
analysis," that incorporate "knowledge, assessments, and understanding of state, local, and
private organizations and agencies," and that "assimilate germane, open source, or
nonproprietary threat assessments, as well as intelligence information."
We disagree. While a threat assessment is a useful tool, it is just one tool. Further, the lack of
threats does not mean that there is no risk or that protective services are not justified.
According to the Secret Service:
"The purpose of U.S. Secret Service threat assessment and protective intelligence
activities is to identify, assess, and manage persons who might pose a threat to those
we protect, while the goal of these activities is to prevent assassination attempts." 4

4

Protective Intelligence & Threat Assessment Investigations, A Guide for State and Local Law Enforcement Officials,
Research Report, U.S. Department of Justice, Office of Justice Programs (July 1998), at iii (emphasis added).
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A threat assessment evaluates known threats. It does not address persons who do not make
threats, who, according to the Secret Service, represent the majority of persons who attack
public officials. 5 Thus, a threat assessment, while informative, is not dispositive of a decision to
provide protection nor what level of protection should be provided. A protectee could be at risk
even if there are no direct threats made against him or her.
For example, James Hodgkinson, who attacked members of the Republican Congressional
baseball team on June 14, 2017, made no threats prior to his attack. 6 A threat assessment as
envisioned in the draft report would not have identified a need for the protective services
provided to the House Majority Whip, Steve Scalise, on that day. However, if his detail had not
been present at the morning practice of the Republican team, it is likely that most of the
members of that team would now be dead.
The Secret Service's review of Jared Lee Loughner's actions before he shot Representative
Gabrielle Giffords leads to similar conclusions. Mr. Loughner did not threaten Representative
Giffords prior to attacking her. However, he had developed a pattern of disturbing behavior. In a
review of this shooting, the Secret Service found that in many cases attackers had previously
come to the attention of law enforcement, even though they had not made threats against
protectees. Based on this finding, the review recommends collection of information from a
broader range of sources to assess an individual's risk for violence. Specifically, the Secret
Service made recommendations regarding the scope of a threat assessment similar to those in the
draft report:
When someone comes to the attention of law enforcement for engaging in threatening or
concerning behavior, a threat assessment investigation may be initiated to assess the
individual's risk for engaging in targeted violence. When conducting a comprehensive
assessment of the risk a person may pose, it is essential to gather detailed information
from multiple sources to enhance your understanding of the individual's life
circumstances and why the individual engaged in the behavior that brought him or her to
the attention of law enforcement. 7
However, the difference between the Secret Service recommendations and the draft report is that
the Secret Service does not suggest that a broad, system-wide, threat assessment is a predicate to
providing personal protective services. Even if a protection unit embraces this systems approach
for threat assessment investigations, there is no guarantee that all threats can be identified and
risk eliminated.
Protective services are provided based on risk as well as threat assessments. Some protectees are
at risk simply based on the positions they hold. We are, unfortunately, living in an era when
political discourse is no longer polite and persons feel that political disagreements justify making
statements on social media that incite violence. For example, in early June 2018, Occupy Wall
5

Protective Intelligence & Threat Assessment Investigations, supra note 1, at 14.
The Congressional Shooter: A Behavioral Review of James Hodgkinson, Department of Homeland Security,
United States Secret Service, National Threat Assessment Center, October 2, 2017, at 1.
7
National Threat Assessment Center. (2015). Using a systems approach for threat assessment investigations. A case
study on Jared Lee Loughner. Washington, DC: U.S. Secret Service, Department of Homeland Security.
6
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Street posted the current EPA Administrator's home address and encouraged persons to "take
yr pitchfork to him directly." The person who originally posted that message may not pose a
threat, but someone like James Hodgkinson could read that message and decide to take action.
Mr. Hodgkinson had been a supporter of Occupy Wall Street and on March 22, 2017,
Hodgkinson posted on his Facebook page that he signed a Change.org petition calling for the
removal of the President and Vice President of the United States from office for treason. He
also commented on his post saying, "Trump is a Traitor. Trump Has Destroyed Our
Democracy. It's Time to Destroy Trump & Co." Later, Mr. Hodgkinson drove to the
Washington, D.C. area from his home in Illinois and attacked the Republican Congressional
baseball team.
The draft report appears to assume that more complex threat assessments can reduce or eliminate
the need for physical protection, thereby reducing costs. That assumption is not supported. As
noted above, a threat assessment is an investigation into a known threat to try to prevent attacks.
However, since most attacks are not preceded by a threat, physical protection remains a
necessity. Further, the cost of conducting threat assessments of the scope described in the draft
report could increase, not decrease, the PSD costs. We note that in FY 2017 the protective
intelligence unit of the Secret Service included 204 agents and received $43 million in
appropriations. That unit includes the National Threat Assessment Center, which conducts
research on targeted violence and publishes those findings .
The OIG agreed in the exit conference on July 23, 2018, to use the term threat analysis in the
report. The threat analysis encompasses a threat assessment, level of any other risks, and the
concerns of the protectee. Also, the threat analysis in its entirety documents and justifies the
proper level of protection required for the Administrator.

In February 2017, the PSD was directed by the transition team for the new administration to
provide 24/7 protection to the EPA Administrator, consistent with the level of protection
provided to some other cabinet officials, and began to do so immediately upon his arrival. This
level of protection has continued since that time due to continued risks and specific threats.
The decisions related to these assertions have not been documented.
At EPA, the OIG's Office oflnvestigations sets policy, coordinates, and has overall
responsibility for criminal investigations of allegations of threats against EPA employees. If the
threats are against the Administrator, the OIG shares its information with the PSD. The EPA
Office of Homeland Security provides information to the PSD on any potential national security
threats - domestic or international. The PSD uses information from multiple sources, including
open-source information and information from our federal/state/local law enforcement partners,
to provide protection. EPA will continue this information collection to identify risks to the safety
of the EPA Administrator and to mitigate known threats . The Office of Criminal Enforcement,
Forensics, and Training, since January 2018, now performs a formal threat assessment every 90
days to inform decisions regarding protection of the EPA Administrator.
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With respect to policies and procedures, OCEFT directives are applicable to the PSD and the
PSD has standard operating procedures specific to protection work. OCEFT will update and
finalize those SOPs.
Payroll

The EPA' s Office of the Chief Financial Officer is responsible for preparing the agency's
biweekly time and attendance for transmission to the Department oflnterior's Interior Business
Center for payroll processing. OCFO internal controls related to biweekly pay cap requests and
processing are in place and include 1) only allowing electronic updates and transmission of
timecards to the pay roll provider from PeoplePlus, the agency's time and attendance system,
ensuring biweekly pay is processed as intended and 2) only processing pay cap lift requests using
the Pay Cap Lift SharePoint site ensuring requests are documented and authorized by the
appropriate EPA personnel. IBC is implementing a new internal control in its payroll system, the
Federal Personnel Payroll System, that will ensure that pay cap lift requests received from the
agency are reviewed against the year worked. The combination of these processes and system
improvements, coupled with the Office of Acquisition and Resource Management guidance on
premium pay and premium pay requests will further strengthen the pay cap lift process and
ensure the process performs as needed to avoid exceeding biweekly or annual pay caps
inappropriate Iy.
RESPONSE TO RECOMMENDATIONS:

OGC, OECA, and OCFO are including a redline version of the draft report with this response so
that the OIG can better track our recommended edits for specific sections of the report.
Additionally, we are providing narrative comments addressing the report's recommendations
below.
RECOMMENDATION 1: Obtain a formal legal opinion from the EPA 's Office of General
Counsel that articulates the underlying legal basis for the authority of the Protective Service
Detail's agents.

•

EPA's Office of General Counsel has provided a formal legal opinion affirming the
authority of the PSD to provide protective services to the EPA Administrator. Therefore
recommendation 1 should be removed from the draft report and the report should be
revised accordingly.

RECOMMENDATION 2: If the Office of General Counsel concludes that Protective Service
Detail agents lack statutory authority to provide protective services, determine and initiate the
proper action to remedy the issue.

•

EPA' s Office of General Counsel has provided a formal legal opinion affirming the
authority of the PSD to provide protective services to the EPA Administrator. Therefore
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recommendation 2 should be removed from the draft report and the report should be
revised accordingly.

RECOMMENDATION 3: Have the Office of Criminal Enforcement, Forensics and Training
complete and document a threat assessment for the EPA Administrator on a regular basis to
identify the proper level ofprotection required for the Administrator.
•

OECA Response: Agree in part; disagree in part.
The OIG has acknowledged - and OECA agrees - that there is no legal requirement to
conduct a threat assessment as a prerequisite to providing protective services. In fact,
according to the Government Accountability Office report cited by OIG in the subject
report, a majority (three-fourths) of the agencies providing protective services did not
develop detailed, written threat assessments justifying their decisions to apply certain
levels of protection and expend resources.
OECA understands that the OIG believes conducting threat assessments is a "best
practice" and agrees with this view. In fact, OECA currently conducts a threat assessment
every 90 days and OCEFT is in the process of developing an SOP for threat assessments
(which we anticipate finalizing by September 30, 2018, along with the other SOPs).
However, the audit report should be clear that (1) a threat assessment is not a predicate to
providing protective services, (2) while OECA believes that a threat assessment can be a
useful source of relevant information, the assessment itself cannot dictate the level of
protection, (3) a threat assessment investigates known threats but not all attackers make
threats, (4) there is no legal requirement to conduct a formal threat assessment, and (5) a
threat assessment is scalable and not every assessment applies the systems approach
recommended by the OIG. Finally, the level of protection provided to a protectee should
be informed by the professional judgment of law enforcement professionals, in
consultation with the protectee.
Additionally, when referring to the GAO, Department of Justice and Department of
Homeland Security reports concerning threat assessments, the OIG report should clarify
that these documents are designed for very different audiences with regards to a terrorist
threat assessment versus a threat assessment performed in connection with protective
services. The DHS Lexicon refers to homeland security risks and the DOJ report
concerns the protection of critical infrastructure from terrorist acts; only GAO discusses
threat assessments in the context of protective services.
Importantly, the GAO report did not specify how protective intelligence should be shared
among agencies; how best to link threat assessment with the need for protection and level
of protection provided; who should provide protection; whether agencies should be
provided with specific statutory authority to provide protection; what training should be
provided to personnel protecting federal officials, nor who should provide it. Rather,
GAO recommended that the Director of the Office of Management and Budget, in
consultation with the President, designate an official or group to assess these matters.
OECA is not aware of this group being convened by 0MB.
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OECA is aware that on June 21, 2018, 0MB released a government reform plan that
recommends consolidating the protective details of certain government official under the
U.S. Marshalls Service. In this recommendation, 0MB proposes that: "The number of
Deputy U.S. Marshals provided for any approved protection of an official would vary
based on the individual's threat assessment and risk." According to 0MB, currently
agencies have full autonomy in determining the size and scope of their details' activities.
Under this proposal, "[ d]eterminations as to whether protection would be provided and its
size and scope would be made by the USMS in consultation with affected agency heads."
OECA believes that a number of salient points raised in the GAO report should be
reflected in the OIG's final report to more accurately characterize that in fact threat
assessments are done differently at different agencies based on many factors, and that
EPA's practices are consistent with other agencies. These would include:
o

"Security officials generally said they determined their officials needed protection
as a result of possible threats and actual threats received from individuals who
were (1) opposed to the policies and issues being handled by their agencies, (2)
apparently suffering from mental problems, (3) opposed to the officials
personally, and (4) terrorists."

o

"Security officials also said the level of protection provided was determined by a
variety of factors, including the sensitivity of issues being handled by the agency,
the visibility of the protected officials to the public, travel needs, and the officials'
personal preferences."

o

"Who decided the level of protection to be applied varied from agency to agency.
Security officials at six of the 27 agencies indicated that the protected officials
decided their overall level of protection on the basis of their personal preferences
and sometimes upon the recommendations of their security staffs. At eight
agencies, security officials said the level of protection provided was decided
jointly by them and the protected officials on the basis of actual and perceived
levels of threat against the agencies and the protected officials. With regard to the
other 13 agencies that provided protection, including the agencies with security
protection as one of their primary missions, security officials said they, and
occasionally with input from other staff, decided the level of protection on the
basis of protective intelligence."

In addition, the OIG's final report should reflect the findings of the 1998 U.S. Secret Service
study cited by GAO, including the finding that persons who make threats are often not the
persons who actually carry out an attack. Thus, an assessment of known threats does not obviate
the need for physical security.
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RECOMMENDATION 4: Using a justified level ofprotection based on a threat assessment,
determine appropriate staffing and corresponding schedules for Protective Service Detail
agents.
•

OECA Response: Disagree. OECA understands that the OIG believes conducting threat
assessments is a "best practice" and agrees with this view as stated in our response to
Recommendation 3. However, the assessment itself cannot solely dictate the level of
protection. Recommendations regarding the level of protection are informed by the
professional judgment of law enforcement professionals in consultation with the protectee.

RECOMMENDATION 5: Create and implement comprehensive policies, procedures and
standard operating procedures covering the Protective Service Detail operations and proper
protection level determinations.
•

OECA Response: Agree in part. OCEFT's policies, procedures and guidance
(collectively called "directives") flow from the law enforcement authority conferred by
18 U.S.C. § 3063, and govern Special Agents' conduct as law enforcement officers
ranging from the carry and use of firearms, use of force, the execution of warrants,
making of arrests, etc. These directives apply to all OCEFT law enforcement officers,
including those serving on the PSD.
In addition to OCEFT' s directives, the PSD has standard operating procedures specific to
protective services, which were developed by former United States Secret Service agents
based on their protection experience and provide a level of consistency, effectiveness and
efficiency to PSD operations. OCEFT is in the process of updating these SOPs, which we
anticipate finalizing by September 30, 2018, and issued interim guidance governing PSD
activities until the SOPs are finalized.

RECOMMENDATION 6: Determine the amount of overtime that was improperly authorized
for Protective Service Detail agents in calendar years 2016 and 2017 and identify the amounts
paid as improper payments.
•

OECA Response: Disagree. We do not believe that these payments themselves were
improper as they were made to the employees for actual work performed.
Office of Management and Budget Circular A-123, Appendix C, Requirements for
Effective Measurement and Remediation of Improper Payments; and the Improper
Payments Elimination and Recovery Improvement Act of 2012 inform agencies as to
what constitutes an "improper payment." Appendix C of the Circular defines an improper
payment as any payment that should not have been made or that was made in an incorrect
amount under statutory, contractual, administrative, or other legally applicable
requirements. Incorrect amounts are overpayments or underpayments that are made to
eligible recipients. The payments made to PSD agents were, in fact, payments made for
actual overtime worked and as such, these payments were not improper even though the
pre-approval requests for overtime may not have been according to best practices.
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OECA confirmed with EPA's Office of the Chief Financial Officer that OCFO agrees
that the payments made to the PSD agents were not improper. OCEFT acknowledges that
for a period of time, the PSD Special Agent in Charge was signing paper pre-approvals
for overtime and has since corrected that to ensure even the paper pre-approvals are
reviewed and signed by the appropriate OCEFT official.
RECOMMENDATION 7: Report improper payments to Protective Service Detail agents to
the Office of the Chief Financial Officer for inclusion in the annual Agency Financial Report.
•

OECA Response: Disagree. As state above, OECA does not believe PSD time, including
overtime, were improper payments. As such, Chapter 4 should be revised to reflect that
or struck in its entirety.

Recommendation 8: Revisit the office's decision to terminate the debt collection associated
with the Protective Service Detail agent who had received the overpayment.
•

The Office of General Counsel, through the Acting EPA Claims Officer, on June 4, 2018,
reopened the waiver decision in which the Protective Services Detail agent's debt for
overpayment was terminated. Therefore, recommendation 8 should be should be removed
from the draft report and the report should be revised accordingly.

Recommendation 9: Request a pay audit of the calendar year 2017 wages for the Protective
Service Detail agent who had received the overpayment and determine the amount the agent
exceeded the 2017 pay cap.
•

OCFO Response: Agree. The OCFO's Office of Technology Solutions completed an
internal analysis leveraging the IBC DataMart data and provided to the OIG on June 25,
2018. The analysis was of unauthorized payments above the annual statutory pay cap that
have been made to other EPA employees in 2016 and 201 7. The PSD agent information
was included. OCFO requested a pay audit from IBC on June 27, 2018.
Corrective Action Completion Date: September 30, 2018

OIG Recommendation 10: Recover the $16,299.33 for which the waiver for the Protective
Service Detail agent who had received the overpayment was denied and any additional
overpayment determined by the pay audit.
OCFO Response: Agree.
The OCFO will collect any and all debts upon completion of the OGC's review and final
determination.
Corrective Action Completion Date: September 30, 2018.
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OIG Recommendation 11: Design and implement new controls to prevent the reoccurrence of
unauthorized payments that will put an employee above the annual statutory pay cap.
OCFO Response: Agree.

The OCFO has worked to strengthen controls related to pay cap lift requests since early 2017.
In 2016, requests for a retroactive pay cap lift were manually processed- retroactively submitted
timecards would be printed, signed, and sent to the Department oflnterior's IBC Payroll
Operations Center for manual time entry by IBC technical staff into the Federal Personnel
Payroll System. Timecards also were manually recorded with the code "LB" or "lift biweekly"
instructing the payroll provider to lift the pay cap and apply premium pay based on the
employee's pay plan and locality to the annual limit. This manual adjustment/override process in
PeoplePlus circumvented FPPS controls over biweekly limits which allowed the overpayments
in question to occur.
In February 2017, the OCFO fixed a defect in PPL which allowed manual timecards submitted
for retroactive pay cap lifts to be sent to the payroll provider. The defect fix eliminated this
manual override; the PPL system functionality now only permits electronic updates of timecards
to be sent to IBC, thus permitting the system to perform an automated validation to ensure
biweekly pay is processed as intended.
In September 2017, the OCFO introduced the Pay Cap Lift SharePoint site which is a tool that
created a more effective way for the OCFO to receive pay cap lift requests. The process requires
the Shared Service Center to enter and upload all pay cap lift request information and supporting
documentation into one central location. The site automatically creates an EPA help desk ticket
notifying the OCFO that a pay cap lift request for an employee has been submitted. The OCFO
confirms the information supporting the request. If the request is not supported and or there is
missing information, the OCFO works with the Shared Service Center and/or the employee until
issues are resolved; requests that are not supported are not processed. If the information for the
request is in order, the action is processed using the PPL which includes the employee's
information and pay cap start and end dates. This information is electronically transmitted to the
IBC and informs the payroll provider that it is "okay" to calculate overtime pay on the hours and
dates submitted. The IBC internally calculates the biweekly pay amount for that time period,
checking that the employee pay amount is not over the annual limit. The site provides a central
location for submitting, supporting, tracking and processing of an employee's pay cap lift request.
At an IBC meeting earlier this month, the group voted on an FPPS system change which will
check that "any biweekly pay cap lift request is edited against the proper year". This is an IBC
internal control that will ensure that pay cap lift requests received from the agency are reviewed
against the year worked. The implementation date is yet to be determined.
Finally, the Office of Administration and Resources Management's Office of Human Resources
provides to the agency the pay cap request process guidance and controls in the following
documents 1) Pay Administration Manual, Chapter 15-Policy on Limitation of Pay, October
1991, which provides pay cap waiver guidance and Delegation of Authority; 2) Pay
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Administration Manual, Appendix 3-Authorization for an Exception to the Biweekly Maximum
Earnings Limitation, October 1991 , which provides authorization by the designated Delegated
Authority and the Human Resources Officer; and 3) Biweekly Pay Cap Waiver Standard
Operating Procedures, June 2015 , which provides procedures for processing waivers to the
Biweekly Maximum Earning Limitation for employees working overtime in emergencies
involving direct threats to life or property and/or natural disaster.
The combination of system improvements made to PPL, the implementation of the SharePoint
site, and the IBC FPPS improvement, coupled with the OARM's OHR guidance on premium pay
and premium pay requests will further strengthen the pay cap lift request process and ensure the
process performs as needed to avoid exceeding biweekly or annual pay caps inappropriately.
By September 2018, in conjunction with the review of sensitive payments, the OCFO will
conduct a statutory pay cap internal control review. This review, in accordance with 0MB A123, Appendix A, will validate existing controls are in place to mitigate agency employees
exceeding the biweekly pay cap. In the event a pay cap lift is necessary, this review will verify
proper waiver documentation is in place.
Corrective Action Completion Date: September 30, 2019
OIG Recommendation 12: Determine whether similar unauthorized payments above the
annual statutory pay cap have been made to other EPA employees in 2016 and 2017, and
recover any overpayments as appropriate.
•

OCFO Response: Agree.

OCFO-OTS provided an analysis of unauthorized payments above the annual statutory pay cap
that have been made to other EPA employees in 2016 and 2017 to the OIG.
Corrective Action Completion Date: June 25, 2018
CONTACT INFORMATION
If you have any questions regarding this response, please contact Gwendolyn Spriggs, OECA's
Audit Follow Up Coordinator on (202) 564-2439, or via email spriggs.gwendolyn@epa.gov;
Benita Deane, OCFO's Audit Follow Up Coordinator on (202)- 564-2079, or via email
deane.benita@epa.gov; Mahri Monson, OGC's Follow Up Coordinator on (202) 564-2657, or
via email monson.mahri@epa.gov.

cc:

Larry Starfield
Patrick Traylor
Gwendolyn Spriggs
Henry Barne
Pam Mazakas
Jessica Taylor
Carolyn Dick Mayes
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David Bloom
Howard Osborne
Jeanne Conklin
Quentin Jones
Meshell Jones-Peeler
Malena Brookshire
Kevin Minoli
Mahri Monson
Benita Deane
Attachments
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Appendix C

Agency Response to Revised Recommendations

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

WASHI NGTO N, D.C. 20460

OFFICE OF
ENFORCEMENT AND
COMPLIANCE ASSURANCE

AUG 1 4 2018
MEMORANDUM
SUBJECT:

OECA Comments on Revisions to Recommendations in the OIG Draft Report, "Agents
Assigned to Protective Service Detail Lack Statutory Authority to Protect the EPA
Administrator," Project No. OA-FYl 6-0265, dated May 30, 2018

FROM:

Susan Parker Bodine, Assistant Administrator~

TO:

Arthur Elkins, Inspector General

CC:

Matthew Z. Leopold General Counsel
Holly W. Greaves, Chief Financial Officer

fJ

~

On June 29, 2018, the Office of General Counsel, the Office of Enforcement and Compliance
Assurance, and the Office of the Chief Financial Officer provided comments (both narrative and
a red-line strikeout) on OIG Project No. OA-FY16-0265, relating to the Administrator's
protective service detail. On that date you also received an Opinion of the Office General
Counsel identifying the source of the Agency's legal authority to provide protective services to
the Administrator.
On July 23 , 2018, we met with Charles Sheehan and members of the OIG staff to discuss the
unsupported statements in the Draft Report for OIG Project No. OA-FY16-0265. It was our
understanding from that meeting that the OIG recognized there were significant problems with
the original Draft Report and would be making extensive changes, including considering revising
the Report title, since the title of the Draft Report was inaccurate and misleading. Given this
unusual circumstance and to ensure our comments are relevant to the actual report to be released
by the OIG, we requested the opportunity to review and comment on the revised report.
However, the OIG denied this request.
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The July 23, 2018, meeting was an exit conference to discuss the agency's response to the draft
report and any changes that the OIG intended to make to the report. It is not unusual, based on
agency comments and the discussions that take place at an exit conference, for the OIG to make
edits to its draft report, including the report title. In the OIG's opinion, the draft report was not
inaccurate or misleading, and the changes made as a result of the agency's responses and
discussions were not significant or extensive. Although the agency requested to review the
report revisions and provide a response, this request was not honored because it would
essentially be a reissuance of the draft report, which is not in line with established reporting
processes.
Instead, on August 1, we received an email with changes to recommendations 2, 3, and 4. We are
left to assume that all of chapter 2, on which recommendations 1 and 2 were based, as well as all
of chapter 3, on which recommendations 3, 4, and 5 were based, remain in the report, despite the
unsupported statements in those chapters.
In the OIG's opinion, there were no unsupported statements in the draft report and all facts and
figures were independently verified prior to issuance.
Accordingly, the June 29, 2018, comments, including the memorandum and the red-line
strikeout, remain the Agency's response to the Draft Report, and this memorandum addresses
only the revised recommendations. For those recommendations with which the Agency agrees,
we have provided corrective actions and estimated completion dates. For those recommendations
with which the Agency does not agree, we have explained our position and proposed alternatives
to the recommendations.
In compliance with OIG practices, agency red-line comments are considered but are not always
incorporated into the final OIG report.

It is important to understand, with respect to Recommendations 3 and 4, that a threat analysis,
while informative, is not dispositive of a decision to provide protection nor what level of
protection should be provided. Further, the lack of threats does not mean that there is no risk or
that protective services are not justified. If Recommendations 3 and 4 are not revised as
suggested below, the Agency non-concurs on both.
The OIG agreed in the exit conference on July 23, 2018, to use the term threat analysis in the
report. The threat analysis encompasses a threat assessment, other risks, and the concerns of the
protectee. Also, the threat analysis in its entirety documents and justifies the proper level of
protection required for the Administrator.

Please include both today's comments and those submitted on June 29 in your final report on the
Protection Service Detail.
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AGENCY'S RESPONSE TO REPORT RECOMMENDATIONS:
A.~reement s:
Response
Intended
No. Revised Recommendation
Corrective
Action(s)

2

3

Implement the Office of
General Counsel opinion
through new policies,
procedures and/or guidance
that defines the amount of
time agents must spend on
investigating
environmental crimes and
how the time will be
monitored and documented
by supervisors.

Concur.

Have the Office of
Criminal Enforcement,
Forensics and Training
complete and document a
threat analysis for the EPA
Administrator on a regular
basis to justify the proper
level of protection required
for the Administrator.

Concur if revised to
state, "Have
OECA/OCEFT
complete and
document a threat
analysis for the EPA
Administrator on a
regular basis."
As discussed in the
Agency's June 29,
2018 response to the
draft report, a threat
analysis, while
informative, is not
dispositive of a
decision to provide
protection nor what
level of protection
should be provided.
Further, the lack of
threats does not
mean that there is
no risk or that
protective services
are not justified.
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OECA/OCEFT will
develop new
policies, procedures
and/or guidance that
defines the amount
of time agents must
spend on
investigating
environmental
crimes, informed by
the General Counsel
opinion.
1.OECA/OCEFT to
conduct and
document a threat
analysis on a regular
basis (approximately
twice a year).

Estimated
Completion by Date,
Quarter and FY

Initiated tracking
time agents spend
investigating
environmental crimes
September 30, 2017
(4 th quarter 2017).
Develop policies,
procedures, and/or
guidance by
September 30, 2018
(4 th quarter FY 2018).
Regular threat
analyses initiated
January 2018
(2 nd quarter FY
2018).

2.OECA AA and
law enforcement
professionals in the
PSD to discuss
threat analyses with
the Administrator to
inform decisions
regarding level and
type of protection.
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4

Using a justified level of
protection based on a threat
analysis, determine
appropriate staffing and
corresponding schedules
for Protective Service
Detail agents.

See comments above
regarding
recommendation 3.
Concur if revised to
state, "OECA should
provide information,
including the results
of a threat analysis
and discussions with
the protectee, to help
inform decisions
regarding the
appropriate level of
protection. OCEFT
should then establish
the staffing and
corresponding
schedules for
Protective Service
Detail agents."

OECA/OCEFT to
manage staffing and
scheduling of the
Administrator's
protective service
detail based on the
level of protection.

Initiated February
2017
(2 nd quarter FY
2017).

CONTACT INFORMATION:
If you have any questions regarding this response, please contact Gwendolyn Spriggs, OECA's
Audit Follow Up Coordinator on 202-564-2439, or via email, spriggs.gwendolyn@epa.gov.

Attachments:
1. Agency response dated June 29, 2018
2. Agency tracked changes of Draft Report
3. OGC Legal Opinion dated June 29, 2018
cc: R. Jackson, OA/COS
C. Sheehan, OIG/DIG
K. Christensen, OIG/AIG
J. Trefry, OIG/Director
L. Starfield, OECA/PDAA
P. Traylor, OECA/DAA
H. Barnet, OCEFT/OECA/Director
P. Mazakas, OCEFT/OECA/Director
M. Monson, OGC/ AFC
B. Trent, OCFO/AFC
G. Spriggs, OECA/AFC
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Appendix D

Distribution
The Administrator
Deputy Administrator
Chief of Staff
Special Advisor, Office of the Administrator
Chief Financial Officer
Assistant Administrator for Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
General Counsel
Agency Follow-Up Coordinator
Associate Administrator for Congressional and Intergovernmental Relations
Associate Administrator for Public Affairs
Deputy Chief Financial Officer
Associate Chief Financial Officer
Controller, Office of the Controller, Office of the Chief Financial Officer
Principal Deputy Assistant Administrator for Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
Deputy Assistant Administrator for Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
Principal Deputy General Counsel
Associate General Counsel, General Law Office, Office of General Counsel
Director, Office of Criminal Enforcement, Forensics and Training,
Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
Director, Office of Continuous Improvement, Office of the Administrator
Audit Follow-Up Coordinator, Office of the Administrator
Audit Follow-Up Coordinator, Office of the Chief Financial Officer
Audit Follow-Up Coordinator, Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
Audit Follow-Up Coordinator, Office of General Counsel
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At a Glance
Why We Did This Project

The U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) Office
of Inspector General (OIG)
received numerous
congressional requests and
hotline complaints expressing
concerns about former EPA
Administrator Scott Pruitt's
travel , as well as that of those
traveling with him . The
objectives of this audit were to
determine the frequency, cost
and extent of the former
Administrator's travel through
December 31 , 2017; whether
the Federal Travel Regulation
and applicable EPA travel
policy and procedures were
followed ; and whether the
EPA's policy and procedures
were sufficiently designed to
prevent fraud , waste and abuse
with the Administrator's travel.
This report addresses the
following:
• Compliance with the law.
• Operating efficiently and
effectively.

Actions Needed to Strengthen Controls over the
EPA Administrator's and Associated Staff's Travel
What We Found
The OIG identified 40 trips and $985,037 in costs
associated with the former Administrator's travel for
the 10-month period from March 1, 2017, to
December 31, 2017. This covered 34 completed and six
canceled trips and included costs incurred not only by
the former Administrator but by his Protective Service
Detail (PSD) and other staff. Of the 40 trips, 16 included
travel to, or had stops in, Tulsa, Oklahoma-the location
of the former Administrator's personal residence.

Actions need to be
taken to strengthen
controls over
Administrator travel
to help prevent the
potential for fraud,
waste and abuse.

We estimated excessive costs of $123,942 regarding the former Administrator's
and accompanying PSD agents' use of first/business-class travel because the
exception that allowed for the travel accommodation was granted without
sufficient justification and, initially, without appropriate approval authority.
Although the EPA's travel policy is sufficiently designed to prevent fraud, waste
and abuse and is consistent with the Federal Travel Regulation, we found that
the policy did not initially outline who had the authority to approve the
Administrator's travel authorizations and vouchers .
We also found that not all applicable provisions of the Federal Travel Regulation
and/or EPA travel policy were followed. We identified:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improper granting of first/business-class exceptions.
Unjustified use of non-contract air carriers.
Improper approval of lodging costs above per diem.
Missing detailed support for trips with stops in Tulsa.
Improper approval of international business-class travel.
Inaccurate and incomplete international trip reports.

The former Administrator's use of military/chartered flights was justified and
approved in accordance with the Federal Travel Regulation and EPA policy.

Recommendations and A enc Res onse

Address inquiries to our public
affairs office at (202) 566-2391 or
OIG WEBPOSTINGS@epa.gov.
List of OIG reports .

We recommend that the agency determine whether the estimated excessive
airfare of $123,942 and any additional costs through the former Administrator's
resignation in July 2018 should be recovered; implement controls to verify that
requirements are met for the use of first/business-class travel; enforce
requirements for use of a city-pair contract carrier; confirm adequate cost
comparisons; and clarify requirements for preparing international trip reports and
verify for accuracy and completeness . Of the report's 14 recommendations, we
consider the agency's planned corrective actions acceptable for four of the
recommendations while the other 10 are unresolved.

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON , D.C. 20460
OFFICE OF
INSPECTOR GENERAL

May 16, 2019
MEMORANDUM
SUBJECT:

Actions Needed to Strengthen Controls over the EPA Administrator's
and Associated Staffs Travel
Report No. 19-P-0155

FROM:

Charles J. Sheehan, Deputy Inspector General

TO:

Holly Greaves, Chief Financial Officer
Ryan Jackson, Chief of Staff
Chad McIntosh, Assistant Administrator
Office of International and Tribal Affairs

This is our report on the subject audit conducted by the Office oflnspector General (OIG) of the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The project number for this audit was OA-FYl 7-0382.
This report contains findings that describe the problems the OIG has identified and the corrective actions
the OIG recommends. This report represents the opinion of the OIG and does not necessarily represent
the final EPA position. Final determinations on matters in this report will be made by EPA managers in
accordance with established audit resolution procedures.
Action Required

Of our 14 recommendations, we consider the planned correctives actions for four of the
recommendations to be completed or acceptable and the remaining 10 recommendations (1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7,
9, 12, 13 and 14) to be unresolved. In accordance with EPA Manual 2750, the resolution process begins
immediately with the issuance of the report. We are requesting that the agency initiate the audit
resolution process within 30 days of final report issuance. If resolution is not reached, the agency is
required to complete and submit a dispute resolution request to the appropriate official to continue
resolution.
We will post this report to our website at www.epa.gov/oig.

Actions Needed to Strengthen Controls over the
EPA Administrator's and Associated Staff's Travel
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Purpose
As a result of numerous congressional requests and hotline complaints, the Office
oflnspector General (OIG) of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
conducted an audit of the EPA's adherence to its policy, procedures and oversight
controls pertaining to Administrator Scott Pruitt's travel. Pruitt resigned as
Administrator in July 2018, after our audit was initiated. Our audit objectives
were to determine:
•

The frequency, cost and extent of the former Administrator's travel
through December 31, 2017.

•

Whether applicable EPA travel policy and procedures were followed for
the former Administrator's travel, as well as security personnel and other
EPA staff traveling with or in advance of the former Administrator.

•

Whether EPA's policy and procedures are sufficiently designed to prevent
fraud, waste and abuse with the Administrator's travel.

Background
The EPA OIG received numerous congressional requests and hotline complaints
on then Administrator Pruitt's travel. The initial hotline complaint, on July 24,
2017, raised concern about Pruitt's frequent travel to and from his home state of
Oklahoma at taxpayer expense. On July 28, 2017, the OIG received a
congressional request to audit the EPA's adherence to policies and procedures for
the Administrator's travel, and whether the EPA' s applicable oversight controls
are sufficient to prevent fraud, waste and abuse. While the OIG's initial scope
included an audit of Pruitt's travel through July 31, 2017, subsequent requests and
hotline complaints prompted the OIG to extend its audit scope twice to cover
more of Pruitt's travel-through September 30, 2017, and then through
December 31, 2017.
Federal Travel Requirements

The Federal Travel Regulation (FTR), issued by the U.S. General Services
Administration (GSA), is codified in 41 CFR Chapters 300 through 304. The FTR
implements statutory requirements and executive branch policies for travel by
federal civilian employees and others authorized to travel at the government's
expense. The GSA promulgates the FTR to: (a) interpret statutory and other
policy requirements in a manner that balances the need to assure that official
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travel is conducted in a responsible manner with the need to minimize
administrative costs, and (b) communicate the resulting policies in a clear manner
to federal agencies and employees.
EPA Policy and Procedures
The EPA's travel policy-Resource Management Directive System (RMDS)
2550B, Official Travel, applies to EPA and other federal employees who travel
using agency funds. The policy also addresses travel that nonfederal sources fund
for EPA employees.
The version of the travel policy applicable to the period of our audit was issued on
April 17, 2015. The policy states that the FTR is the first source ofreference for
all federal travel. To minimize repetition, the EPA travel policy does not repeat
each travel entitlement that is listed in the FTR. Rather, the policy discusses the
guidelines for the EPA' s "discretionary allowances." The policy further states that
all EPA employees and travel-authorizing officials shall know and comply with
the FTR and EPA travel policy and procedures, and all travel requests and
authorizations require compliance with the FTR and EPA policy.

Responsible Offices
Various EPA offices are involved in the Administrator's travel:
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•

Office of the Administrator (OA). OA staff plan and coordinate the
Administrator's travel. These responsibilities include screening requests
for the Administrator's travel engagements; making travel arrangements;
coordinating with the Protective Service Detail (PSD) for protection of the
Administrator; and preparing, reviewing and approving travel
authorizations and vouchers.

•

Office of the Chief Financial Officer (OCFO). The OCFO manages the
EPA travel program for compliance with federal regulations and EPA
policy, and monitors the travel program's effectiveness. The OCFO's
Office of the Controller issues policies and procedures for official EPA
travel. The OCFO's Cincinnati Finance Center manages the EPA Concur
travel system, maintains the travel help desk, assists with travel training
requests, serves as the EPA travel payment office, and pays proper travel
claims (e.g., allowable expenses with required receipts).

•

Office of International and Tribal Affairs (OITA). This office leads the
EPA's international and tribal engagements; works with other federal
agencies and international countries to address bilateral, regional and global
environmental challenges; and advances U.S. foreign policy objectives. The
Office of Management and International Services within OITA is
responsible for providing the full range of necessary management and

2

administrative functions that support the agency's international programs
and coordinates cross-cutting administrative support services.
•

Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance. The Office of
Criminal Enforcement, Forensics and Training, within the Office of
Enforcement and Compliance Assurance, is delegated the responsibility
for providing protective services to the Administrator. The PSD, which
provides these protective services, falls within the Office of Criminal
Enforcement, Forensics and Training.

Prior Audit Reports
On December 11 , 2013 , we issued Early Warning Report: Internal Controls and
Management Actions Concerning John C. Beale 's Travel (Report No. 14-P-0037).
The OIG found that the EPA's lack of management oversight and weak internal
controls enabled travel abuses by John Beale, a former Senior Policy Advisor for
the Office of Air and Radiation. These travel abuses included:
•
•
•

Using premium-class travel.
Incurring lodging expenses above per diem amounts.
Charging questionable travel and transportation costs.

We made no recommendations in the early warning report because we only
conducted the audit to determine the policies that facilitated Beale's fraud.
In addition to the above early warning report, the EPA OIG issued a report on
May 10, 2011, EPA Needs to Strengthen Management Controls Over Its Travel
Authorization Process (Report No. 11-P-0223). We reported that the EPA travel
program lacked sufficient management controls to properly route and authorize
travel documents. Also, the EPA travel system allowed unauthorized personnel to
self-approve travel and did not control routing lists to verify independent review
of travel. The report did not identify any instances of fraud. We made four
recommendations to the agency. The agency completed corrective actions in
September 2011.
On September 22, 2015, the OIG issued a report, EPA Needs Better Management
Controls for Approval of Employee Travel (Report No. 15-P-0294). The report
identified weak internal controls that made EPA travel dollars vulnerable to fraud,
waste and abuse. We recommended that the EPA evaluate the effectiveness of its
Executive Approval Framework, review quarterly reports for frequent travelers
traveling to the same location, and submit irregularities to the OCFO. We also
recommended that the EPA update its travel policy to reflect changes pertaining to
lodging, international trip reports and travel card refresher training; and that the
EPA reconcile annual premium-class travel reports. The agency completed
corrective actions in May 2016.
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On September 4, 2018, the OIG issued another report, EPA Asserts Statutory Law
Enforcement Authority to Protect Its Administrator but Lacks Procedures to
Assess Threats and Identify the Proper Level of Protection (Report No.
18-P-0239). The OIG made numerous recommendations for corrective action;
however, only one finding and recommendation, pertaining to the level of
protection of the Administrator, was relevant to this audit. Details on what we
found in that prior report plus the agency's response follow:
•

The OIG found that the PSD did not conduct a threat analysis to determine
the level of protection necessary or desired for former Administrator Pruitt.
Rather the PSD used an August 16, 2017, memorandum, titled Summary of
Pending and Recent Threat Investigations, requested by the agency from the
OIG, to support the increased level of protection. In Chapter 4 of this current
report, the section First/Business-Class Exceptions Granted Without
Sufficient Justification to Support Security Concern discusses the PSD's use
of the OIG report to justify the granting of first/business-class exceptions
based on security concerns.

•

On April 3, 2018, in response to Report No. 18-P-0239, Office of Criminal
Enforcement, Forensics and Training management asserted that the office
was performing a "threat assessment" as part of its threat analysis every
90 days for operational purposes. Also, the Office of Criminal
Enforcement, Forensics and Training said that it would be working with
other EPA offices and the OIG to determine which office is best
positioned to perform threat assessments in the future. 1 We recommended
that the agency complete a threat analysis on a regular basis to identify the
proper protection required for the Administrator. The recommendation is
unresolved with resolution efforts in progress.

Scope and Methodology
We conducted this audit from September 2017 to November 2018, in accordance
with generally accepted government auditing standards issued by the Comptroller
General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform
the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis
for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that
the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for the findings and conclusions
presented in this report.
To determine the frequency, cost and extent of the former Administrator's travel,
including the travel costs of his security detail and other staff who accompanied

1

Protection of the Administrator and determining which EPA office is best positioned to perform threat assessments
is an internal agency decision; the OIG plays no role in these matters.
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him, we obtained and analyzed travel data from the EPA's Compass Data
Warehouse. 2
To determine whether applicable EPA travel policy and procedures were followed
for the former Administrator and others, we:
•

Interviewed management and staff in the OA; OCFO; the Office of General
Counsel; the Office of Criminal Enforcement, Forensics and Training; and
OITA to determine the process used to approve and process authorizations
and vouchers.

•

Obtained and reviewed all travel vouchers and receipts for the former
Administrator. For others, we selected a judgmental sample of vouchers
and receipts for review.

To determine whether EPA policy and procedures are sufficiently designed to
prevent fraud, waste and abuse with the Administrator's travel, we reviewed the
policy and procedures, as well as travel documents, for compliance with the FTR.

2

The Compass Data Warehouse is a collection of data from various EPA information systems, including Compass
and the Travel Document System. The data in the warehouse are refreshed daily. Therefore, downloads from the
warehouse represent accounting system data.
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Chapter 2
Frequency, Cost and Extent of the
Former Administrator's Official Travel
The OIG identified $985,037 in travel costs associated with former Administrator
Pruitt's official travel for the 10-month period from March 1, 2017, to
Travel costs
December 31, 2017. This amount covered 40 planned trips34 completed and six canceled-and included costs incurred
include airfare,
by the former Administrator, the PSD and other staff. Of the
lodging, per
nd 0th
34 completed trips, 16 included travel to, or had stops in,
diem, a
er
expenses.
Tulsa, Oklahoma-the location of the former Administrator's
personal residence. The amount also covered costs for military and charter flights
taken by the former Administrator. Details on audit issues and recommendations
pertaining to the former Administrator's travel are in Chapters 3 and 4.

Cost and Extent of Travel
Travel costs associated with the former Administrator's official travel totaled
$985,037, consisting of $878,336 for the 34 trips taken (for breakdown of costs
see Appendix A) and $106,701 for the six trips canceled (for breakdown of costs
see Appendix B). Based on data obtained from the EPA's Compass Data
Warehouse, the former Administrator's first trip while at the EPA was on
March 6, 2017, and his advance team started traveling on March 1, 2017. From
March 6, 2017, to December 31, 2017, the former Administrator took 32 domestic
and two international trips. Trip costs were incurred by the former Administrator,
travel and advance staff, the PSD, OITA 3 and other EPA offices. 4 The travel costs
also included military and charter flights paid outside of the EPA' s travel
management system.
Six trips planned for the former Administrator, including four domestic and two
international, were canceled. According to the agency, four of the six trips were
canceled due to circumstances outside of the EPA ' s control. Although trips were
canceled, travelers incurred costs resulting from cancellation fees/no-show hotel
charges and service fees. In some instances, the former Administrator's advance
staff and PSD were in travel status prior to the trip cancellation, resulting in
lodging, per diem, transportation and other miscellaneous travel costs. Canceled
trips represent approximately 11 percent of the total costs incurred ($106,701 of
$985,037). Table 1 provides a breakdown of costs incurred for all travel.

3

OITA staff are part of the advance team for international trips, helping with all aspects of the coordination and
logistics because of their expertise on international travel.
4
Other EPA offices from which staff traveled with the former Administrator include the Office of Public Affairs,
Office of Multimedia, Office of Public Engagement, Office of Congressional and Intergovernmental Relations, and
Office of Policy.
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Table 1: Total costs incurred for all travel
Trip type
Trips Taken:
Domestic
International
Subtotal

No.
trips

32
2
34

Canceled:
Domestic
4
International
2
Subtotal
6
% for canceled trips**
Total
% of Total

40

Former
Administrator

Staff

PSD

Other*

Totals

$85,131
26,629
$111,761

$203,443
91,544
$294,987

$301,865
67,962
$369,827

$65,692
36,069
$101,761

$656,131
222,205

$731
1,995
$2,726
2.6%

$3,633
41,273
$44,907
42.1%

$4,179
54 ,889
$59,069
55.4%

-

$8,543

$114,487
11.6%

$339,894
34.5%

$428,896
43.5%

$878,336

-

98,158

-

$106,701
100%

$101,761
10.3%

$985,037
100%

Source: OIG analysis of travel data from the EPA's Compass Data Warehouse.
Note: Numbers in italics slightly off due to rounding.
* Other costs represent military and chartered flight costs .

** Costs for each category (former Administrator, Staff, PSD, Other) as a percentage of total costs for all canceled
trips.

Former Administrator's Travel by Cost Category

The majority of the former Administrator's costs-approximately 82 percentwas for airfare. This included 16 trips with travel to, or stops in, Oklahoma,
during which the former Administrator generally did not incur lodging or meals
and incidental expenses every day. However, costs were still incurred by
associated travelers. Figure 1 shows a breakdown of the former Administrator's
costs by category; a detailed schedule is in Appendix C. We did not analyze the
costs incurred by cost category for the PSD and staff from the OA, OITA and
other EPA offices.
Figure 1: Former Administrator's costs by cost category

• Airfare
• Lodging

• M&JE
• mtier

Source: OIG analysis of travel data from the EPA's Compass Data
Warehouse and travel vouchers provided by the agency.
M&IE: Meals and incidental expenses
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Analysis of the Former Administrator's Flights
Prior to May 2017, all 23 segments flown were coach class. For the remaining
112 flights, we found that between May and December 2017, 76.8 percent of the
traveled flight segments for the former Administrator were first class, with only
11 .6 percent each for business and coach class, as shown in Table 2.
Delta was the most frequently used airline (76.3 percent of the flights, or 103 of
the 135 segments traveled), followed by American (19.3 percent of the flights, or
26 of the 135 segments traveled) and others (4.4 percent of the flights , or six of
the 135 segments). Between May and December 2017, when the former
Administrator flew first/business class, Delta usage jumped to 81 .3 percent from
52.2 percent in March and April 2017. Travel records indicate that the former
Administrator was a frequent flyer member with Delta, American and Southwest
but not the other airlines used.
Table 2: Summary of former Administrator's flight segments (airlines and travel class)
Travel period
(2017)
March - April
% of Travel
May - December
% of Travel
Totals

Total
segments
flown
23

112
135

Delta
12
52.2%

American
10
43.5%

Others*
1
4.3%

91
81.3%
103
76.3%

16
14.3%
26
19.3%

5
4.4%
6
4.4%

First
class
0

Business
class
0

Coach
class
23
100%

86
76.8%
86
63.7%

13
11 .6%
13
9.6%

13
11 .6%
36
26.7%

Source: OIG analysis of EPA travel data, and travel authorizations and vouchers from the Concur travel system.
* "Others" includes the following airlines: Emirate, JetBlue, Southwest and United .

Former Administrator's associated travelers
In addition to PSD agents who provide protective services, the former
Administrator was accompanied by his scheduling team and agency senior
advisors. On occasion, the former Administrator also was accompanied by the
Chief of Staff, a communications specialist and a photographer.
The PSD and OA teams traveled separately and coordinated their own activities.
For international travel, a representative from OITA also accompanied the teams.
According to the OA's former Director of Scheduling and Advance, the former
Administrator's scheduling team for domestic travel averaged one to two people
from the OA who traveled one or two days ahead of him. For international travel,
the scheduling team averaged two to three people from the OA for a 5-to-7-day
period. Based on discussions with OA staff, the makeup of the Administrator's
scheduling team varied based on the complexity of the trip (different locations,
numbers of meetings, etc.).
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The former Administrator's teams coordinated their travel planning with the
Associate Administrator of Public Engagement, as well as other program offices
that would have staff traveling based on the specific topics involved, and other
senior leadership. The advance teams also considered all the former
Administrator's travel-related activities and conducted site walk-throughs of all
venues.
Our analysis showed that travel for the former Administrator's advance team
generally extended through the end of the trips. Based on discussion with a
member of the former Administrator's advance team, the staff were busy the
entire trip. Once the former Administrator arrived, one person would go on to his
next meeting place to make sure everything was ready while the other staff would
stay behind to make sure the former Administrator's needs were met and
everything proceeded smoothly. These activities were conducted separately from
those conducted by the PSD.
Actions Taken
In response to the audit, the Administrator's office provided a draft version of
proposed standard operating procedures for the planning and coordination of the
Administrator's domestic and international trips, including activities by the
advance team (non-PSD) and outside meeting requests. The agency also provided
position descriptions outlining the major duties and responsibilities of the
Administrator's advance team members, including the Director of Scheduling and
Advance, Deputy Director of Scheduling and Advance, and Senior Advance
Associate.

Frequency of Travel to Tulsa, Oklahoma
OIG analysis of travel data obtained from the EPA's Compass Data Warehouse
showed that of the 34 trips the former Administrator took from March 201 7
through December 2017, 16 trips of these trips (47 percent) were to, or had stops
in, Tulsa, Oklahoma. Details are in Table 3.
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Table 3: Trips to, or stops in, Tulsa

1

Former
Administrator's
travel period*
03/06/17 - 03/07 /17

Days of
the week
Mon-Tue

2

03/08/17 - 03/12/17

Wed-Sun

3

03/23/17 - 03/27 /17

Fri - Tue

4

04/12/17 - 04/24/17

Thu-Wed

5
6

05/04/17 - 05/08/17
05/11 /17 - 05/15/17

Thu- Mon
Thu- Mon

7
8
9

05/19/17 - 05/22/17
05/25/17 - 05/29/17
06/22/17 - 06/26/17

Fri - Mon
Thu- Mon
Thu- Mon

10

07/26/17 - 07/30/17

Wed-Sun

11

08/02/17 - 08/10/17

Wed-Thu

12

08/30/17 - 09/05/17

Wed-Tue

13

09/14/17 - 09/19/17

Thu -Tue

14

10/04/17 - 10/09/17

Wed-Mon

15

10/27/17 - 10/30/17

Fri - Mon

16

11 /30/17 - 12/04/17

Thu- Mon

Destination
Scottsdale, AZ
Tulsa, OK
Houston, TX
Tulsa, OK
Oklahoma City, OK
Tulsa, OK
New York, NY
Pittsburgh, PA
Tulsa, OK
Chicago, IL
Columbia, MO
Dallas, TX
Naples, FL
Tulsa, OK
Colorado Springs , CO
Tulsa, OK
Tulsa, OK
Tulsa, OK
Tulsa, OK
Tulsa, OK
Oklahoma City, OK
Guymon, OK
Indianapolis, IN
Denver, CO
Tulsa, OK
Des Moines, IA
Grand Forks, ND
Corpus Christi, TX
Tulsa, OK
Houston, TX
Tulsa, OK
New York, NY
Cincinnati, OH
Colorado Springs, CO
Phoenix, AZ
Tulsa, OK
Lexington, KY
New Orleans, LA
Tulsa, OK
Louisville, KY
Des Moines, IA
Tulsa, OK

Purpose
of trip
Speaking

Purpose of
Tulsa stay
Personal

Speaking

Personal

Speaking

Personal

Tour/speaking/
meeting

Speaking/
meeting

Meeting
Speaking

Meeting
Personal

Facility tour
Site tour
Facility tour/
meeting
Meetings

Facility tour
Site tour
Facility tour/
meeting
Meetings

Meetings

Personal

Meetings

Personal

Tour/meeting/
media event

Personal

Speaking/
meeting

Personal

Speaking

Personal

Speaking/
meetings

Personal

Source: OIG analysis of travel data downloaded from the EPA's Compass Data Warehouse.
* Travel period for the former Administrator's advance staff and PSD varied.

The travel period represents all dates covered by travel vouchers, including
weekends and holidays. As shown in Table 3, the former Administrator frequently
departed on Wednesday, Thursday or Friday from Washington, D.C., to Tulsa and
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other locations, and returned to Washington on Monday or Tuesday of the
following week. While the former Administrator was always accompanied by PSD
agents, he was often also accompanied by staff from his office, some of whom also
stayed over the weekend in Tulsa at their own expense.
For six of the 16 Tulsa trips, the former Administrator cited being on official
business. The six trips (identified in Table 3: rows 4, 5 and 7- 10) to
Tulsa/Oklahoma City from Washington included such purposes as meetings and/or
facility tours . These trips usually showed one official meeting and/or facility tour
per trip .
The remaining 10 trips (identified in Table 3: rows 1-3, 6 and 11-16) included
weekend stops at the former Administrator's residence in Tulsa. The travel
documents showed no official business associated with most of these weekends.
In fact, vouchers for most of these trips indicated that the former Administrator
paid his own airfare to Tulsa for the weekend.
We identified no specific criteria that would limit the Administrator's travel to, or
stops in, Tulsa for the weekend or otherwise. However, the FTR requires travelers
to take the direct or usually traveled route, unless the
The FTR and EPA
agency approves otherwise. If an indirect route is used for
travel policy
personal convenience, government reimbursement is
require a traveler to
take the direct or
limited up to the cost of travel by a direct route. EPA policy
usually traveled
under RMDS 2550B, Section IV, Responsibilities, also
route.
requires justification and approval to use an indirect route.
The frequency and duration of the former Administrator's and his staffs trips to,
and stops in, Tulsa can:
•
•
•

Give the appearance that trips were being planned for the benefit of the
former Administrator so that he could travel to his personal residence.
Call into question the necessity of the trips.
Result in additional travel time for the former Administrator's PSD agents
and increased costs.

This topic is further discussed in Chapter 4's Missing Detailed Support for Trips
with Stops in Tulsa section.
Actions Taken

No actions were taken.

Agency Comments and OIG Evaluation
The agency provided justification for the six canceled trips. We added the trip
cancellation rationales to Appendix B of the report based on the information
provided.
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In addition, the agency's response to Chapter 2 included comments regarding the
excessive costs discussed in Chapter 3 and the findings in Chapter 4 relating to the
former Administrator's stops in Tulsa and the use of non-contract carriers. We
provided general responses to the agency's Chapter 2 comments within
Appendix D; more specific comments are provided with Chapters 3 and 4.
The full agency response and our comments on Chapter 2 are in Appendix D,
OIG Responses 2 to 4.
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Chapter 3
Improper Approvals for First/Business-Class Travel
Resulted in Excessive Airfare
The former Administrator and his accompanying PSD agents incurred more travel
costs than necessary or appropriate by flying first/business class. Agency officials
requested and granted first/business-class exceptions to the former Administrator
and the PSD agents who accompanied him based on the security exception allowed
by the FTR. However, the exceptions were improperly granted. First, they lacked
sufficient justification to support endangerment of the former Administrator's lifethe agency's asserted basis for the security exception. Second, the exception for the
former Administrator was approved by an agency official who initially did not have
the appropriate approval authority. In Chapter 4 of this report, the section
First/Business-Class Exceptions Granted Without Sufficient Justification to Support
Security Concern discusses this issue in detail.
As shown in Table 4, we estimated excess airfare costs of $123,942 associated with
first/business-class trips taken by the former Administrator from March 201 7 to
December 2017. This amount consists of $61,971 each for the former
Administrator and the PSD agents accompanying him. The estimate for the former
Administrator represents the difference between the first/business-class airfare
claimed and the "city-pair" fare 5 for coach class. According to the agency, due to
security protocols, a PSD agent was required to sit near the former Administrator.
Hence the agent would have incurred similar if not the same first/business-class
airfare costs as the former Administrator. Therefore, we used the same estimate for
the PSD agent accompanying the former Administrator. We believe that the
inclusion of the PSD agents' travel costs was appropriate, as the PSD agents' class
of travel was driven by the Administrator's class of travel.
Table 4: Excessive costs resulting from insufficient justification for first/business-class travel
Travel period
05/04/17 - 05/08/17
05/11 /17 - 05/15/17
05/16/17 05/19/17 05/25/17 06/05/17 06/07/17 -

05/17/17
05/22/17
05/29/17
06/06/17
06/11/17

Destination
Tulsa, OK
Colorado Springs, CO
Tulsa, OK
New York, NY
Tulsa, OK
Tulsa, OK
New York, NY
Cincinnati, OH
Rome, Italy
Bologna, Italy

Airfare
claimed*
$848
2,691

City-pair
fare**
$585
669

Difference
$263
2,022

1,316
1,927
2,628
1,588
6,688

210
570
1,214
210
925

1,106
1,357
1,414
1,378
5,763

Note

5

The City Pair Program was developed to provide discounted air passenger transportation services to federal
government travelers. The program currently covers over 12,000 markets. "City-pair" fares are considerably lower
than comparable commercial fares, saving the federal government billions of dollars annually.
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Travel
06/22/17 07/06/17 07/07/17 07/17/17 -

period
06/26/17
07/06/17
07/07/17
07/20/17

07/24/17 - 07/24/17
07/26/17 - 07/30/17

08/02/17 - 08/10/17

08/30/17 - 09/05/17
09/14/17 - 09/19/17

09/27/17 - 09/28/17
10/04/17 - 10/09/17

10/11/17 -10/12/17
10/19/17 - 10/20/17
10/23/17 - 10/23/17
10/27/17 - 10/30/17
11/08/17 -11/08/17
11/09/17 - 11/09/17
11/27/17 -11/27/17
11 /30/17 - 12/04/17

Destination
Tulsa, OK
Birminqham/Wilsonville, AL
Cochran, GA
Salt Lake City, UT
Minneapolis, MN
Little Rock , AK
Charleston, SC
Tulsa , OK
Oklahoma City, OK
Guymon, OK
Indianapolis, IN
Denver, CO
Tulsa, OK
Des Moines, IA
Grand Forks, ND
Corpus Christi , TX
Tulsa, OK
Houston , TX
Tulsa , OK
New York, NY
New York, NY
Cincinnati , OH
Colorado Springs, CO
Phoenix, AZ
Tulsa, OK
Lexinqton , KY
Jackson , MS
Houston, TX
Omaha, NE
Nashville, TN
New Orleans, LA
Tulsa, OK
Chicago, IL
Kiawah Island , SC
Orlando , FL
Louisville , KY
Des Moines, IA
Tulsa, OK
Rabat, Morocco

12/09/17 - 12/13/17
Totals
Total unnecessary airfare for former Administrator
Related costs for accompanvina PSD aaents
Total estimate of unnecessary costs

Airfare
claimed*
2,604
2,438
1,847
4,627

City-pair
fare**
570
920
486
1,349

Difference
2,034
1,518
1,361
3,278

1,154
2,604

392
570

762
2,034

4,979

3,717

1,262

1

3,703

622

3,081

2

3,330

953

2,377

1,791
4,813

210
1,876

1,581
2,937

2,978

1,876

2,937

3,610
2,744

1,319
424

2,291
2,320

2,076
1,172
2,866
2,056
2,016

509
222
310
338
823

1,567
950
2,566
1,718
1,193

16,164
$87,255

4,533
$24,063

11,631
$61,971
$61,971
$61,971
$123,942

Note

3

Source: OIG-generated table.
* Represents the amount claimed by former Administrator Pruitt for first/business-class travel.
** Federal government contract unrestricted coach fares (i .e., fares listed under GSA's Airline City Pairs) were
used to calculate coach-class travel, except for those items discussed in Notes 1 through 3. For cities with
multiple airports, we used the city-pair fare for the actual airports used by the former Administrator.

Note 1: This trip included two airline receipts for the travel period- one for
flights taken August 2--4 and one for flights taken August 7- 9. The
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flights taken August 2--4 included travel from Washington, D.C., to
Indianapolis, Indiana; then from Evansville, Indiana, to Denver,
Colorado. As there is no city-pair fare from Evansville to Denver, for
comparison, we used the coach-class fare purchased by a staff member
who accompanied the former Administrator on all segments of the trip.
The August 7-9 flights included three different trips: Tulsa, Oklahoma,
to Des Moines, Iowa; Des Moines to Fargo, North Dakota; and Grand
Forks, North Dakota, to Dallas, Texas. We found no city-pair fares for
the trips to Des Moines and Dallas. Unlike the prior travel period, we
could not identify other staff who accompanied the former Administrator
on all segments of the trip. Therefore, we were unable to identify a
reasonable basis for estimating the coach-class fare. As such, we
allowed the entire airfare claimed even though the amount included firstclass travel for three of the six segments.

Note 2: This trip included flights from Tulsa, Oklahoma, to Corpus Christi,
Texas; then return to Tulsa and from Tulsa to Washington, D.C., during
the period August 30 through September 5. The stays in Tulsa before
and after the official travel were for personal reasons.
There was no city-pair fare between Tulsa and Corpus Christi. As the
Administrator's official duty station was Washington, D.C., consistent
with the FTR and EPA travel policy we used city-pair fares between
Corpus Christi and Washington as the basis for our calculation, as that
would be the most direct and uninterrupted route for the official travel.

Note 3: This trip included travel from Washington D.C., to Rabat and Marrakesh,
Morocco, and return. As there was no city-pair fare from Marrakesh to
Washington, we used the coach-class fare of other staff who accompanied
the former Administrator as the basis for our calculation.
As discussed in Chapter 1 of this report, in the Scope and Methodology section, we
reviewed all travel vouchers and receipts for the former Administrator, which
allowed us to better estimate the excess costs. However, for other travelers
accompanying him, including the PSD, we selected a sample of vouchers and
receipts for review. Therefore, we did not obtain or review the information needed
to estimate the difference for all travelers as we did for the former Administrator.

Actions Taken
On April 22, 2019, the agency provided a schedule of its estimate of the excess
costs for the PSD agents accompanying the former Administrator in first and
business class. The schedule was provided to support its statement in the
February 15, 2019, draft report response that PSD agents did not always travel with
the former Administrator. The schedule showed there were no PSD agents
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accompanying the former Administrator in first and business class on eight trips.
The schedule also showed revised estimated excess airfare of $35,980, down from
the $61,971 the OIG estimated for the PSD agents.
We performed a limited review of the April 22, 2019, PSD cost schedule and noted
several discrepancies between the schedule and the documents in the EPA' s official
travel system, Concur. For example, for four of the trips, the agency's PSD cost
schedule shows "No PSD/Staff Premium Travel Costs" while travel documents in
Concur show PSD agents on the same first-class flights as the former
Administrator. As a result of the noted discrepancies, we cannot rely on the PSD
cost schedule provided by the agency. Our estimated excess airfare amount of
$61,971 for the PSD agents for first/business-class travel remains unchanged.
Moreover, the agency's conclusion that the former Administrator was not
accompanied by PSD agents in first and business class for several trips
undermines the agency's stated justification that the former Administrator's
first/business-class flights were necessary for security reasons. The cornerstone of
the agency's stated justification for PSD agents traveling first class was that the
PSD agents could not sit in close proximity to properly protect the former
Administrator when flying coach class. The agency's February 15, 2019,
conclusion raises doubt as to whether it was truly necessary for the PSD agents to
fly in close proximity to the former Administrator and thus whether any
first/business-class airfares were justified for the former Administrator or PSD
agents.

Recommendations
We recommend that the Chief Financial Officer:
1. Evaluate and determine whether the increased airfare costs estimated at
$123,942 related to former Administrator Pruitt's use of first/businessclass travel without sufficient justification and proper approval, for the
period March 1, 2017, through December 31, 201 7, should be recovered
and, if so, from which responsible official or officials, and direct recovery
of the funds.
2. For the period January 1, 2018, through his resignation in July 2018,
evaluate and determine whether any costs related to former Administrator
Pruitt's use of first/business-class travel without sufficient justification and
proper approval should be recovered and, if so, from which responsible
official or officials, and direct recovery of the funds.

Agency Comments and OIG Evaluation
The agency asserted that it has completed an analysis showing that all costs
incurred between March 1, 201 7, and December 31, 201 7, were valid; and all costs
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incurred between January 1, 2018, and July 2018 had sufficient justification and
proper approval.
On March 5, 2019, the Chief Financial Officer also redelegated the approval
authority for the Administrator's first/business-class travel to the Controller (see
Appendix F). On March 26, 2019, the agency provided its review of the 2018 costs,
along with its standard operating procedures for the review. On March 28, 2019,
the Controller retroactively approved other than coach-class accommodations
associated with the Administrator's trips taken in 2017 and 2018 (see Appendix G).
We agree that the subsequent redelegation, combined with the retroactive approval,
resolved the issue of a lack of delegated authority and the trip-by-trip approval.
However, we disagree with the agency's determination on the 2017 and 2018 costs,
as the Controller's retroactive approval still lacks the support and justification for
the asserted security concerns, as documented in Chapter 4 of this report and our
audit of the PSD noted in the Prior Audit Reports section (Report No. 18-P-0239).
The agency also stated that the former Administrator issued a memorandum
requiring additional approval for any trip made by agency personnel on his behalf
with expenditures over $5 ,000. Per his directive, for these trips, final approval is
required from two of three individuals: Deputy Administrator, Chief Financial
Officer and/or Chief of Staff. According to the agency, this review continued after
former Administrator Pruitt's departure.
Although this new approval requirement may help to strengthen the overall travel
control, it does not address the OIG's Recommendations 1 and 2: to review costs
from March 2017 to July 2018 to determine whether sufficient justification and
proper approval exist and if the costs need to be recovered.
We consider Recommendations 1 and 2 to be unresolved with resolution efforts in
progress.
The full agency response and our comments to Chapter 3 are in Appendix D,
OIG Responses 5, 6, 7, 13 and 14.
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Chapter 4
Actions Needed to Strengthen
Internal Controls over Travel
The EPA' s travel policy is sufficiently designed to prevent fraud, waste and
abuse, and is consistent with the FTR. However, we found that the policy did not
initially outline who had the authority to approve the Administrator's travel
authorizations and vouchers. We also found that not all applicable provisions of
the FTR and/or the EPA travel policy were followed for former Administrator
Pruitt's travel. Although our focus was on the former Administrator's travel, we
also noted issues related to the former Administrator's staff and PSD agents
traveling with or in advance of him. We noted the following:
•

First/business-class exceptions were awarded for the former Administrator
and PSD agents without sufficient justification for the security concern
used to support the exception, and the exception for the former
Administrator was approved by an individual who did not initially have
the authority to grant such approval.

•

Blanket approval for first/business-class travel did not comply with the
FTR trip-by-trip approval requirement.

•

Justification for use of non-contract carriers was not always documented.

•

Compliance with the FTR for the selection of first/business-class carrier
and flights was not documented.

•

Lodging costs claimed in excess of 150 percent of per diem were not
approved and/or adequately justified in accordance with EPA travel policy.

•

Travel documents for trips with stops in Tulsa did not contain sufficient
details to verify there were no additional costs to the government.

•

International trip reports were inaccurate and incomplete.

•

The PSD's and other staff's use of business-class travel for international
trips was approved without the required analysis and did not follow the
agency's exception approval process.

Based on the issues identified above, actions are needed to strengthen controls
over the EPA's travel and prevent fraud, waste and abuse.
We found that the former Administrator's use of military/chartered flights was
properly documented and approved in accordance with the FTR and EPA travel
policy.
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No Formal Delegation for Approval of Administrator's Travel
Documents
The EPA' s travel policy defines the delegation authority for approving exceptions
and specific sensitive items-such as the use of premium-class accommodation,
lodging in excess of per diem, and the use of military and chartered aircraft. The
delegations to approve the travel exceptions and specific
The Executive
sensitive items are referenced in the EPA travel policy
Approval Framework
did not include
RMDS 2550B, Section III, Delegations ofAuthority, but
approval for the
the delegations do not clearly specify who is responsible
Administrator.
for the approval of the Administrator's travel
authorizations and vouchers. Additionally, the Executive Approval Framework,
which clarifies the appropriate level of approval for EPA executives, did not
cover the Administrator.
The EPA's RMDS 2550B, Section V, Authorization for Official Travel, states that
"all travel requires approval from proper travel-authorizing officials or designees
prior to employees conducting official travel or incurring any costs associated with
travel." On April 24, 2014, the EPA issued a memorandum to Senior Resource
Officials, Implementing Internal Controls Related to Time and Attendance, Travel,
Payroll, and Parking and Transit Subsidies, which included the Executive
Approval Framework for executive travel. Except for the Administrator, the
framework clarifies the appropriate level of approval for EPA executives where the
travel cannot be approved by an individual in their chain of command. Approval of
the Administrator's travel should follow the same system as the other executives in
the agency and be clearly stated in the framework.

Conclusion
While the EPA has established delegations of approval for specific exceptions
allowed for under its travel policy, it initially did not provide a clear delegation
for approval of the Administrator's travel authorizations and vouchers. The lack
of a clearly authorized delegate and backup at an appropriate level could result in
inappropriate approval and lead to fraud, waste and abuse with the
Administrator's travel.

Actions Taken
In the discussion documents issued to the agency on May 29, 2018, we
recommended that the Chief Financial Officer update the Executive Approval
Framework or other EPA policy to include a formal authorized delegate and
backup for approval of Administrator-level travel. On June 28, 2018, the OCFO
updated the Executive Approval Framework to designate approvers for the
Administrator's travel. We verified on July 13, 2018, that the updated Executive
Approval Framework has been posted on the EPA' s intranet. Therefore, no
further recommendation on this matter is needed.
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First/Business-Class Exceptions Granted Without
Sufficient Justification to Support Security Concern
As discussed in Chapter 3 of this report, agency officials requested and granted
first/business-class exceptions to the former Administrator and the PSD agents
who accompanied him based on the security exception allowed by the FTR.
However, the exceptions were improperly granted because:
•
•
•

The agency did not have documentation to support the asserted security
concerns.
The exception for the former Administrator was approved by an agency
official who at the time did not have the appropriate approval authority.
The exceptions were not granted on a trip-by-trip basis.

On June 1, 2017, the Deputy Chief of Staff, as the Senior Resource Officer, sent a
memorandum to the OCFO requesting a first-class exception for former
Administrator Pruitt due to security concerns. The memorandum stated that the
determination was made based on the prevailing security
Exceptions were
assessments provided by the PSD and the threat statistics
granted for security
obtained from the EPA OIG. On June 2, 2017, the acting
concerns based only
6
on alleged security
Controller in the OCFO approved the exception request
assessments by the
with a retroactive effective date of May 15, 2017. The
agency.
approval memorandum stated that, based on a review of
the "related documentation" received, it was determined that the request complied
with criteria in the EPA's travel policy. On June 5, 2017, the acting Controller
approved the same exception for the PSD agents who accompanied the former
Administrator on official travel.

Blanket Authorization
It is unclear from the approval memorandums whether the exceptions granted to
the former Administrator and PSD agents who accompanied him were blanket
authorizations or only for a particular trip. The memorandums did not include an
expiration date or mention a specific trip . Therefore, the memorandums appear to
provide a blanket authorization. The agency allowed the former Administrator
and PSD agents traveling with him to use the memorandums as a blanket
authorization, as the same approval was used as the basis for justifying
first/business-class travel for all trips taken after May 15, 2017-the effective date
of the approval. There was no evidence of a trip-by-trip analysis or separate
approval by the Controller for each trip.
Blanket approval for the use of other than coach-class accommodations is
prohibited under Note 2 to FTR §301-10.123 and is contrary to EPA travel policy.

6

The acting Controller became the Controller on July 12, 2017.
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OIG Analysis of "Related Documentation"
We requested the "related documentation" mentioned in the approval
memorandums from the agency. On October 18, 2017, we received a response
from the acting Deputy Chief of Staff saying that all he had was the PSD "threat
assessment," and that the PSD had used this document from very early in the
Pruitt administration. Our review showed that the referenced "threat assessment"
document was not a threat assessment. Rather, it was a memorandum, dated
August 16, 2017, from the OIG's Office oflnvestigations. The memorandum was
provided to the PSD in response to a request for statistics regarding threat
investigations that could be used as part of its own "threat assessment."
The August 16, 2017, memorandum had the subject Summary of Pending and
Recent Threat Investigations. The memorandum included sections that addressed:
•
•
•
•

Summary and threats statistics.
Threats directed against former Administrator Pruitt and/or his family.
Threats directed against former Administrator Gina McCarthy.
Threats directed against other EPA employees.

The section pertaining to threats against former Administrator Pruitt included
threatening messages received through mail, phone calls and social media. These
cases did not involve physical threats to the former Administrator or his family,
and the memorandum did not include conclusions or assessments about the threats
to the former Administrator or recommend security action relating to the former
Administrator or his use of first/business-class travel.
Moreover, the memorandum provided by the OIG did not
exist at the time the first/business-class exception was
discussed, requested or approved. Indeed, the acting
Controller in the OCFO approved the exception request on
June 2, 2017, more than 2 months before the OIG's August
16, 2017, memorandum. No additional statistics were ever
provided by the OIG.

The OIG threat
statistics did not
exist at the time
the first/businessclass exception
was approved.

First-Class Travel Prior to Approval of Exceptions
The former Administrator's initial first-class flight was in
First/business-class
early May 2017, before his first/business-class exception
travel prior to
approval of
became effective on May 15, 2017. For his first trip,
exception was based
beginning on May 4, 2017, a coach-class ticket was
on an unsigned PSD
purchased and later upgraded to first class, resulting in an
memorandum.
additional $389 cost. No justification or approval was
provided for the upgrade on the former Administrator's travel authorization or
voucher. For his second trip, beginning on May 11 , 2017, and ending on May 15,
2017, a first-class roundtrip ticket was booked and included only the justification
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provided by the PSD. The justification-an unsigned memorandum dated May 1,
2017, from the PSD acting Special Agent in Charge to the former Administrator's
Travel Coordinator-requested that the former Administrator be strategically
seated in business or first class for official travel. The request stated that the PSD
previously had observed a "lashing out" from passengers while the former
Administrator was seated in coach class and the PSD was not easily accessible to
the former Administrator due to full flights. However, neither the PSD nor the
former Administrator's Travel Coordinator had the authority to approve first-class
travel.
Federal Requirements and EPA Policy for Granting Exceptions
FTR §301-10 .122 requires coach-class accommodations to be used for domestic
and international official business travel. FTR §301-10.123 provides exceptional
security circumstances that would allow the use of other than coach-class
accommodation if the agency specifically authorizes/approves such use. These
circumstances include, but are not limited to, when:
•
•
•

Use of coach-class accommodations would endanger the traveler's life or
government property.
The traveler is an agent on protective detail accompanying an individual
authorized to use other than coach-class accommodations.
The traveler is a courier or control officer accompanying controlled
pouches or packages.

The circumstance the agency asserted is that the use of coach-class
accommodation would endanger the former Administrator's life. The FTR' s term
"other than coach-class" refers to first or business class.
The EPA's RMDS 2550B, Section V, Travel Accommodations, requires that EPA
employees use coach class for official travel unless delegated officials grant an
exception for a higher class. A request for an exception to use other than coach class
(first or business) requires a memorandum that supports the approval from an
employee's office director or equivalent to the Chief Financial Officer or designee.
When the exception for the former Administrator's first/business-class travel was
granted, only the Chief Financial Officer and Deputy Chief Financial Officer were
delegated the authority to approve the use of other than coach class (first or business)
for the Administrator under EPA Delegation 1-17A, Domestic Travel, and 1-17B,
International (Foreign and Invitational-Foreign) Travel. This authority was not
re-delegated7• Nonetheless, the then acting Controller approved the exception for the
former Administrator's first/business-class travel on June 2, 2017, without delegated
authority to properly do so.

7

At the time, the then acting Controller had been delegated authority to approve such first/business-class exceptions,
but only for the position of office director and employees below.
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Conclusion
The former Administrator relied on the exception approved by the then acting
Controller for all first/business-class flights after May 15, 2017. Due to agency
security protocol, the former Administrator's accompanying PSD agents also flew
first and business class with him. However, the acting Controller had not been
delegated the authority to approve the Administrator's use of first/business-class
travel at the time she granted the exception, thereby making the exception invalid.
At no time has the agency ever adequately justified its approval of the exception
based on security concerns. The agency could not provide documentation to support
that the former Administrator's life was endangered when flying coach class.
Furthermore, the agency used the exception as a blanket approval for the former
Administrator and PSD to fly first and business class, which is prohibited under
the FTR. As a result, the former Administrator's first/business-class travel
violated the FTR and EPA travel policy.
Consequently, the former Administrator and his accompanying PSD agents
incurred more travel costs than necessary or appropriate. As discussed in Chapter 3,
we have estimated airfare expenses of $123 ,942 paid above coach class.
Actions Taken
Since issuance of the draft report, the agency has taken actions to address the
delegation of authority for approval of the first/business-class exception for the
Administrator and trip-by-trip approvals. On
Subsequent actions
February 11, 2019, the agency's Office of General
were taken by the
agency to redelegate
Counsel (OGC) issued a legal opinion, included in the
authority and make
agency response, stating that the acting Controller did
after-the-fact approvals.
have "implicit authority" to grant the first-class
exceptions (see Appendix E). The OIG disagrees with the agency's position as
outlined in the Agency Comments and OIG Evaluation section below.
Notwithstanding the OGC legal opinion, on March 5, 2019, the Chief Financial
Officer issued a memorandum redelegating the authority to approve other than
coach-class (first-class) accommodations for all official travel to the Controller.
This redelegation also included the authority for the Controller to issue after-thefact or post-travel exceptions for agency employees under the criteria provided in
the FTR and the agency travel policy (see Appendix F). On March 22, 2019, the
Administrator issued a memorandum approving amendments to Delegations 17-A
and 17-B, incorporating the Chief Financial Officer's new redelegation to the
Controller (see Appendix H). On March 28, 2019, the Controller issued a
memorandum retroactively approving all other than coach-class accommodations
(first-class) for former Administrator Pruitt, the PSD and support staff that
occurred during the fiscal years 2017 and 2018, due to security concerns (see
Appendix G). The agency provided no justification or documentation to show that
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valid security concerns existed for the travel period in question. The following is a
timeline of the events:
Table 5: Actions taken to address redelegation since draft report issuance: timeline of events
Action

Date

OIG issues draft report.

11/26/18

OGG issues legal opinion on the delegation of authority issue.

02/11/19

Agency responds to draft report.

02/15/19

Chief Financial Officer issues redelegation to the Controller.

03/05/19

Current Administrator approves the amendments to Delegations 1-17A and
1-17B for the redelegation of authority to the Controller.

03/22/19

Controller retroactively approves 2017 and 2018 first-class flight
accommodations.

03/28/19

Source: OIG-generated table.

Recommendations
We recommend that the Chief Financial Officer:
3. Implement controls to verify the approving official has adequate authority
prior to granting first/business-class exceptions.
4. Implement controls agencywide to verify that the use of other than coachclass travel is properly justified and documented prior to approval of the
travel authorization.

Agency Comments and OIG Evaluation
The agency initially disagreed with Recommendations 3 and 4 and stated that
adequate controls were in place for granting first/business-class exceptions and
verifying justification and support for the use of other than coach-class travel. The
agency stated that based on an opinion from the OGC, the acting Controller was
authorized to grant the first/business-class exception for the former Administrator
based on "implicit authority." The agency further stated that trip-by-trip approval
for first/business-class flight accommodation is a best practice rather than required.
It should be noted that the OGC opinion was initiated internally within the agency
and not at the OIG's request. The opinion-rendered by OGC staff-contends that
the acting Controller was operating pursuant to an implied delegation of authority
from the acting Chief Financial Officer and, therefore, the approval of the
exception for the former Administrator's first/business-class travel was valid. The
OGC's contention is based on its understanding that the acting Chief Financial
Officer did not object to the acting Controller's role of approving first-class travel
and he orally concurred with the exception determination.
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The OIG disagrees with the agency's position. 8 The agency's position contradicts
the EPA's expressed, written governing tenets for delegations and redelegations
of authority, namely that agency officials must not exceed the authority granted to
them and that all delegations and redelegations are to be made in writing. 9
The agency's position would allow restrictions in explicit written delegations to
be nullified by the mere claim by any agency official that he/she is unaware of the
limits of his/her authority. The OIG believes that such a position is entirely
contrary to sound, principled management practices incumbent on all agencies.
Furthermore, contrary to the OGC's opinion, the agency's March 28, 2019,
memorandum acknowledges that the acting Controller did not have proper
authority to approve other than coach-class accommodation.
As discussed above in the Actions Taken section, the agency has taken numerous
actions to address the delegation and trip-by-trip issue. The OIG acknowledges
these actions and accepts the Controller's new authority for trip-by-trip and
retroactive approval. However, despite these agency
The OIG accepts new
authorities, we disagree with the actions taken on the
approval authority but
basis that the agency has not provided sufficient
disagrees with
retroactive approval
justification to support that valid security concerns
because the required
existed for the periods in question. We consider
security justification
Recommendation 3 completed and Recommendation 4
was absent.
to be unresolved with resolution efforts in progress.
The agency's full response and our comments are in Appendix D, OIG Responses
8, 9, 15 and 16.

Justification for Use of Non-Contract Air Carriers Not Always
Documented
The former Administrator, as well as his PSD agents
The use of non-contract
carriers by the former
and other staff, used non-contract carriers without
Administrator, his staff
proper justification. In March and April 201 7, prior to
and PSD agents did not
the first/business-class exception, the former
always have documented
justifications.
Administrator flew coach class but did not always use
the city-pair contract carrier. PSD agents and other
staff also did not always use contract carriers for their trips associated with the
former Administrator's travel. These PSD agents and other staff may or may not

8

The lone case cited in support of the OGC opinion, Parrish v. Shinseki, 24 Vet. App. 391 (2010), addressed a
different factual scenario and cannot be fairly read to support the OGC's proposition that " if the supervisor is aware that
an authority is being carried out by a subordinate and the supervisor does not object, the actions of that subordinate are
valid pursuant to an ' implied delegation. " ' Further, the Parrish decision was issued by the U.S. Court of Appeals for
Veterans Claims, a court that provides judicial review of administrative decisions by the Board of Veterans ' Appeals,
an entity within the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, and has no binding authority on the EPA.
9
EPA 1200 Delegation Manual, Introduction, Section 2(5)-(6).
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have flown on the same flights as the former Administrator when they used the
non-contract carriers.
EPA travel policy in RMDS 2550B, Section V, Use of the City Pair Program,
states that the EPA is a mandatory user of the GSA's city-pair contract. Employees
on official business must use the contract carrier when one is available unless a
specific FTR exception (§301-10.107) applies. The FTR exceptions include:
(a) "Space on a scheduled contract flight is not available in time to
accomplish the purpose of your travel, or use of contract service
would require you to incur unnecessary overnight lodging costs
which would increase the total cost of the trip;
(b) "The contract flight schedule is inconsistent with explicit policies
of your Federal department or agency with regard to scheduling
travel during normal working hours;
(c) "A noncontract carrier offers a lower fare to the general public
that, if used, will result in a lower total trip cost to the Government
(the combined costs of transportation, lodging, meals, and related
expenses considered)."
Before purchasing the non-contract fare, FTR §301-10.108 requires the traveler to
meet one of the above FTR §301-10.107 exceptions and the traveler's agency to
determine that the proposed non-contract transportation is practical and costeffective for the government. FTR §301-10.108 also requires the traveler to show
approval in the travel authorization to use a non-contract fare.
When non-contract carriers/flights were used, the former Administrator, as well as
his staff and PSD agents, used the Concur selection "contract fare used or no
contract fare exists for city-pair market" as the justification. Some of these trips
had narrative justifications in addition to the Concur selection, but many did not.
Furthermore, some of the narrative justifications used were invalid, as they did
not provide information to explain how the FTR exceptions were met. Examples
of these invalid narrative justifications include "booked by the traveler" or
"BCD booked travel." 10

0/G Analysis of Use of Non-Contract Carriers
Our analysis showed that in most instances the Concur selection "contract fare
used or no contract fare exists for city-pair market" was incorrect. Our search
showed that there were city-pair fares for the routes traveled but the travelers
selected the non-contract carriers for unknown reasons. The agency's explanation
was that such fares were booked by the contractor, BCD Travel.

10

BCD Travel operates the EPA's Travel Management Center.
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According to the agency, BCD, as a contractor for the EPA's Travel Management
Center, is required to follow the FTR per its Memorandum of Understanding' 1 with
the EPA. However, there is no requirement in the Memorandum of Understanding
for BCD to document compliance with the FTR in Concur. In fact, BCD does not
document/justify the selection of non-contract carriers. Without justification, it is
not clear what FTR exception was met or whether the agency made a determination
on cost-effectiveness. The EPA's use of BCD does not relieve the traveler's and
agency's responsibility for complying with the FTR and EPA travel policy.
Conclusion

The use of the Concur selection "contract fare used or no contract fare exists for
city-pair market" implies that when a non-contract carrier is used there is no
contract fare for the route. However, our analysis included many examples that
showed otherwise. Without justification, the travelers have not demonstrated that
they met the FTR exceptions for using other than city-pair contract fares. Failure
to use city-pair contract carriers without meeting the FTR exceptions is a violation
of the FTR.

Recommendation
We recommend that the Chief Financial Officer:
5. Implement controls to verify contract fares are used unless the
non-contract fares are properly justified and documented.

Agency Comments and OIG Evaluation
The agency disagreed with Recommendation 5. The agency believes its travel
policy and the Concur selection menu, along with justification and the work of its
contractor-BCD-are adequate for verifying that contract fares are properly used
and justified.
We disagree with the agency's comments. As stated in the report, our analysis
showed that in most instances the statement in the selection menu was not true and
additional narrative justification was not always provided. Further, the EPA's use
of BCD does not relieve either the traveler's or the agency's responsibility for
complying with the FTR and EPA policy.
We consider Recommendation 5 unresolved with resolution efforts in progress.
The agency's full response and our comments are in Appendix D, OIG Responses
10 and 17.

11

Review of the Memorandum of Understanding and BCD's activities are outside the scope of our audit.
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No Documentation to Verify Whether First/Business-Class Carriers
and Flights Selected Were Compliant with the FTR
As shown in Chapter 2 of this report, Table 2, the former Administrator's flight
segments for May to December 2017, consisted of 76.8 percent first class and
11.6 percent each for business and economy/premium economy. The former
Administrator and his accompanying PSD agent 12 traveled first/business class
without documentation to verify that the fares selected were the lowest
first/business-class cost or the "most advantageous" to the government. The
agency's travel policy does not require documentation to support first/businessclass carriers or flight selection. Without a requirement for a traveler to
affirmatively indicate whether the lowest fare was selected, the agency could not
determine whether the selection of the first/business-class fares were compliant
with the FTR.
OIG Analysis of First/Business-Class Flights and Carriers
As discussed in the First/Business-Class Exceptions Granted Without
Sufficient Justification to Support Security Concern section above, the former
Administrator was granted an exception to travel first/business class based on
security concerns. The agency used the exception as a blanket approval for the
former Administrator and the PSD agents accompanying him to fly first/business
class.
However, there was no documentation to verify that the air carriers and flights
selected for the former Administrator's first/business-class travel were the lowest
first/business-class cost or the most advantageous to the government, as required
under FTR §301-10.112. As mandated in FTR §301-10.106, federal employees are
required to use contract fares from the GSA's City Pair Program unless one of the
exceptions exists. However, since city-pair does not have first-class or business-class
fares, FTR §301-10.112 requires travelers to use the lowest cost for the same service
unless the use of higher-cost service is more advantageous to the government. 13
Therefore, the former Administrator needed to select the lowest-cost first/businessclass fare or, if a higher fare was chosen, demonstrate that the selected carriers and
flights were the most advantageous to the government within that class.
The EPA' s travel policy does not specify what documentation is needed to
support air carrier and airfare selection when there are no contract rates in citypair. Agency officials said this was the first time an EPA official was approved
for first/business-class travel; the agency had no experience dealing with this class
of travel.
12

According to the agency, due to security protocols, a PSD agent is required to sit near the former Administrator in
first/business class; therefore, this issue also applies to the PSD agents accompanying the former Administrator.
13
Similarly, FTR §301-10.123 states that travelers must use the lowest other than coach-class accommodation when
the agency authorizes other than coach-class accommodation.
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Conclusion
The OIG could not determine whether the carriers and/or flights selected were the
lowest first/business-class fares available because the government does not have
first/business-class contract fares. The agency's travel policy does not require the
former Administrator to show whether the flights selected were the lowest
first/business-class cost or the "most advantageous" to the government. Also, the
agency's travel policy does not require the former Administrator to indicate
whether the lowest first/business-class fare was selected. Without a requirement
for a traveler to affirmatively indicate whether the lowest first/business-class fare
is selected, the agency cannot determine whether the first/business-class fare
selection complies with the FTR.
Unnecessary costs could be incurred if the agency has no controls in place to
verify that when a higher-cost fare is selected a traveler provides sufficient
justification that the fare selection is the most advantageous for the government.
Personal preference for a certain airline could result in the use of
carriers/flights/fares that are not necessarily the lowest fare or the most
advantageous for the government.

Recommendations
We recommend that the Chief Financial Officer:
6. Clarify EPA policy in Resource Management Directive System 2550B on
the requirements for justifying and documenting carrier/flight/airfare
selection when there are no contract fares.
We recommend that the Chief of Staff:
7. Implement controls within the Office of the Administrator to include
adequate justification to support the use of first/business-class travel and
for carrier/flight/airfare selection when there are no contract fares.

Agency Comments and OIG Evaluation
The agency disagreed with Recommendations 6 and 7. For Recommendation 6, the
agency believes that the RMDS discusses the agency requirements. In addition, the
agency believes that the dropdown menu in Concur, along with justification and the
booking of flights by BCD, is sufficient justification/documentation.
For Recommendation 7, the agency believes that sufficient controls are in place.
The agency stated that the former Administrator issued a memorandum requiring
additional approval for any trip made by agency personnel on his behalf with trip
expenditures over $5,000. For these trips, final approval is required from two of
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three individuals: Deputy Administrator, Chief Financial Officer or Chief of Staff.
This has continued after former Administrator Pruitt's departure. The agency also
stated that no separate or additional controls are required for the OA.
We disagree with the agency's comments for Recommendation 6. The referenced
RMDS section only states that EPA employees must use a contract carrier when one
is available unless a specific FTR §301-10.107 exception applies. It does not address
how the exception is to be documented and approved. Also, the use of BCD does not
relieve the traveler's and agency's responsibility for complying with the FTR and
EPA policy.
We also disagree with the agency's comment for Recommendation 7 that sufficient
controls are in place. Between May and December 2017, the former Administrator
traveled mostly first class. The travel authorizations and vouchers did not provide
any cost or schedule information to justify the carrier and airfare selection.
The agency's new approval requirement for trip expenditures over $5,000 does
not resolve Recommendation 7. The agency continues to rely on BCD for FTR
compliance and does not believe that additional controls are needed to verify that
adequate justification is provided to support first/business-class travel and
carrier/flight/airfare selection. Therefore, the senior management review of trips
with expenditures over $5,000 is unlikely to verify such documentation absent the
additional controls specified in our Recommendation 7.
We consider Recommendations 6 and 7 unresolved with resolution efforts in
progress.
The agency's full response and our comments are in Appendix D, OIG Responses
18 and 19.

Unjustified and Improper Approvals for Lodging Costs Above
150 Percent of Per Diem
The former Administrator and some associated staff and PSD agents incurred
lodging expenses above 150 percent of per diem without justifications and
approvals received after-the-fact. We also identified instances where PSD agents
did not receive proper second-line supervisor approval.
Under FTR §301-11.30(a), a government traveler may be reimbursed for actual
lodging expenses not to exceed 300 percent of per diem. The FTR §301-11.30(b)
further states that approval of actual expenses for lodging is "usually in advance
of travel and at the discretion of [the traveler's] agency."
The handling of above per diem lodging is hindered by inconsistent agency
direction. In the agency's April 24, 2014, memorandum Implementing Internal
Controls Related to Time and Attendance, Travel, Payroll, and Parking and
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Transit Subsidies, the issue of above per diem lodging often not being approved
prior to travel or appropriately documented was identified as an area of concern.
As a corrective action, the memorandum states that approval for above per diem
lodging be made "prior" (emphasis in agency policy) to travel and that proper
justification for above per diem expenses be provided. The memorandum stated
that the OCFO would codify this new control into the EPA travel policy.
The EPA's RMDS 2550B, Section V, Actual Expenses, issued in 2015, requires
specific notation in the travel authorization for approval of actual expense
reimbursement. If the expense exceeds 150 percent of per diem, the policy also
requires second-line supervisor approval prior to occurrence of travel. In addition,
EPA policy requires an amendment to the travel authorization when travel
authorizing officials approve expenses after the completion of the trip .
As shown in Table 6, for 10 trips (or 29 percent of the 34 trips taken), the former
Administrator's lodging costs exceeded 150 percent of per diem. For most of the
trips, the former Administrator's lodging costs in excess of 150 percent were
approved after-the-fact. Justifications for these approvals were often minimal,
such as "due to high season." A few were without any justification.
Table 6: Former Administrator's lodging over 150 percent of per diem
Per
diem
$135
91
267

150%
of per
diem
$203
137
401

Lodging
claimed
$284
159
450

359

539

629

115

173

199

1
2
3

Travel
date
03/08/17
04/19/17
05/16/17

4

06/09/17

Bologna & Rome,
Italy

5

07/17/17

Salt Lake City, UT

Hotel
Hilton Americas
Double Tree
The
Michelanqelo
Savoia Hotel
Regency &
Baglioni Hotel
Regina
The Monaco

07/18/17

Minneapolis, MN

Le Meridien

145

218

299

07/19/17

Little Rock, AK

Capital Hotel

94

141

195

Charleston, SC
Denver, CO

The Spectator
The Oxford

178
178

267
267

269
380

8
9

07/24/17
08/02/17 08/03/17
09/18/17
09/27/17

Justification
None
None
High season no qovernment rate
Represents costs for
one room at two hotels
needed to address
security considerations.
Last minute changes
and hiqh season*
Last minute changes
and high season*
Last minute changes
and hiqh season*
High season
High season

New York, NY
New York, NY

301
301

452
452

669
595

High season - sold out
High season - sold out

10

10/05/17

Phoenix, AZ

124

186

269

High season - sold out

10/08/17

Lexington, KY

Cassa
The
Knickerbocker
Kimpton Hotel
Palomar
21c Museum

109

164

199

None

6
7

Destination
Houston, TX
Columbia , MO
New York, NY

Source: OIG analysis of EPA travel data, and travel authorizations and vouchers from the Concur travel system.
* Justifications for these lodging costs were provided during the audit and were not in Concur.
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Although not included in Table 6, the former Administrator's staff and PSD
agents also had incurred lodging expenses in excess of per diem. We did not
review all vouchers for the former Administrator's associated travelers but, based
on a sample reviewed, the former Administrator's staff and PSD agents also
submitted justifications and received second-line supervisor approval after the
fact on numerous occasions. In addition, we identified three instances where the
PSD agents incurred lodging costs in excess of 150 percent of per diem without
justification or second-line supervisor approval. Another PSD agent who incurred
lodging in excess of 150 percent of per diem submitted a justification, but it was
approved by the first-line supervisor, not the second-line supervisor as required
under EPA policy.
The PSD agents traveling with the former Administrator incurred approximately the
same lodging rates as the former Administrator. According to the agency, it is
necessary for PSD agents to lodge in the same hotel and in close proximity in order
to provide security for the former Administrator. Staff other than the PSD agents
who accompanied the former Administrator may or may not have incurred the same
lodging rates. On one occasion, PSD agents stayed in the same hotel and incurred
lower lodging rates than the former Administrator. For example, the former
Administrator and his accompanying PSD agent were each charged a rate of $669 to
stay at the Cassa in New York City on September 18, 2017-more than double the
per diem rate of $301-while on the same day another PSD agent staying at the same
hotel was charged a rate of $389.
Conclusion
The former Administrator and associated staff and PSD agents claiming lodging
expenses above 150 percent of per diem did not always have the justifications
and/or approvals required under EPA policy. We believe that last-minute travel
plans and changes, along with a continued lack of understanding of the EPA's
travel policy by staff and management, contributed to the after-the-fact approval
with limited or no justifications.
Exceedance of 150 percent of per diem without sufficient justification and
second-line supervisor approval violates EPA travel policy. Exceeding per diem
rates without proper approval results in unnecessary costs and contributes to the
potential for waste and abuse of taxpayer dollars.
Actions Taken
This issue was discussed with the agency during a meeting on April 30, 2018.
The OCFO has confirmed that no written justifications and approvals had been
received for the three instances in which the former Administrator's lodging costs
were claimed in excess of 150 percent of per diem (identified in Table 6 above).
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Recommendation
We recommend that the Chief Financial Officer:
8. Implement controls to verify appropriate approval and adequate
justification for lodging over 150 percent of per diem and minimize
after-the-fact approvals.

Agency Comments and OIG Evaluation
The agency agreed with the recommendation and stated that the OCFO is
implementing controls in Concur for lodging over 150 percent of per diem. The
agency also proposed a corrective action completion date.
Subsequent to its formal response, the agency informed us that it has updated
Concur to include a flag requiring additional justification be included for any
voucher with lodging exceeding 150 percent of per diem. We accept the agency's
corrective action and consider Recommendation 8 completed.
The agency's full response and our comments are in Appendix D, OIG
Response 20.

Missing Detailed Support for Trips with Stops in Tulsa
Travel documentation for the former Administrator's stops in Tulsa for personal
reasons while on business travel elsewhere did not contain adequate cost
comparisons to verify that those stops did not result in additional costs to the
government, as required under the FTR and EPA travel policy. OIG analysis of
travel data obtained from the EPA's Compass Data Warehouse and vouchers and
receipts from the agency's Concur travel system showed that of the 34 trips the
former Administrator took from March through December 2017, six were
exclusively to the former Administrator's hometown of Tulsa or other locations in
Oklahoma for official business, and an additional 10 trips were taken elsewhere
but included self-initiated weekend stays in Tulsa where no official business was
conducted. Additional details on these trips are in Chapter 2.
We identified no specific criteria that would limit the former Administrator's
travel to, or stops in, Tulsa for the weekend or otherwise. However, FTR §30110.7 requires travelers to travel to their destination "by the usually traveled route
unless the agency authorizes or approves a different route as officially necessary."
If an indirect route is used for personal convenience, government reimbursement
is limited to the cost of travel by a direct route and the traveler is responsible for
any additional cost, as required by FTR §301-10.8.
Similarly, EPA policy under RMDS 2550B, Section IV, Responsibilities, requires
authorizing officials to verify that travel is by the direct or usually traveled route
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and mandates that use of indirect routes requires justification and approval. The
EPA travel policy reiterates that "employees are responsible for additional costs
when indirect routes are for personal convenience."
The trips with stops in Tulsa for personal convenience while on business travel
elsewhere were not the direct or usually traveled routes. Therefore, the stops
needed to be justified and the agency needed to determine and limit
reimbursement to the costs of the direct routes. The justifications stated in the
travel documents for the stops in Tulsa for personal reasons were generally either
that the former Administrator paid his own way or that it was cost-effective for
him to fly through Tulsa. However, the travel authorizations did not contain the
required detail and support to verify these comments. For example, printed copies
of the flights and prices for the direct routes were not uploaded to Concur or
provided by the agency.
Furthermore, the agency did not consider all factors when comparing the former
Administrator's travel costs with a stop in Tulsa to the costs of the direct routes.
For example, for some of the former Administrator's trips home for the weekend,
the cost comparison and/or justification was that the former Administrator paid
his own way to Tulsa from his place ofbusiness. 14 These comparisons did not
document the airfare differences between flying back to Washington, D.C., from
his original place of business versus from Tulsa. On another trip, the cost
comparison was based on the prices for business class when in fact the former
Administrator flew first class, but a less expensive business fare does not
guarantee a less expensive first-class fare. The additional travel costs of the PSD
agents and other staff who accompanied the former Administrator were also not
addressed.
Conclusion

The OIG could not determine a specific cause for the lack of adequate cost
comparison and supporting documents. However, the examples discussed show a
general lack of understanding of cost-comparison requirements in the EPA's
travel policy by staff and management responsible for the former Administrator's
travel. Without proper cost comparisons and documentation, we were unable to
determine whether additional costs were incurred for those stops in Tulsa the
former Administrator made for personal convenience.

14

The OIG did not verify the former Administrator's method of payment used in the cost comparison, i.e., cash,
credit card or frequent-flyer miles.
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Recommendation
We recommend that the Chief of Staff:
9. Implement controls within the Office of the Administrator to confirm that
adequate cost comparisons are provided before approving travel
authorizations where an alternative travel method is used (i.e., when the
direct or usually taken routes are not used).

Agency Comments and OIG Evaluation
The agency disagreed with the recommendation, stating that sufficient controls
were in place to verify proper justification and approval for use of other than
coach-class travel.
The agency's comment is nonresponsive to the recommendation. The agency
addressed the use of other than coach-class travel although our recommendation
addresses the former Administrator's trips with side stops in Tulsa for personal
reasons. We consider Recommendation 9 unresolved with resolution efforts in
progress.
The agency's full response and our comments are in Appendix D, OIG Responses
3 and 21.

Inaccurate and Incomplete International Trip Reports
International trip reports were not submitted by all travelers, and those submitted
by the PSD and other staff associated with the former Administrator's travel were
inaccurate and incomplete. This situation occurred due to limited guidance on the
requirements for trip reports in the EPA's travel policy and a lack of controls to
verify that the reports are submitted and those submitted are accurate and
complete. A lack of trip report submissions and inaccurate and incomplete
reporting affect proper monitoring of international engagements. OITA and other
EPA offices need trip reports to avoid unnecessary international trips and track
agency commitments to international partners. Without proper monitoring, the
EPA cannot determine that international trips achieved expected results,
commitments made during the trips are in line with agency missions and are
honored by the agency, and trips are in the best interest of the taxpayer and not
duplicative of other international trips.
The EPA's RMDS 2550B, Section VII, Administrative Requirements for
International Trip Report, states that a trip report must be completed in the Fast
International Approval of Travel (FIAT) database within 15 days of the final date
of travel. The policy also requires each National Program Manager and region to
monitor, at least annually, the completion of international travel reports by their
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travelers. However, the policy does not specify whether all travelers must
individually prepare a trip report.
Based on discussions with OITA, each traveler is required to submit a report in
FIAT with the standard form provided, but the amount of information in the
report varies depending on the individual traveler. Some travelers provide a
detailed summary as an attachment to the form; others just submit the essential
information required in the form. Sometimes a team of several people on the same
trip would prepare a single trip summary and each attach it to their individual trip
report form in FIAT. The main purposes of the trip report are to obtain a summary
of the events and track any commitments the travelers may have made on behalf
of the agency. The reports also are used as the information library for OITA's
desk officers to avoid duplication of efforts in future trips.
0/G Analysis of Trip Reports
The former Administrator had planned four international trips: to Mexico City,
Mexico; Sydney, Australia; Rome, Italy; and Rabat, Morocco. The trip to Mexico
City was canceled without travel and did not require an international trip report. The
Sydney trip was canceled prior to the former Administrator's departure date, but his
advance teams had deployed and arrived 2 days before the trip was canceled, thus
requiring a trip report. The remaining two trips-to Rome and Rabat-were taken
and also required trip reports. We obtained and reviewed hard-copy reports from
OITA for only two of the three trips through December 31, 2017, that required trip
reports-Sydney and Rome.
Our analysis found that for the Sydney and Rome trips, not all travelers submitted a
trip report. Within the reports submitted, there were numerous errors. For example,
for the Sydney trip, three employees reported that the "trip was completed
successfully without incident," which was entirely untrue. The trip was canceled
shortly after the deployment of two of these employees and before the third
employee even started the trip. In addition, some of the travel dates in the reports did
not match the travel vouchers.
The errors in the international trip reports reflect a lack of management oversight
and employee understanding of the requirements to file a report or the need for an
accurate report. Although a lack of submission of international trip reports was
raised in a prior OIG audit report, 15 the EPA's revised travel policy did not
provide clarification about the requirements. Rather, the revised policy, effective
during the period of our audit, provided less information about the requirements
than the prior version. According to the Controller, it was the OCFO 's intent to
leave the international travel requirements out of the travel policy and only
reference the requirements in the attachments to the policy because the OCFO
does not have control over the OITA's FIAT system.
15

EPA Needs Better Management Controls for Approval of Employee Travel, Report No. l 5-P-0294, issued
September 22, 2015.
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For the Rabat trip, a narrative report was prepared by the embassy to summarize the
matters discussed. The report does not include the details at the employee level
required in FIAT. As a result, we are unable to verify the trip information as we did
for the Rome and Sydney trips. According to the agency, this is not at all unusual.
One person can draft a trip report when a group travels for the same purpose.

Conclusion
The lack of trip report submissions affects proper monitoring of international
engagements. Without accurate and complete reports, the EPA cannot confirm
that commitments in the international community are honored and in line with the
agency's priorities. Accurate and complete reports also provide essential
information to OITA and other EPA offices to avoid duplication of efforts in
future trips and afford efficient use of EPA resources.

Actions Being Taken
We were informed by the agency that OITA will release a new version of the FIAT
database. The updated version will be internet-based and allow users to access it
from anywhere. It will send travelers automated reminders of the requirement to
complete a trip report within 15 days and include other features to help travelers
complete the form. Detailed information also will be available in the user guide. In
addition, the system will allow the National Program Manager and regional
coordinator to identify travel plans with missing trip reports. According to OITA, as
of November 13, 2018, the updated version had been loaded onto the agency's server
and will be rolled out to the three selected OITA administrative staff for pilot testing.
In its response, the agency proposed an estimated corrective action completion date
of March 31, 2019. We followed up with the agency on the status of the corrective
actions, and on April 22, 2019, were advised that the new version of FIAT was rolled
out to a test group within OITA during the second quarter of fiscal year 2019.
Testing identified a critical coding issue that affected the operation of FIAT. Further
roll-out of the new system was halted so that changes could be implemented, and the
system rested. As of May 6, 2019, OITA continued encountering technical problems
and has reached out to the Office of Environmental Information for advice and
assistance. Once the technical issue is resolved and re-testing within OITA offices
proves successful, the agency will begin expanding the new FIAT to other National
Program Managers and regions. The agency's revised estimated corrective action
completion date is September 30, 2019.
According to the agency, as a stop-gap measure to improve compliance rates with
filing trip reports, OITA's Office of Management and International Services has
been monitoring trip reports in the Lotus Notes version of FIAT and contacting
travelers who have not filed a report within 7 business days to remind them of the
trip report requirement.
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Recommendations
We recommend that the Assistant Administrator for International and Tribal Affairs:
10. Clarify the requirement and importance of trip reports for all international
travel.
11. Implement controls to verify that international trip reports are accurate and
complete.

Agency Comments and OIG Evaluation
The agency agreed with the recommendations and proposed corrective action,
noting that OITA will be releasing a new version of the FIAT system that will
address the OIG's concerns. We accept the agency's corrective actions and
proposed completion dates. We consider Recommendations 10 and 11 resolved
with corrective actions pending.
The agency's full response and our comments are in Appendix D, OIG Responses
22 and 23 .

Improper Approval of Staff and PSD Use of Business-Class Travel
for International Trips
The use of business-class travel by the former Administrator's PSD agents and
other staff for international trips was not always approved in accordance with the
FIR and EPA travel policy. We found that several PSD
Flight duration alone
agents and former Administrator's staff received
does not qualify as
approval for business-class travel without a formal
the basis for
entitlement of
request, as required by EPA policy. Others who
business-class travel.
submitted a formal request received approval without the
required analysis.
FIR §301-10.123(b)(6) and §301-10.125(a)(3) allow the use of business class if
the scheduled flight time-including non-overnight stopovers and change of
planes-is in excess of 14 hours and if the traveler is required to report to duty the
following day or sooner. The EPA's policy under RMDS 2550B, Section V,
Travel in Excess of 14 Hours, states that the approving officials should also
consider the constructive costs and the purpose and urgency of the trip.
Constructive costs include the cost of business class versus coach class plus the
cost of reimbursements in conjunction with a rest stop. The purpose and urgency
of the trip considers whether the travel is so urgent or unexpected that it cannot be
delayed or postponed and the traveler is unable to schedule a rest stop or an
earlier flight that would allow for a rest period before having to report for duty.
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Per the EPA' s RMDS 25 50B, Section V, Travel Accommodations, EPA
employees must use coach class for official travel unless delegated officials grant
an exception for other than coach class. A request for an exception to use other
than coach class (business class) requires a memorandum from the employee's
office director or equivalent to the appropriate delegated officials for approval of
business class. The designated approver for the use of business class for the
Administrator's staff is the Deputy Chief of Staff; for all other employees it is
their Assistant Administrator/Deputy Assistant Administrator.
The use of business-class travel for staff and PSD agents was related to
international trips. The business-class travel identified included the Australia trip in
August 2017 and one segment for an employee's flights for the Morocco trip in
December 2017. We did not review all vouchers for these trips. For the four
selected vouchers reviewed for the Australia trip (two each for PSD and the former
Administrator's staff), all employees flew round-trip business class. The travel
authorizations for the former Administrator's staff noted that the "airfare exceeded
the daily threshold of $5,000 due to the length of the flights-over 20 hours each
way." However, the staff did not submit an exception request to their designated
approving official-the Deputy Chief of Staff-for the upgrade to business class,
as required under EPA policy. The length of the flight alone does not constitute
sufficient justification to approve business-class accommodation.
The two PSD agents submitted exception requests and their Director submitted a
written request to their acting Assistant Administrator as required by the EPA
policy. The request was approved prior to the travel. However, the request and
approval were based only on the fact that the travel time-including stopovers
and change of planes-exceeded 14 hours. The request also included that the
former Administrator's staff were traveling in business class. However, the
approval did not address the constructive costs or the urgency of the business, as
required under the FTR and EPA policy.
In another instance, the acting Deputy Chief of Staff approved the use of business
class for a staff member traveling with the former Administrator on the Morocco
trip without the required analysis. The use of business class pertained to the
international segment of the return flight from Morocco and cost close to $3,000
more than the coach-class fare. The approval was based solely on the fact that the
flight time-including the stopover-exceeded 14 hours and did not include an
analysis of the constructive costs or the urgency of the business, as required under
EPA policy.
The use of business class for the Morocco trip was discussed with the agency. The
Controller said the upgrade was fully justified and constructive costs and urgency
of mission were considered, even though the factors were not documented in the
approval memorandum. The agency provided no documentation to show these
factors were considered. Without additional documentation, the OIG cannot
confirm that the constructive costs and urgency of mission were considered.
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Conclusion
Senior management officials approved the use of business-class travel for the
PSD and the former Administrator's staff without meeting the requirements of the
FTR and EPA policy. These approvals show a lack of understanding of the
requirements for the use of business-class travel. Approving the use of business
class without analyzing the constructive costs and justifying the urgency of
mission violates EPA policy and results in unnecessary and/or unjustified costs.

Recommendations
We recommend that the Chief Financial Officer:
12. Implement controls to verify that the use of first/business-class travel
complies with the requirements of the Federal Travel Regulation and EPA
policy in Resource Management Directive System 2550B prior to
approval of the travel authorization.
13. Provide guidance on documentation needed to support approval for
first/business-class travel.
14. Identify and review all business-class travel claimed for the staff and
Protective Service Detail agents who accompanied the former
Administrator on travel from March 201 7 through his resignation in
July 2018 for proper approval. Where policy was not followed, recover
any excess costs claimed for the use of business class.

Agency Comments and OIG Evaluation
The agency disagreed with Recommendations 12 and 14 and agreed with
Recommendation 13.
For Recommendation 12, the agency believed sufficient controls were in place
through the agency's travel policy and the Memorandum of Understanding with
BCD, its travel management contractor, which requires compliance with the FTR.
We disagree with the agency that adequate controls are in place. The agency's
record shows otherwise. As explained in the report, we found that the use of
business-class travel by the former Administrator's staff and PSD agents was not
always approved in accordance with the FTR and/or EPA travel policy. We found
that several PSD agents and the former Administrator's staff received approval for
business-class travel without a formal request as required by EPA policy. Others
who submitted a formal request received approval without the required analysis.
For Recommendation 13, the agency provided several agencywide training
courses in 2018, including one specific for OA staff and management. However,
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the training courses did not cover requirements for approval of first/business-class
travel.
For Recommendation 14, the agency stated that proper approvals were provided
to agency staff and PSD agents accompanying the former Administrator because
sufficient approval authority exists and there is no need to recover any costs.
The agency's comment is nonresponsive to our recommendation, which relates not
to approval authority but compliance with the FTR and EPA policy. Specifically, a
sample of the travel vouchers revealed that several PSD agents and the former
Administrator's staff used business-class flights for international trips without a
formal request for such accommodation, as required by EPA policy. Others who
submitted a formal request received approval based solely on the fact that the total
flight time exceeded 14 hours, and they did not include the required analysis to
address the constructive costs and mission urgency, as required by the FTR and
EPA policy.
As discussed in Chapter 4 of this report, in the subsection First/Business-Class
Exceptions Granted Without Sufficient Justification to Support Security Concern,
the Controller issued a memorandum retroactively approving all other than coachclass accommodations for former Administrator Pruitt, the PSD and support staff
that occurred during fiscal years 2017 and 2018 due to security concerns. While
the retroactive approval memorandum referenced approval of support staff's use
of first-class travel due to security concerns, the agency previously had asserted
that the justification for support staff travel in other than coach-class
accommodations (business class) was for reasons unrelated to the security
exception. The agency has provided no explanation of how support staff's use of
business-class travel is related to the security concerns relating to the former
Administrator.
We consider Recommendations 12, 13 and 14 unresolved with resolution efforts
m progress.
The agency's full response and our comments are in Appendix D, OIG Responses
24, 25 and 26.

Justified Use of Military and Charter Flights
The former Administrator's use of military and charter flights was justified and in
compliance with EPA policy and the FTR. The EPA's RMDS 2550B, Section V,
Federal Government Aircraft, states that the EPA's use of a federal government
aircraft-chartered or federal government-owned-must comply with Office of
Management and Budget Circular A-126, Improving the Management and Use of
Government Aircraft, May 22, 1992. The EPA must determine the service
necessary to fulfill a mission requirement, including exceptional, scheduling,
communication or security requirements, or if there is a substantial cost savings to
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the government. These Office of Management and Budget guidelines are
implemented in FTR §§301-10.261 through -10.264.
The former Administrator incurred travel costs of $101 ,761 for three military and
two charter flights . The purpose of the trips, along with dates and costs, are
identified in Table 7.
Table 7: Use of military and charter flights
Travel date
03/15/17
06/07/17

Type
Military
Military

09/09/17

Military

07/27/17

Charter

08/04/17

Charter

Destination
DC - Detroit
DC - Cincinnati JFK (New York)
DC - Camp David

Tulsa - Guymon Oklahoma City
Denver - Durango

Purpose
Travel to/from with President
Travel to Cincinnati with President
and to JFK without President
Cabinet meetinq with President
Total military flights
Waters of the United States State
Action tour
Gold King Mine meeting
Total charter flights

Costs
$45,000
36,069

Total military and charter flights

$101,761

n/c
$81,069
$15,000
5,692
$20,692

Source: Cost data from the EPA's Compass Data Warehouse provided by the agency.

The former Administrator's use of military flights resulted from three trips
associated with the President of the United States. The former Administrator
participated in an event related to EPA regulations with the President in Detroit,
Michigan. The cost of the Detroit trip and events was shared with the White
House. The event costs included such items as staging, lighting, drapes and tables.
The EPA's share was paid for under a reimbursable agreement with the Executive
Office of the President that was reviewed and approved by the agency's Office of
Acquisition Management. As the costs were not paid through the travel system
and did not follow the travel voucher process, evaluating the validity of the
procurement was outside of our audit scope.
The former Administrator was directed by the President to attend and participate
in water infrastructure-related public events in Cincinnati, Ohio, prior to his
previously scheduled flight from the John F. Kennedy International Airport in
New York to Rome, Italy. After the events with the President, the former
Administrator and his staff flew via military aircraft from Cincinnati to JFK to
catch an evening flight to Rome, where the former Administrator represented the
United States at the G-7 Environment Mini sterial. The agency had determined this
trip to be mission critical. According to the approval documents, there were no
commercial flights that would allow the former Administrator to connect to the
scheduled flight at JFK, nor were there other viable flight itineraries that would
arrive in Italy on schedule for the former Administrator's obligations. The FTR
allows for the use of military flights to meet exceptional scheduling needs. The
use was properly approved by the agency's General Counsel.
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The last military flight, to Camp David, was provided by the White House and did
not result in any transportation costs to the EPA.
The former Administrator's use of chartered flights included a planned flight to
Guymon, Oklahoma, as part of the Waters of the United States State Action tour.
The charter was necessary because, due to the remote location of the meeting site,
commercial flights were not available. The use of the second charter was an
unplanned flight from Denver to Durango, Colorado, for a meeting at the Gold
King Mine, where a major spill previously had occurred. The use of the charter
resulted from weather delays with a booked commercial flight; the charter was
needed to meet the former Administrator's schedule. Our audit found that the use
of the charter flight was justified under the FTR, which allows for the use of
charters to meet scheduling needs. These flights were properly approved by the
agency's acting Principal Deputy General Counsel and acting General Counsel in
accordance with EPA policy.
Conclusion
The costs incurred for the former Administrator's use of military and charter
flights were properly approved. The agency's General Counsel determined that
these actions complied with Office of Management and Budget Circular A-126
and FTR requirements. Based on supporting documentation, these actions were
justified and allowed under the referenced regulations and EPA travel policy.
Consequently, we make no recommendations regarding the use of military or
chartered flights.

Agency Comments and OIG Evaluation
The agency provided no comments on this finding.
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Status of Recommendations and
Potential Monetary Benefits
RECOMMENDATIONS

Rec.
No.

Page
No.

Subject

Status 1

Action Official

Planned
Completion
Date

16

Evaluate and determine whether the increased airfare
costs estimated at$123,942 related to former
Administrator Pruitt's use of first/business-class travel
without sufficient justification and proper approval, for the
period March 1, 2017, through December 31, 2017,
should be recovered and, if so, from which responsible
official or officials, and direct recovery of the funds.

u

Chief Financial Officer

2

16

For the period January 1, 2018, through his resignation in
July 2018, evaluate and determine whether any costs
related to former Administrator Pruitt's use of
first/business-class travel without sufficient justification
and proper approval should be recovered and, if so, from
which responsible official or officials, and direct recovery
of the funds.

u

Chief Financial Officer

3

24

Implement controls to verify the approving official has
adequate authority prior to granting first/business-class
exceptions.

C

Chief Financial Officer

4

24

Implement controls agencywide to verify that the use of
other than coach-class travel is properly justified and
documented prior to approval of the travel authorization.

u

Chief Financial Officer

5

27

Implement controls to verify contract fares are used unless
the non-contract fares are properly justified and
documented.

u

Chief Financial Officer

6

29

Clarify EPA policy in Resource Management Directive
System 2550B on the requirements for justifying and
documenting carrier/flight/airfare selection when there are
no contract fares.

u

Chief Financial Officer

7

29

Implement controls within the Office of the Administrator to
include adequate justification to support the use of
first/business-class travel and for carrier/flight/airfare
selection when there are no contract fares.

u

Chief of Staff

8

33

Implement controls to verify appropriate approval and
adequate justification for lodging over 150 percent of
per diem and minimize after-the-fact approvals.

C

Chief Financial Officer

9

35

Implement controls within the Office of the Administrator to
confirm that adequate cost comparisons are provided
before approving travel authorizations where an
alternative travel method is used (i.e., when the direct or
usually taken routes are not used).

u

Chief of Staff

10

38

Clarify the requirement and importance of trip reports for
all international travel.

R

Assistant Administrator for
International and Tribal
Affairs

09/30/19

11

38

Implement controls to verify that international trip reports
are accurate and complete.

R

Assistant Administrator for
International and Tribal
Affairs

09/30/19
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Potential
Monetary
Benefits
(in $000s)
$124

03/28/19

02/19/19
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Rec.
No.

Page
No.

12

Subject

Status 1

Action Official

40

Implement controls to verify that the use of first/businessclass travel complies with the requirements of the Federal
Travel Regulation and EPA policy in Resource
Management Directive System 2550B prior to approval of
the travel authorization.

u

Chief Financial Officer

13

40

Provide guidance on documentation needed to support
approval for first/business-class travel.

u

Chief Financial Officer

14

40

Identify and review all business-class travel claimed for
the staff and Protective Service Detail agents who
accompanied the former Administrator on travel from
March 2017 through his resignation in July 2018 for proper
approval. Where policy was not followed, recover any
excess costs claimed for the use of business class.

u

Chief Financial Officer

Planned
Completion
Date

Potential
Monetary
Benefits
(in $000s)

1 C = Correction

action completed.
R = Recommendation resolved with corrective action pending.
U = Recommendation unresolved with resolution efforts in progress.
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Appendix A

Cost Details for Trips Taken by Former Administrator

1

Former
Administrator's
travel period a
03/06/17 - 03/07 /17

2

03/08/17 - 03/12/17

3

03/15/17 - 03/15/17

4

03/23/17 - 03/27 /17

5

04/12/17 - 04/24/17

6
7

05/04/17 - 05/08/17
05/11 /17 - 05/15/17

8
9
10
11
12

05/16/17
05/19/17
05/25/17
06/05/17
06/07 /17

-

05/17 /17
05/22/17
05/29/17
06/06/17
06/11 /17

13
14
15

06/22/17 - 06/26/17
06/30/17 - 06/30/17
07/06/17 - 07/06/17

16
17

07/07/17 - 07/07/17
07/17/17 - 07/20/17

18
19

07 /24/17 - 07 /14/17
07/26/17 - 07/30/17

20

08/02/17 - 08/10/17

21

08/30/17 - 09/05/17

22

09/09/17 - 09/10/17
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Destinations
Scottsdale , AZ
Tulsa, OK c
Houston , TX
Tulsa , OK b
Detroit, Ml
Nashville, TN
Oklahoma City, OK
Tulsa, OK b
New York , NY
Pittsburgh , PA
Tulsa, OK
Chicago, IL
Columbia , MO
Dallas, TX
Naples, FL
Tulsa , OK
Colorado Springs, CO
Tulsa, OK b
New York, NY
Tulsa, OK
Tulsa, OK
New York , NY
Cincinnati , OH
Rome, Italy
Bologna, Italy
Tulsa, OK
Manhattan, NY
Birmingham/
Wilsonville, AL
Cochran , GA
Salt Lake City, UT
Minneapolis , MN
Little Rock, AK
Charleston , SC
Tulsa , OK
Oklahoma City, OK
Guymon , OK
Indianapolis, IN
Denver, CO
Tulsa , OK b
Des Moines, IA
Grand Forks , ND
Corpus Christi , TX
Tulsa , OKb
Thurmont, MD

Former
Administrator
costs
$739

Staff
costs
$1 ,343

PSD
costs
$7,773

1,039

4,791

8,092

-

36

2,816

615

1,901

4 ,182

Other
costs b
-

Total
$9,854

-

13,923

$45,000

47,852

5,588

-

8,104

22 ,272

31,228

-

57,683

1,043
3,052

1,017
2,336

3,285
8,515

-

5,345
13,903

2,055
2,123
2,997
2,201
8,998

3,910
849
2,090
2,564
49 ,413

4,937
2,567
8,964
369
39 ,522

2,799
823
2,623

857
1,701
5,795

6,850
2,535
3,069

1,963
5,768

613
20 ,419

1,953
15,888

1,644
2,933

4,637
6,731

1,233
9,258

7,180

39 ,287

3,931
25

d

-

36 ,069

-

-

-

10,903
5,538
14,051
5,134
134,001

10,506
5,059
11,487

-

4,528
42,076

15,000

7,514
33,922

68 ,668

1 5,692

120,827

83

11 ,146

-

15,161

498

-

-

523

e
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23

Former
Administrator's
travel period a
09/14/17 - 09/19/17

24
25

09/27 /17 - 09/28/17
10/04/17 - 10/09/17

26
27

10/11 /17 - 10/12/17
10/19/17 - 10/20/17

28
29

10/23/17 - 10/23/17
10/27/17 - 10/30/17

30
31
32
33

11/08/17 - 11/08/17
11 /09/17 - 11 /09/17
11/27/17-11/27/17
11 /30/17 - 12/04/17

34

12/09/17 - 12/13/17

Destinations
Houston , TX
Tulsa, OKb
New York, NY
New York , NY
Cincinnati , OH
Colorado Springs, CO
Phoenix, AZ.
Tulsa, OKb
Lexington , KY
Jackson , MS
Houston , TX
Omaha , NE
Nashville, TN
New Orleans, LA
Tulsa , OKb
ChicaQO, IL
Kiawah Island , SC
Orlando , FL
Louisville , KY
Des Moines, IA
Tulsa, OKb
Rabat, Morocco
Marrakech , Morocco
Total

Former
Administrator
costs
4,407

Staff
costs
9,441

PSD
costs
14,342

2,672
5,706

4,868
20 ,727

3,272
3,979

Other
costs b

-

Total
28,189

6,496
22,734

-

14,035
49,167

6,572
11 ,221

5,015
9,510

-

14,860
24,710

2,877
2,303

2,198
4,396

2,084
10,321

-

1,317
3,155
2,221
3,486

1,903
4,574
3,253
10,559

5,918
2,794
5,149
12,766

17,631

42 ,132

28 ,440

$111,761

$294,987

$369,827

-

-

-

7,159
17,020
9,138
10,523
10,623
26 ,812

88,204
$101,761

$878,336

Source: OIG analysis of travel data from the EPA's Compass Data Warehouse .
Note: Numbers in bold italics are slightly off due to rounding .
a
b
c

d
e

1

Travel period for the former Administrator's advance staff and security detail will vary.
These are military and charter flight costs.
Trips to Tulsa for personal reasons , not for official business.
Military flight with the President of the United States.
Charter flight from Tulsa to Guymon , OK, return to Oklahoma City.
Charter flight from Denver to Durango, CO.
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Appendix B

Cost Details for Former Administrator's
Canceled Trips

1
2
3
4

5
6

Former
Administrator's
travel period a
Domestic
04/27/17 - 04/28/17
06/15/17 - 06/19/17
06/21/17 - 06/21/17
08/23/17 - 08/24/17

International
08/21/17 - 08/21/17
08/31 /17 - 09/08/17

Former
Administrator
costs

Destination
New York, NY
Tulsa, OK
Manhattan, NY
Lincoln, NE
Domestic subtotal

Mexico Citv, Mexico
Sydney, Australia
International subtotal
Total

Staff
costs

PSD
costs

$472
68
123
68
$731

$1 ,143
49
2,115
326
$3,633

$2,055
95
2,029

$68
1,927
$1,995
$2,726

Total

Note
1
2
3
4

$4,179

$3,670
212
4,267
394
$8,543

$177
41,096
$41,273

$203
54,687
$54,889

$448
97,710
$98,158

4
4

$44,907

$59,069

$106,701

Source: OIG analysis of travel data from the EPA's Compass Data Warehouse .
a

Travel period for the former Administrator's advance staff and security detail varied.

The explanations provided by the agency for trip cancellations are summarized in the notes below:
Note 1: After a 2-hour delay on a 10 p.m. flight, there was a decision made to cancel this trip.
BCD was able to void the ticket and it was refunded by the airlines. However, it was
already past the cancellation period according to hotel policy. As a result, there was a
no-show charge for the hotel.
Note 2: The trip was canceled due to logistics.
Note 3: The former Administrator had been invited to speak at the Manhattan Institute and to
participate in media interviews. This travel was canceled the day before departure due
to a medical reason.
Note 4: These trips were canceled due to Hurricane Harvey. The former Administrator needed
to remain in place to address the impact of the hurricane.
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Appendix C

Former Administrator's Travel Costs by Cost Category

1

Travel Period
03/06/17 - 03/07/17

2

03/08/17 - 03/12/17

e3

03/15/17 - 03/15/17

4

03/23/17 - 03/27/17

5

04/12/17 - 04/24/17

6
7
8

04/27/17 - 04/28/17
05/04/17 - 05/08/17
05/11 /17 - 05/15/17

9
10
11
12
13

05/16/17 05/19/17 05/25/17 06/05/17 06/07/17 -

05/17/17
05/22/17
05/29/17
06/06/17
06/11/17

14
15
16
17
18

06/15/17 06/21/17 06/22/17 06/30/17 07/06/17 -

06/19/17
06/21/17
06/26/17
06/30/17
07/06/17

19
20

07/07/17 - 07/07/17
07/17/17 - 07/20/17

21
22

07/24/17 - 07/24/17
07/26/17 - 07/30/17

23

08/02/17 - 08/10/17

24

08/21/17 - 08/21/17
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Destination
Scottsdale , AZ
Tulsa , OK
Houston , TX
Tulsa, OK
Detroit, Ml
Nashville, TN
Oklahoma City, OK
Tulsa, OK
New York , NY
Pittsburgh , PA
Tulsa , OK
Chicago, IL
Columbia , MO
Dallas, TX
Naples, FL
New York, NY
Tulsa , OK
Colorado Springs, CO
Tulsa , OK
New York, NY
Tulsa , OK
Tulsa , OK
New York , NY
Cincinnati , OH
Rome, Italy
Boloqna , Italy
Tulsa, OK
Manhattan , NY
Tulsa , OK
Manhattan , NY
Birmingham/
Wilsonville, AL
Cochran , GA
Salt Lake City, UT
Minneapolis, MN
Little Rock , AK
Charleston , SC
Tulsa , OK
Oklahoma City, OK
Guvmon, OK
Indianapolis, IN
Denver, CO
Tulsa , OK
Des Moines, IA
Grand Forks , ND
Mexico Citv, Mexico

Airfare a
$594

576

Meals &
incidental
expenses
$89

Other c
$56

Total d
$739

83

97

1,039

54

112

615

554

665

484

4,182

252

111
128
134

109
68
228

472
1,043
3,052

450

111
128
137
111
603

178
68
87
162
368

2,055
2,123
2,997
2,201
8,998

128
56
44

68
123
68
121
141

68
123
2,799
823
2,623

38
212

78
237

1,963
5,768

Lodging

b

$284

450
2,480

848
2,691
1,316
1,927
2,628
1,588
6,688

145
340
1,339

2,604
646
2,438
1,847
4,627

693

1,154
2,604

269

52
179

169
151

1,644
2,933

4,979

1,376

394

432

7,180

68

68
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25
26

Travel Period
08/23/17 - 08/24/17
08/30/17 - 09/05/17

27
28
29

08/31 /17 - 09/08/17
09/09/17 - 09/10/17
09/14/17 - 09/19/17

30
31

09/27/17 - 09/28/17
10/04/17 - 10/09/17

32
33

10/11 /17 - 10/12/17
10/19/17 - 10/20/17

34
35

10/23/17 - 10/23/17
10/27/17 -10/30/17

36
37
38
39

11/08/17 -11/08/17
11/09/17 - 11/09/17
11/27/17 -11/27/17
11 /30/17 - 12/04/17

40

12/09/17 - 12/13/17

Destination
Lincoln , NE
Corpus Christi , TX
Tulsa , OK
Sydney, Australia
Thurmont, MD
Houston , TX
Tulsa , OK
New York, NY
New York , NY
Cincinnati , OH
Colorado Springs, CO
Phoenix, AZ
Tulsa, OK
Lexington , KY
Jackson , MS
Houston , TX
Omaha , NE
Nashville, TN
New Orleans, LA
Tulsa, OK
Chicago, IL
Kiawah Island , SC
Orlando , FL
Louisville, KY
Des Moines, IA
Tulsa, OK
Rabat, Morocco
Total
Percent of Total

Airfare

a

Lodging

b

Meals &
incidental
expenses

3,703
600

1,230

Other c
68
228

Total

68
3,931

97
15
79

1,927
25
4,407

3,330

804

10
194

1,791
4,813

595
468

111
198

174
228

2,672
5,706

2,978
3,610

93
107

65
96

137
166

3,272
3,979

2,744
2,076

44
38

88
189

2,877
2,303

1,172
2,866
2,056
3,197

109

56
52
44
89

90
238
121
91

1,317
3,155
2,221
3,486

16,164
$93,783
81.9%

863
$9,972
8.7%

529
$4,976
4.3%

76
$5,757
5.0%

17,631
$114,487
100%

Source: OIG analysis of travel data from the EPA's Compass Data Warehouse and travel vouchers provided by the agency.
Note: Numbers in bold italics are slightly off due to rounding.
a
b

c

d

e

Starting early May 2017, most of the former Administrator's flights were premium class (first or business).
Lodging and meals and incidental expenses are a low percentage of the total costs because the former Administrator
generally did not claim lodging and sometimes did not claim meal and incidental expenses for his trips to , and stops in ,
Tulsa ; he generally stayed at his residence in Tulsa . However, costs were incurred by other, associated travelers .
Other costs included travel agent services fees , voucher fees and miscellaneous costs.
Total amount does not include military and chartered flight costs as they were mostly paid outside of the travel system
and were not part of the former Administrator's vouchers.
The former Administrator did not incur costs related to this trip but costs were incurred by other, associated travelers.
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Appendix D

Agency Response to Draft Report and 0/G Comments
UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

WASHINGTON , D.C. 20460

FEB 15 2019
MEMORANDUM
SUBJECT:

Response to the November 26, 2018, Office oflnspector General's Draft Report,
"Actions Needed to Strengthen Controls over the EPA Administrator's and
Associated Staffs Travel", Project No. OA-FYl 7-0382

FROM:

Ryan Jackson, Chief of Staff
Office of the Administrator
Holly Greaves, Chief Financial Officer
Office of the Chief Financial Officer
Susan Bodine, Assistant Administrator
Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
Chad McIntosh, Assistant Administrator
Office of International and Tribal Affairs

TO:

Charles Sheehan, Acting Inspector General
Office of Inspector General

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the issues and recommendations presented in the
Office oflnspector General Draft Report, Project No. OA-FYl 7-0382 pertaining to the former
Administrator's and associated staffs travel. The agency has already completed corrective
actions in accordance with certain recommendations prescribed in the Draft Report and has also
implemented additional controls above and beyond those suggested by the OIG. For example,
the former Administrator issued a memorandum requiring final approval over expenditures made
by agency personnel over $5,000 on his behalf to execute official duties by two of the three
individuals: Deputy Administrator, Chief Financial Officer, or Chief of Staff. This control has
continued since former Administrator Pruitt's departure.
The agency does, however, disagree with some of the facts listed in the draft report. In some
cases, the recommendations made in the Draft Report go above and beyond requirements in the
Federal Travel Regulation. In other cases, full consideration of supporting documentation and/or
justifications provided to support our response were not accepted and were not included in the
Draft Report. Our specific comments are below.
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OIG Response 1: Our responses are in the detail sections below under OIG Responses 2
throu h 26.
Chapter 2: Frequency, Cost, and Extent of the Former Administrator's Official Travel

Chapter 2 of the draft report states that "Travel costs associated with the former Administrator's
official travel totaled $985,037, including $878,336 for the 34 trips taken and $106,701 for the
six trips canceled." These totals include flights, hotels, and other travel expenses submitted to the
Agency. However, of that amount, the OIG only "questioned excess airfare of $123,941
associated with first/business-class trips taken by the former Administrator from March to
December 2017." 16 We have performed an analysis of the $123,941, as recommended by the
OIG in recommendation No. 1, and discuss our findings in the next section below.
Chapter 2 of the draft report states that the "former Administrator canceled six trips consisting of
four domestic and two international trips. Although trips were canceled, travelers incurred costs
resulting from cancellation fees/no-show hotel charges, and service fees." The agency provided
detailed rationale and documentation for the trip cancellations, to include Hurricane Harvey and
other justifiable and legitimate reasons.
OIG Response 2: Based on information provided by the agency, we added the trip cancellation
rationales to A endix B.
Chapter 2 of the draft report states that "six of the 16 Tulsa trips, the former Administrator cited
being on official business." The OIG also found that "[the OIG] identified no specific criteria
that would limit the Administrator's travel to, or stops in, Tulsa for the weekend or otherwise. 17
It appears that the OIG does not question the reasons for the former Administrator's stops in
Tulsa nor questions the official purposes for six of sixteen business reasons for visiting Tulsa. 18
The OIG argues that the agency did not provide copies of requests from external parties for any
of these six trips to Tulsa for official business and the travel documents did not contain the
details to support the alternative travel required under EPA policy. The Agency provided OIG
with travel authorizations and vouchers that articulated the official business descriptions in the
justification section. The travel documents included justifications that shows that cost
comparisons were completed and many of the trips turned out to be a "no cost" to the
government. The Agency demonstrated that vouchers for "most of these trips indicated that the
former Administrator paid his own airfare to Tulsa for the weekend." The agency demonstrated
that vouchers for "most of these trips indicated that the former Administrator paid his own
airfare to Tulsa for the weekend." 19 Additionally, the Agency provided adequate cost
comparison justification to determine the most advantageous method of travel. 20

16

US EPA, Office of Inspector General, Project No. OA-FY17-0382, Draft Report "Actions Needed to Strengthen
Controls over the EPA Administrator's and Associated Staff's Travel" at pg 11. (February 11, 2019).
17
Id . at pg. 9.
1s Id .
19 Id .
20

See generally, Federal Travel Regulations, 41 Code of Federal Regulations, Chapters 300 through 304
(http ://gsa.gov/ftr); EPA Travel Policy Procedure, "Resource Management Director System 2550B." (April 27, 2018)
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OIG Response 3: The rationale for the trips to Tulsa, and whether the trips were in line with the
EPA's mission, were within the discretion of the former Administrator and outside the scope of
our audit. Our audit objectives were to provide factual information about the former
Administrators' travel to determine whether the EPA's travel policy was adequately designed
and if the policy and procedures were followed. For the former Administrator's stops in Tulsa,
our audit only addresses whether the stops resulted in additional costs to the government.
We accepted the official trip purposes stated in the travel documents and summarized the costs
incurred in connection with the former Administrator's trips based on the travel documents.
When the travel documents state that the former Administrator paid his own way to or from
Tulsa, it does not mean there were no costs to the government, as not all related costs, such as
additional PSD costs, were considered. In Chapter 4 of this report, Missing Detailed Support for
Trips with Stops in Tulsa, we cited examples of what factors the agency did not consider when
stating there was "no cost" to the government.
Chapter 2 of the draft report states that "the former Administrator's travel authorizations with
alternative travel included some cost comparisons for his self-initiated weekend stops in Tulsa."
The OIG further states "the comparisons did not contain the required detail to support the
alternative travel required under EPA policy." 21 The Agency disagrees with OIG's presumption
that the cost comparisons and detailed information to support alternative travel was not sufficient
to support these facts . The agency's travel policy provides instructions for the use of noncontract carriers. As long as the selected fare is compliant with the exceptions for use of noncontract carriers as stated in the agency's travel policy and FTR, the traveler selects a reason for
use of a non-contract carrier within the agency's travel system (via a selection within Concur),
along with justification, prior to approval. Furthermore, the costs associated with the former
Administrator's trips with stops in Tulsa included the most advantageous method of travel.
Finally, on April 27, 2018 the former Administrator issued an Agency policy regarding the
Office of the Administrator approval process for Administrator expenses. Specifically, the
policy states "effectively immediately, the Deputy Administrator, Chief of Staff, and Chief
Financial Officer will have final approval over expenditures by agency personnel over $5000
made on my behalf to execute my official duties. Implementation guidance will be forthcoming
from the Deputy Administrator, Chief of Staff, and the Chief Financial Officer." 22 This Agency
policy continues to be in effect in the Office of the Administrator and goes above and beyond the
FTR and EPA's travel policy. The Agency also provided to the OIG documentation that
demonstrates implementation of this policy.

21

See fn . at pg. 3.

22

US EPA, Office of the Administrator, Final Policy from E. Scott Pruitt, Administrator, to Deputy Administrator,
Assistant Administrators, and Regional Administrators, "Approval Process for Administrator Expenses. (April 27,
2018) .
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OIG Response 4: We addressed the agency's comments on the use of non-contract carriers in
OIG Response 10 and under Chapter 4, in the Justification for Use of Non-Contract Air
Carriers Not Always Documented section.
The new approval requirement in the agency's policy for trips with expenditures over $5,000
does not affect the travel information presented in Chapter 2. The purpose of this chapter is to
summarize the former Administrator's travel based on the travel documents and information
provided by the agency. Our position on the new approval requirement is addressed in OIG
Responses 13, 14, 19 and 21 below.

Chapter 3: Administrator Pruitt's Use of First/Business-Class Travel Questioned as
Unnecessary
The OIG questioned airfare associated with first/business-class trips taken by the former
Administrator. The estimated amount in question was $123,941. As Chapter 3, Table 3
demonstrates, the OIG attributes $61,971 of the $123,941 specifically to first class airfare
associated directly with the former Administrator. 23 Our analysis of these trips concludes that all
remaining charges attributed to the former Administrator are valid. Specifically:

23

•

One trip, to Colorado Springs, CO and Tulsa, OK on May 11, 2017, did not contain all
approval documentation as required by EPA policy. However, included instead was a
memorandum, dated May 1, 2017, from the Office of Protective Services Detail advising
against coach-class accommodations. Although the Office of the Administrator did not
seek approval from the Office of the Chief Financial Officer for this trip, the justification
for use of first-class accommodations was provided and consistent with Federal Travel
Regulation §301-10.123. Based upon the provided justification from PSD, there is no
legal justification to recover any additional costs incurred.

•

One trip, to Tulsa, OK for the travel period May 4, 2017 - May 8, 2017 was cancelled.

•

The stay in Tulsa before and after the trip during the period August 30, 2017 - September
5, 2017 was cited in Table 3, Note 2, as for personal reasons. It should be noted that the
former Administrator was on personal leave and was then called back to duty. EPA's
travel policy states that employees who are on leave from their official duty station and
are required to return to duty to perform official business receive reimbursement for the
cost of returning to their official station and the cost of returning to leave after the official
business is complete.

See

fn . 1.
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OIG Response 5: The former Administrator's portion of the $123,942 in excessive airfare
included many more trips than the three noted. A detailed schedule of the costs by trip is
included in Chapter 3 of this report. The agency has not provided the analysis to support its
conclusion that the $61,971 attributed to the former Administrator is valid.
Furthermore, the costs represent our estimate of the additional costs incurred by using first and
business class compared to coach-flight accommodations and not the total airfare amounts. The
costs are unrelated to the purpose of the trip and lack of justification for first class or any other
issue. It is also important to note that the focus of our audit was to evaluate EPA compliance
with the FTR, policy and procedures, not to determine the allowability of the travel
expenditures, as we are not conducting a voucher audit.
Our response to the agency's comments on the details of the trips are summarized below:
•

May 11, 2017, trip to Colorado Springs, CO, and Tulsa, OK
The May 1, 2017, memorandum was from a PSD agent to the former Administrator's
travel coordinator. Neither employee had the authority to approve first-class
accommodation. As a result, we do not consider the memorandum a valid justification
for using first-class flights. These costs were retroactively approved by the Controller in
a memorandum dated March 28, 2019. However, we disagree with the retroactive
approval because the agency has not provided sufficient justification to support that
valid security concerns existed at the time, as documented in Chapter 4 of this report
and our PSD report noted in the Prior Audit Reports section (Report No. 18-P-0239).

•

May 4-8, 2017, trip to Tulsa, OK
The travel voucher indicated $1,043.09 was incurred and reimbursed for this trip,
including airfare of $847.60 for flights from Washington, D.C., to Tulsa on May 4,
2017; and Detroit to Washington, D.C., on May 8, 2017. There was no indication of the
trip being canceled.

•

August 30-September 5, 2017, trip
Again, the cost represents the additional costs incurred for using first/business-class
flights, not whether the agency should have paid for the trip. Therefore, the reason the
former Administrator was in Tulsa before and after the trip has no impact on the
excessive costs.

The remaining $61,971 of the $123,941 is attributed to the former Administrator's PSD. We
noted that the OIG simply doubled the $61,971 attributed to the former Administrator to account
for the PSD travel costs under the assumption that a PSD agent always accompanied the former
Administrator in first class. Furthermore, during our review we discovered that PSD agents were
not always ticketed in first class for the trips in question. For example, the former Administrator
travelled to Charleston, SC on November 9, 2017 in first class. However, the former
Administrator's PSD did not travel to Charleston, SC on November 9, 2017 in first or business
class.
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OIG Response 6: We agree that the amount estimated for the PSD was simply doubling the
amount determined for the former Administrator. As noted in the report, this was an estimate
based on our understanding from discussions with the PSD that, due to security protocols, an
agent was required to fly with and sit near the former Administrator.
On April 22, 2019, after the draft report response period, the agency provided a schedule of its
estimate of the excess costs for the PSD agents accompanying the former Administrator in first
and business class. The schedule shows there were no PSD agents accompanying the former
Administrator in first and business class on eight trips, with a revised estimated excess airfare
of $35,980 for the PSD agents.
We performed a limited review of the cost schedule and noted several discrepancies between
the schedule and the documents in the EPA's official travel system, Concur. For example, for
four of the trips, the agency's PSD cost schedule shows "No PSD/Staff Premium Travel Costs"
while travel documents in Concur show PSD agents on the same first-class flights as the former
Administrator. As a result of the noted deficiencies, we cannot rely on the PSD cost schedule
provided by the agency. Our estimated excess airfare amount of $61,971 for the PSD agents for
first/business-class travel will remain unchanged.
The agency's review and conclusion that the former Administrator was not accompanied by
PSD agents in first and business class for several of trips raises a doubt as to whether the former
Administrator's first/business-class flights were necessary for security reasons. The cornerstone
of the agency's stated justification for PSD agents traveling first class was that the PSD agents
could not always sit in close proximity to properly protect the former Administrator when
flying coach class.

Chapter 3 of the draft report also states "Agency officials requested and granted first/businessclass exceptions to the former Administrator and the PSD agents who accompanied him based on
the security exception in the FTR. However, the exceptions were granted without sufficient
justification to support endangerment of the former Administrator's life, one of the
circumstances for exception contained in the FTR." We disagree with the OIG's presumption
that the justification provided was not sufficient to support the exception. The security exception
was granted based on a June 1, 201 7 memorandum which made note of the prevailing security
assessments provided by the PSD and potential threat information obtained from the EPA OIG.
This documentation is consistent with the requirements for the exception outlined by the FTR.
The draft report appears to assume that more complex assessment of threats against the
Administrator can reduce or eliminate the need for physical protection of a particular standard,
thereby reducing costs. That is not the case.
At EPA, the OIG Office oflnvestigations sets policy, coordinates, and has overall responsibility
for criminal investigations of allegations of threats against EPA employees. If the threats are
against the Administrator, the OIG shares its information with the PSD. The EPA Office of
Homeland Security (OHS) provides information to the PSD on any potential national security
threats - domestic or international. The PSD uses information from OHS and the OIG, as well
as open-source information and information from our federal/state/local law enforcement
partners, to provide protection. EPA will continue this information collection to identify risks to
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the safety of the EPA Administrator and to mitigate known threats. The PSD will share this
information with the Office of the Administrator to allow that Office to administratively
determine if the threats or other indications of risk warrant continued provision of protective
services and to learn the preferences of the protectee.
OIG Response 7: The OIG was not involved, and the agency did not provide evidence of its
consultation with the Office of Homeland Security (OHS) prior to the approval of the former
Administrator's exception on June 2, 2017. As stated in the report, the package the OIG
provided at the agency's request was dated August 16, 2017-two-and-a-half months after the
exception approval. We also met with the Controller and acting Deputy General Counsel, on
separate occasions, to obtain background information on the exception. We were advised that
the agency held two meetings prior to the exception approval. Both agency officials said the
meetings were attended by the PSD, OGC and OA, and the OIG or OHS were never mentioned
as attendees. The acting Deputy General Counsel also provided the meeting invitations with the
listing of attendees, which did not indicate OIG or OHS representatives were invited. In
meetings with the OIG, the acting Deputy General Counsel specifically confirmed that the OIG
or OHS were not present and had not discussed any threat or threat assessments prior to the
exception approval while she was present. The Controller and the acting Deputy General
Counsel also stated that they did not have the security clearance needed to be involved in
discussions regarding the security concerns.
The agency further stated that the PSD also used open-source information and information from
federal/state/local law enforcement partners for its decision. However, the agency has not
mentioned open-source information or law enforcement partners in prior meetings and the
agency has not provided documentation to support this statement.
Chapter 4: Actions Needed to Strengthen Internal Controls over Travel
Delegation for Approval of Administrator's Travel and EPA Policy for Granting Exceptions
The report indicated two instances where it found that the approval of the Administrator's travel
had been improper because the individual approving it did not have delegated authority. EPA's
RMDS 2550B, Official Travel, Section V, Travel Accommodations requires that EPA employees
use coach class for official travel unless delegated officials grant an exception for a higher class.
The Chief Financial Officer and Deputy Chief Financial Officer are delegated the authority to
approve the use of other than coach class for the Administrator. In accordance with EPA
Delegation 1-17A, Domestic Travel, a formal signed delegation, from the former CFO in the
previous administration to the Controller was in effect at the time the exception was granted.
The Acting CFO and the Acting Controller were both unaware of a limitation in the redelegation
that restricted the Controller' s approval authority to agency employees at the office director level
or below, which would not include the Administrator. However, the Acting CFO did not object
to the Acting Controller's role of approving first class travel, and he orally concurred in the
determination. Because the Acting Controller was operating pursuant to this implicit authority,
the approvals for the Administrator's travel were valid. The Office of General Counsel has
rendered an opinion on the delegated authority that is included at the end of this response.
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OIG Response 8: The OIG identified more than two instances where the former Administrator's
travel above coach class had been approved without proper authority. Starting May 16, 2017, the
former Administrator had traveled almost exclusively above coach class (mostly first class) based
on an exception approved by an individual who at the time did not have the authority to grant
such approval.
It should be noted that the OGC opinion was initiated internally within the agency and not at the
OIG's request. As stated in the report, we disagree with the opinion rendered by OGC staff
contending that the acting Controller was operating pursuant to an implied delegation of authority
from the acting Chief Financial Officer and, therefore, the approvals for the former
Administrator's travel were valid. The OGC's contention is based on its understanding that the
acting Chief Financial Officer did not object to the acting Controller's role of approving firstclass travel and he orally concurred in the determination.
The agency's position contradicts the EPA' s expressed, written governing tenets for delegations
and redelegations of authority-namely, that the agency officials must not exceed the authority
granted to them and that all delegations and redelegations are to be made in writing. See
EPA 1200 Delegation Manual, Introduction, Section 2(5)-(6).
The agency's position would allow restrictions in explicit written delegations to be nullified by
the mere claim by any agency official that he/she is unaware of the limits of his/her authority. The
OIG believes such a position is entirely contrary to sound, principled management practices
incumbent on all agencies. Furthermore, contrary to the OGC's opinion, the agency's March 28,
2019, memorandum acknowledges that the acting Controller did not have proper authority to
approve other than coach-class accommodation.

Improper Granting of First/Business-Class Exceptions
The report indicated the agency did not comply with the FTR because "the former Administrator
and PSD agents traveling with him used the same exception approval as the basis for justifying
first/business-class travel for all trips taken after May 15, 2017- the effective date of the
approval. There was no evidence of a trip-by trip analysis or separate approval by the Controller
for each trip as required by the FTR." Although this would be the best practice, the FTR does
not require separate written approvals where, as here, the PSD agent affirmed before each trip
that the threat continued to exist.
Counsel has rendered an opinion on the delegated authority that is included at the end of this
response.
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OIG Response 9: Note 2 to FTR §301-10.123 states that "blanket authorization of other than
coach-class transportation accommodations is prohibited and shall be authorized on an
individual trip-by-trip basis, unless the traveler has an up-to-date documented disability or
special need." The trip-by-trip approval is also required under EPA policy. The Office of the
Controller confirmed through email correspondence with the OIG that first/business-class travel
must be approved on a trip-by-trip basis. The agency did not provide any evidence to support
that the PSD affirmed before each trip that the threat continued to exist. There is no evidence of
trip-by-trip approval for the former Administrator from the Chief Financial Officer or Deputy
Chief Financial Officer. In addition, there is no evidence of trip-by-trip approval for PSD
agents. See Response 8 for our concerns about the OGC staff opinion on "implied delegation."
On March 28, 2019, the Controller provided retroactive approval for all first-class
accommodations during fiscal years 2017 and 2018 for the former Administrator, his protective
detail and staff. However, we disagree with the retroactive approval because the agency has not
provided sufficient justification to support that valid security concerns existed for the periods in
question, as documented in Chapter 4 of this report and our audit of the PSD noted in the Prior
Audit Reports section (Report No. 18-P-0239).

Unjustified Use of Non-Contract Air Carriers
The agency disagrees with the assertion that the former Administrator, his staff and PSD agents
used non-contract carriers without proper justification. As noted in the Draft Report, the EPA
complies with GSA's city-pair contract and our travel policy requires the use of contract carriers
unless a specific exception applies.
The former Administrator, his staff and PSD agents each contacted the Travel Management
Center (BCD), an EPA contractor, to purchase the non-contract carrier fares. BCD is required to
follow the FTR per an MOU with the agency. There is no separate requirement in the EPA/BCD
contract for BCD to document the justification for selecting non-contract carriers - only the
requirement that BCD follow the FTR. The agency recommended that the OIG inquire of BCD
regarding the questioned trips, and they did not. Without such additional evidence, we disagree
with the assertion that the agency has not demonstrated that an FTR exception was met for using
other than city-pair contract fares, and do not concur with recommendation No. 5.
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OIG Response 10: BCD compliance with the FTR was beyond the scope of the audit. Further,
the EPA's use of BCD does not relieve either the traveler's or agency's responsibility for
complying with the FTR and EPA policy.
The FTR and the EPA travel policy require the use of a contract carrier unless one of the FTR
exceptions in §301-10.107 applies. FTR § 301-10.108 also requires the agency to determine
that the proposed non-contract transportation is practical and cost effective for the government.
The agency used the Concur selection contract fare used or no contract fare exists for city-pair
market. The former Administrator did not include additional narrative in the text box to provide
justification for the use of a non-contract carrier. For the staff and PSD agents, some of the trips
had additional comments for justification in the vouchers or travel authorizations in addition to
the Concur selection justification, but many did not.
Our analysis of the former Administrator's travel showed that, in most instances, the statement
in the Concur selection was not true. Our search showed that there were contract fares for the
routes traveled but the travelers selected the non-contract carriers and did not always include an
explanation. Use of the selection alone does not provide the details to verify that an exception
applies or a cost-effectiveness determination was made.

Unjustified Use of First/Business-Class Flights and Carriers
Chapter 3 of the draft report states "Agency officials requested and granted first/business-class
exceptions to the former Administrator and the PSD agents who accompanied him based on the
security exception in the FTR. However, the exceptions were granted without sufficient
justification to support endangerment of the former Administrator's life, one of the
circumstances for exception contained in the FTR. The exception for the former Administrator
was also approved by an agency official who did not have the appropriate approval authority. " 24
The agency disagrees and concludes that the "services that the PSD provides to the
Administrator are based on unsupported management decisions and discretion" were a justified
level of protections services.25 If the threats are against the Administrator, the OIG shares its
information with the PSD. The EPA Office of Homeland Security provides information to the
PSD on any potential national security threats - domestic or international. The PSD uses
information from multiple sources, including open-source information and information from our
federal/state/local law enforcement partners, to provide protection. Therefore, the Agency' s
position is that the exceptions were granted with sufficient justification and analysis from PSD
and multiple sources. The Agency concluded that there was sufficient justification to support the
exception which made note of the prevailing security assessments provided by the PSD and high
volume of potential threat information obtained from the EPA OIG.

24

See fn . 9.

25

US EPA, Office of Inspector General Draft Report, Project No. OPE-FY16-0265, "Response to the May 30, 2018,
Office of Inspector General's Draft Report, Agents Assigned to Protective Service Detail Lack Statutory Authority to
Protect the EPA Administrator" at pg. 39 (June 29, 2018)
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Lastly, as described above, we disagree with recommendation No. 6 as a requirement of our
contract with BCD is compliance with the FTR, and our contract does not prescribe the manner
by which they demonstrate such compliance. We would encourage the OIG to inquire of BCD
regarding the questioned trips for documentation that the trips in question met an exception
under the FTR.
OIG Response 11: As explained in OIG Response 7, the agency provided no evidence to
support OIG involvement or the agency's consultation with the OHS prior to the former
Administrator's June 2, 2017, exception approval. Further, the agency has not provided any
documentation, either under this audit or our audit of the PSD noted in the Prior Audit Reports
section (OIG Report No. 18-P-0239), to support its statement that the PSD used open-source
information and information from federal/state/local law enforcement partners for its decision.
Improper Approval of Staff and PSD Use of Business-Class Travel
The agency disagrees with recommendation No. 12, as sufficient controls are in place through
agency travel policy and related agreements requiring compliance with the FTR that are agreed
to by contractor provided travel related services. With respect to a review of all business class
travel claimed for the staff and PSD agents who accompanied the former Administrator was
properly reviewed and approved in accordance with agency policy. In reference to the PSD agent
who flew from Oklahoma City to Washington D.C., the agency reviewed the travel voucher and
determined the PSD agent traveled coach during the trip, not business class. In another instance,
the agency disagrees with the assertion that the justification for a staff member traveling with the
former Administrator did not contain sufficient analysis. Documentation was presented to the
OIG to support the constructive costs and urgency of mission.
OIG Response 12: As previously discussed with the agency, the OIG removed discussion of the
issue on the Oklahoma City trip from this report. For the remaining trips, the Improper Approval
of Staff and PSD Use of Business-Class Travel for International Travel section provides detailed
explanations to support our conclusion that the approvals did not address the constructive costs
and mission urgency.
RESPONSE TO RECOMMENDATIONS:
RECOMMENDATION 1: We recommend that the Deputy Administrator Evaluate and
determine whether the increased airfare costs of $123,941 related to the former Administrator's
use offirst/business class travel without sufficient justification and proper approval for the
period March 1, 2017, through December 31, 2017, should be recovered and, if so,from which
responsible official or officials, and direct recovery of the funds.
•

•

The agency agrees with the recommendation. The Office of the Controller completed an
analysis and determined that all of the $123, 941 incurred between March 1, 2017,
through December 31, 2017, is valid.
In addition, the former Administrator issued a memorandum requiring final approval over
expenditures made by agency personnel over $5,000 on his behalf to execute official
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duties by two of the three individuals: Deputy Administrator, Chief Financial Officer, or
Chief of Staff. This control has continued since former Administrator Pruitt's departure.
The agency has also provided additional training to those who prepare travel for senior
officials.
OIG Response 13: We acknowledge that the agency determined and asserts that the $123,942
represents valid costs. However, we disagree with the agency's determination. The agency has
not provided support for its review of the 2017 costs.
Since its formal response, the agency has taken additional actions to redelegate the authority to
the Controller and retroactively approve the other coach-class accommodations for all 2017
trips. We accept the agency's redelegation and retroactive approval as correcting the delegation
and the Controller's retroactive approval authority issue. However, we disagree with the
retroactive approval because the agency has not provided sufficient justification to support that
valid security concerns existed for the periods in question, as documented in Chapter 4 of this
report and our audit of the PSD noted in the Prior Audit Reports section (Report No.
18-P-0239). Details are explained in this report's Chapter 4 and Appendix D, OIG Responses 7
to 9.
Although the agency's new policy requirement for trip expenditures over $5,000 would increase
the review by senior management, which could strengthen controls for the future, it does not
resolve the excessive costs incurred in 2017 because the new policy was not issued until
April 27, 2018.
Based on the discussions above, we consider Recommendation 1 to be unresolved with
resolution efforts in progress.

RECOMMENDATION 2: We recommend that the Deputy Administrator,for the period
January 1, 2018, through his resignation in July 2018, evaluate and determine whether any costs
related to the former Administrator's use offirst/business class travel without sufficient
justification and proper approval should be recovered and, if·so, from which responsible official
or officials, and direct recovery of the funds .
•

•

The agency agrees with the recommendation. The agency reviewed former
Administrator's travel for the period January 1, 2018, through his resignation in July
2018. Travel reviewed had sufficient justification and proper approval.
In addition, the former Administrator issued a memorandum requiring final approval over
expenditures made by agency personnel over $5,000 on his behalf to execute official
duties by two of the three individuals: Deputy Administrator, Chief Financial Officer, or
Chief of Staff. This control has continued since former Administrator Pruitt's departure.
The agency has also provided additional training to those who prepare travel for senior
officials.
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OIG Response 14: We disagree with the agency's determination that the former Administrator's
travel for the period January to July 2018 had sufficient justification and proper approval. The
agency conducted a voucher review for the time period.
Since its formal response, the agency has taken additional actions to redelegate the authority to
the Controller and retroactively approve the 2018 other than coach-class accommodations.
However, we disagree with the retroactive approval because the agency has not provided
sufficient justification to support that valid security concerns existed for the periods in question,
as documented in Chapter 4 of this report and our report on the PSD noted in the Prior Audit
Reports section (Report No. 18-P-0239).
While the new approval requirement for trip expenditures over $5,000 would increase the review
by senior management and strengthen the controls for the future, the policy memorandum was
issued on April 27, 2018; therefore, the new requirement would not have covered the costs
incurred from January 1 to April 27, 2018.
Due to reasons stated in the paragraph above, we consider Recommendation 2 unresolved with
resolution efforts in progress.
RECOMMENDATION 3: We recommend that the Chief Financial Officer implement controls
to verify the approving official has adequate authority prior to granting first/business class
exceptions.
•

The agency disagrees with the recommendation as sufficient controls were established for
first/business class trips. An approved justification, in accordance with Federal Travel
Regulations, is required for first and business-class travel before an exception is granted.
The agency followed these policies based on consultation with GSA and OGC.

OIG Response 15: We disagree that sufficient controls were established to verify that the
approving official had adequate authority. As explained in the First/Business-Class Exceptions
Granted Without Sufficient Justification to Support Security Concern section, the first/businessclass exception for the former Administrator was approved by the Controller who, at the time, had
not been delegated the authority for such approval.
Subsequent to the draft report response, the agency has taken steps to redelegate the approval
authority to the Controller and retroactively approve all other than coach-class accommodations
(first-class) for former Administrator Pruitt, the PSD and support staff that occurred during the
fiscal years 2017 and 2018. Details are explained in the Actions Taken section under
First/Business-Class Exceptions Granted Without Sufficient Justification to Support Security
Concern. We consider Recommendation 3 to be completed.
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RECOMMENDATION 4: We recommend that the Chief Financial Officer implement controls
agency-wide to verify that the use of other than coach-class travel is properly justified and
documented prior to approval of the travel authorization.
•

The agency disagrees with this recommendation as sufficient controls are in place to
ensure proper justification and approval for use of other than coach-class travel exist and
are being followed.

OIG Response 16: We disagree that sufficient controls are in place. As discussed in the report,
the first/business-class exception for the former Administrator was granted without adequate
support for security exceptions.
We consider Recommendation 4 unresolved with resolution efforts in progress.

RECOMMENDATION 5: We recommend that the Chief Financial Officer implement controls
to verify contract fares are used unless they are properly justified and documented.
•

The agency disagrees with this recommendation. The agency's travel policy provides
instructions for the use of non-contract carriers. As long as the selected fare is compliant
with the exceptions for use of non-contract carriers as stated in the agency's travel policy
and FTR, the traveler selects a reason for use of a non-contract carrier within the
agency's travel system (via a selection option within Concur), along with justification,
prior to approval.

•

All travel accommodations prepared by the Travel Management Center (BCD) are
booked in accordance with Federal Travel Regulations and the contract with Concur.

OIG Response 17: We disagree with the agency's statement "along with justification, prior to
approval." As discussed in OIG Response 10, the Concur selection menu was used, but there
was a lack of narrative justification. Also, the use of BCD does not relieve either the traveler's
nor the agency's responsibility for complying with the FTR and EPA policy.
We consider Recommendation 5 unresolved with resolution efforts in progress.

RECOMMENDATION 6: We recommend that the Chief Financial Officer Clarify EPA policy
in Resource Management Directive System 2550B on the requirements for justifying and
documenting carrier(flight/air:fare selection when there are no contract fares.
•

The agency disagrees with this recommendation as RMDS 2550B (page 50 - under
"Use of City Pair Program") discusses the requirement for agency employees to use a
contract carrier while traveling on official business unless one of the exceptions listed
in the Federal Travel Regulations §301-10.17 is met.

•

As long as the selected fare is compliant with the exceptions for use of non-contract
carriers as stated in the agency's travel policy and FTR, the traveler selects a reason
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for use of a non-contract carrier within the agency's travel system (via a selection
within Concur), along with justification, prior to approval.
•

All travel accommodations prepared by the Travel Management Center (BCD) are
booked in accordance with Federal Travel Regulations.

OIG Response 18: We disagree with the agency's comments. The referenced RMDS section
only stated that EPA employees must use a contract carrier when one is available unless a
specific FTR §301-10.107 exception applies. It does not address how the exception is to be
documented and approved. For example, it does not discuss the use of the selection nor the
additional written narrative for justification in Concur. Also, the use of BCD does not relieve
either the traveler's nor agency's responsibility for complying with the FTR and EPA policy.
We consider Recommendation 6 unresolved with resolution efforts in progress.

RECOMMENDATION 7: We recommend that the Chief of Staff implement controls within the
Office of the Administrator to include adequate justification to support the use offirst/businessclass travel and for carrier/flight/airfare selection when there are no contract fares .
•

The agency disagrees with this recommendation as sufficient controls are in place to
ensure proper justification and approval for use of other than coach-class travel exist
and for carrier/flight/airfare selection when there are no contract fares are being
followed. The former Administrator issued a memorandum requiring final approval
over expenditures made by agency personnel over $5,000 on his behalf to execute
official duties by two of the three individuals: Deputy Administrator, Chief Financial
Officer, or Chief of Staff. This control has continued since former Administrator
Pruitt's departure. No separate or additional controls are required for the Office of the
Administrator.

OIG Response 19: We disagree with the agency that sufficient controls are in place. Between
May and December 2017, the former Administrator traveled mostly first class. The travel
authorizations and vouchers did not provide documentation to justify that the carrier and flights
selected were the lowest cost available or the most advantageous to the government.
The agency's new approval requirement for trip expenditures over $5,000 would not resolve
Recommendation 7. Since the agency continues to rely on BCD for FTR compliance and does
not believe that additional controls are needed to verify that adequate justification to support the
use of first/business-class travel and carrier/flight/airfare selection, such documentation is
unlikely to be reviewed by senior management. Therefore, additional layers of review would
not address the recommendations.
We consider Recommendation 7 unresolved with resolution efforts in progress.
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RECOMMENDATION 8: We recommend that the Chief Financial Officer implement controls
to verify appropriate approval and adequate justification for lodging over 15 0% ofper diem and
minimize after-the-fact approvals.
•

The agency agrees with the recommendation and OCFO is implementing controls in
Concur to strengthen adequate justification and approval for lodging over 150% of per
diem. Additionally, the former Administrator issued a memorandum requiring final
approval over expenditures made by agency personnel over $5,000 on his behalf to
execute official duties by two of the three individuals: Deputy Administrator, Chief
Financial Officer, or Chief of Staff. This control has continued since former
Administrator Pruitt's departure.
Corrective Action Completion Date: Second quarter 2019

OIG Response 20: Subsequent to its formal response, the agency informed us that it has
updated Concur to include a flag requiring additional justification be included for any voucher
that exceeds lodging over 150 percent of per diem. We accept the agency's corrective action
and consider Recommendation 8 completed.

RECOMMENDATION 9: We recommend that the Chief of Staff implement controls within the
Office of the Administrator to confirm that adequate cost comparisons are provided before
approving travel authorizations where an alternative travel method is used.
•

The agency disagrees with this recommendation as sufficient controls are in place to
ensure proper justification and approval for use of other than coach-class travel exist
and are being followed. Additionally, the former Administrator issued a
memorandum requiring final approval over expenditures made by agency personnel
over $5,000 on his behalf to execute official duties by two of the three individuals:
Deputy Administrator, Chief Financial Officer, or Chief of Staff. This control has
continued since former Administrator Pruitt's departure.

OIG Response 21: The agency's comment is nonresponsive to the OIG's recommendation.
The agency addressed the use of other than coach-class travel but our recommendation is
related to the former Administrator's trips with stops in Tulsa for personal reasons.
The agency's new approval requirement for trip expenditures over $5,000 is not sufficient to
resolve Recommendation 9. While additional layers of senior management review could help to
strengthen the overall controls, it is unclear as to whether they would address the cost
comparison issue if the agency accepts that "paying his own way" to the personal convenience
travel location is sufficient to justify the choosing of an indirect travel route. In addition, the
agency does not enforce its policy requirement for uploading to Concur the cost comparison
supporting documents-such as the printed copy of the flights and prices for the direct route.
We consider Recommendation 9 unresolved with resolution efforts in progress.
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RECOMMENDATION 10: We recommend that the Assistant Administrator for International
and Tribal Affairs clarify the requirement and importance of trip reports for all international
travel.
•

The agency agrees with the recommendation as The Office of International and Tribal
Affairs will be releasing a new version of Fast International Approval of Travel
(FIAT) system. This updated database sends travelers automated reminders of the
requirement to complete a trip report in FIAT within 15 days ofreturning from
international travel.

Corrective Action Completion Date: Second Quarter FY 2019
OIG Response 22: The agency concurred with our recommendation and provided an acceptable
planned corrective action and completion date. Since its report response, the agency has revised
its corrective action completion date to the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2019. We consider
Recommendation 10 resolved with corrective action pending.

RECOMMENDATION 11: We recommend that the Assistant Administrator for International
and Tribal Affairs implement controls to verify that international trip reports are accurate and
complete.
•

The agency agrees with the recommendation as The Office of International and Tribal
Affairs will be releasing a new version of Fast International Approval of Travel
(FIAT) system. The Office of International and Tribal Affairs has begun using the
new version of FIAT, with the goal ofreleasing the system agency-wide in the early
second quarter of FY 2019. This updated database sends travelers automated
reminders of the requirement to complete a trip report in FIAT within 15 days of
returning from international travel. The system also automatically fills in the dates of
the trip based on the information that was entered in the International Travel Plan. To
help National Program Offices and Regions ensure that their travelers' ITPs are
complete and accurate, the trip report section of the new FIAT and the system's users
guide will feature guidance for travelers regarding the type of information that a trip
report should contain (i.e., a description of all major activities/meetings during the
trip, the names of any foreign government officials with whom the traveler met, and
any follow-up activities required of the EPA). The new system also will allow each
NPM and regional International Travel Coordinator to view which ITPs do not
contain trip reports.
Corrective Action Completion Date: Second Quarter FY 2019

OIG Response 23: The agency concurred with our recommendation and provided an acceptable
planned corrective action and completion date. Since its report response, the agency has revised
its corrective action completion date to the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2019. We consider
Recommendation 11 resolved with corrective action pending.
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RECOMMENDATION 12: We recommend that the Chief Financial Officer implement
controls to verify that the use offirst/business -class travel complies with the requirements of the
Federal Travel Regulation and EPA policy in Resource Management Directive System 2550B
prior to approval of the travel authorization.
•

The agency disagrees with the recommendation as sufficient controls are in place
through agency travel policy and related agreements requiring compliance with
Federal Travel Regulations, that are agreed to by contractor provided travel related
services.

OIG Response 24: We disagree that the agency has adequate controls in place. As explained in
the report, we found that the use of business-class travel by the former Administrator's staff and
PSD agents was not always approved in accordance with the FTR and/or EPA travel policy.
We found that several PSD agents and the former Administrator's staff received approval for
business-class travel without a formal request, as required by EPA policy. Others, who
submitted a formal request, received approval without the required analysis.
We consider Recommendation 12 unresolved with resolution efforts in progress.

RECOMMENDATION 13: We recommend that the Chief Financial Officer provide guidance
on documentation needed to support approval for first/business-class travel.
•

The agency agrees with the recommendation and provided training to those who prepare
travel for senior officials.
Corrective Action Completion Date: June 2018

OIG Response 25: The corrective action did not completely address the recommendation.
Training was provided, but there is no guidance for what documentation is required to support
approval of first/business-class travel.
We consider Recommendation 13 unresolved with resolution efforts in progress.
RECOMMENDATION 14: We recommend that the Chief Financial Officer identify and
review all-business-class travel claimed for the staff and Protective Service Detail agents who
accompanied the former Administrator on travel from March 2017 through his resignation in
July 2018, for proper approval. Where policy was not followed, recover any excess costs claimed
for the use of business class.
•

The agency disagrees with the recommendation as proper approvals were provided to
agency staff and Protective Service Detail agents accompanying the former Administrator
on travel. As sufficient approval authority exists, there is no need to recover any costs.
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OIG Response 26: The agency's comment is nonresponsive to our recommendation, which
relates to the improper approval of business-class flights. Specifically, a sample of the travel
vouchers revealed that several PSD agents and the former Administrator's staff used businessclass flights for international trips without a formal request for such accommodation as required
by EPA policy. Others, who submitted a formal request, received approval based solely on the
fact that the total flight time exceeded 14 hours, and did not include the required analysis to
address the constructive costs and mission urgency, as required by EPA policy and the FTR.
We consider Recommendation 14 unresolved with resolution efforts in progress.

CONTACT INFORMATION
If you have any questions regarding this response, please contact Bob Trent, Agency Audit
Follow Up Coordinator on (202) 566-3983, or via email trent.bobbie@epa.gov or Michael
Benton, OA's Audit Follow Up Coordinator on (202) 564-2860, or via email
benton.michael@epa.gov.

cc:
Jane Nishida
Helena Wooden-Aguilar
Jeanne Conklin
Kevin Christensen
John Trefry
Richard Gray
Aileen Atcherson
Greg Luebbering
Sherri' Anthony
Vickie Spencer
Khary Nelson
Nikki Wood
Angela Bennett
Lenore Connell
Gwendolyn Spriggs
Michael Benton
Bob Trent
Lela Wong
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Security Detail"s (PSD) threat assessm~nl, was pn::sL:nle<l tu 1hc Ading ConlrolllJr. ThlJ ,.'\cting
Controller met with the Acting CFO on r,,..Iay 11, 2017 and dismss~<l that they would rely on the
Sc¢utily professionals lo determine that there was a lhn:::at At that meeting. the Acting CFO
agreed that th~ otlkc would grant an exception ft)r lirst cla<ss tru.,·c-1 ha:acd on PSD" s a:s~c;:;sm~nr.
While EPA ·s polic)' is 10 dck-gi:itc au1horitics in '>vriling., one court ha5 found 1hnt if 1hc
supL:r·,,isor is :nvarc that an authority is hcing carried oul hy a subordinate and the supervisor docs
not object. chc actions uf thaL subordinate an:- valid pl.lfSuant to an •·implied ddcgation.·· Sec

Parrish

l-'.

Shimr!ki. 14 Vet. A.pp. 391 (1011 ). Ikn::. the Aning CFO wa.\ ;n1i:an: that the Acting

Contrnller \\'as appro,•ing first class travel for the Administrator. The Acting CfO v,ras under the
imprcssil)n th::il the authority had heen redelegated to thal poi.ition. and further. did not ohject to
the Acting Co11troller·s role uf approving fir.;t das:-; lrnvd. In fact. the.: A1.:1ing CFO L:-xprcssc<l hi~
approval of the determination whl:n he met with thi.: Acting CFO nn 1\-fay 11. BccmJ'.>C the Aeling
Controller was operating pursuant to thi~ implic<l rc<ldcgaliun. the exceptions for the
:\d111inistrator's travel \\.'t::re valid.
Plca.'i.c contact me on 202-564-S l 58 ur Eli:.c Packunl Aeling Deputy General Counsi.:-1 on
202-:'5(14- 772() if you ha'-'I? any furth~r quc!;tion:s.

cc:

I lolly Gr~av~s
Kt::,·in Chrislt:nscn

John Tri;fry
Bobbil! Trent
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REDF:Lt<:GATIONS
l.

Domcstit.: Travel - Effective immediately. the CFO and DC'FO redelegme lo the Cumroller the
authority to appmve othcr than coach-class (first-class) accommodatiom, including after-the-fact or
post-travel \.Vaivcrs. for agency cmplo;r·ees under the criteria provided in the Fm and agency travel
policy. Further n.'d(~frgation is nm permilled

2. lntcmational Trnv~I - Effec1ive immediat.dy. 1.he CFO and DCFO nxklcgatt: to the Controller the

authority to approve other than cm.ch-cl1t;1 (firsl-clflss.) 11crnmmodations, including after-th~·fact or
post-travel waiver~ . fi..1r .tgcncy employee~ under the criteria provided in the FTR and agency tra\'Cl
policy. Funhr:T n:ddega1im1 is 1iot pcrmitled.
Any official who rcJeleg.itcs an authority retains the right to exercise or \\ithdraw authority.
Rcddcgatcd authority may be exercised by any official in the chain of command to the official tn whom

it has been specifically n.:1klqate1l
UMITATIONS
As a matter of agency policy and ethical considerations. the Controller must not au1horize or appmvc his
or her own domestic or international travel. The CFO, DCrO or designee will approve all travel for the
Controller.

cc: OlTO Senior \.fanag.ers
Si.::-rtior Resoun.·c
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Appendix I

Distribution
The Administrator
Associate Deputy Administrator and Chief of Operations
Chief of Staff
Deputy Chief of Staff
Chief Financial Officer
Assistant Administrator for Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
Assistant Administrator for International and Tribal Affairs
General Counsel
Agency Follow-Up Coordinator
Associate Administrator for Congressional and Intergovernmental Relations
Associate Administrator for Public Affairs
Deputy Chief Financial Officer
Associate Chief Financial Officer
Controller, Office of the Controller, Office of the Chief Financial Officer
Deputy Controller, Office of the Controller, Office of the Chief Financial Officer
Principal Deputy Assistant Administrator for Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
Deputy Assistant Administrator for Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
Principal Deputy Assistant Administrator for International and Tribal Affairs
Principal Deputy General Counsel
Associate General Counsel, General Law Office, Office of General Counsel
Director, Office of Criminal Enforcement, Forensics and Training, Office of Enforcement
and Compliance Assurance
Director, Office of Continuous Improvement, Office of the Administrator
Audit Follow-Up Coordinator, Office of the Administrator
Audit Follow-Up Coordinator, Office of the Chief Financial Officer
Audit Follow-Up Coordinator, Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
Audit Follow-Up Coordinator, Office oflnternational and Tribal Affairs
Audit Follow-Up Coordinator, Office of General Counsel
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At a Glance
Why We Did This Project
The U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency's (EPA's)
Office of Inspector General
(OIG) conducted this audit to
determine how the agency
used its authority under the
Safe Drinking Water Act to fill
administratively determined
(AD) positions.
Under the Safe Drinking Water
Act, the Administrator has the
authority to appoint personnel
to fill not more than
30 scientific, engineering,
professional , legal and
administrative positions. The
agency refers to these
positions as AD positions.
Our audit focused on
appointments made between
January 2009 and
August 2018. Six different
Administrators or acting
Administrators served during
this period , beginning with
Lisa Jackson and ending with
Andrew Wheeler.

This report addresses the
following:
• Compliance with the law.
• Operating efficiently and
effectively.

Address inquiries to our public
affairs office at (202) 566-2391 or
OIG WEBCOMMENTS@epa.oig .
List of OIG reports .

EPA's Use of Administratively Determined
Positions Is Consistent with Its Authority Under
the Safe Drinking Water Act
What We Found
Between January 2009 and August 2018 , the
Since 2009, the EPA has
agency used its authority under the Safe Drinking
made 119 appointments
Water Act to make 119 appointments to
to AD positions
AD positions. The appointments varied by
consistent with the
Administrator in terms of location , number and
authority provided by the
classification. Our analysis of the
Safe Drinking Water Act.
119 appointments showed that 63 (53 percent)
were made to positions in the Administrator's office, 26 (22 percent) were made
to positions in program offices , and 30 (25 percent) were made to positions in
regional offices. Former Administrator Scott Pruitt made the most appointments
to AD positions (54), followed by former Administrator Jackson (36). The
appointments were spread across four position classifications allowed under the
Safe Drinking Water Act. Specifically, there were 102 appointments made to
professional positions, five to legal positions , one to a scientific position, and
11 to administrative positions.
The appointments were primarily made for new employees; however, we
identified two existing employees who were converted to AD positions. We also
identified a shift that began in 2017 to use AD positions to facilitate the hiring of
political appointees. In this regard, the agency used its Safe Drinking Water Act
authority to expedite the hiring of individuals who, within a matter of months, were
converted to political appointments (i.e. , noncareer Senior Executive Service or
Schedule C positions).
Because the act does not specify how AD appointments are to be used and does
not require that appointees work on drinking-water related issues , the agency's
use is consistent with the authority provided by the statute. As a result, we make
no recommendations.

A enc Res onse and OIG Comments
The report contained no recommendations; therefore , the agency was not
required to respond. Nonetheless, the agency responded on August 12, 2019.
The response did not address the factual accuracy of the report. As such, the
OIG stands by the factual accuracy of the report and its conclusion that the
agency's use of AD positions is consistent with the authority provided by the
Safe Drinking Water Act.

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON , D.C. 20460
OFFICE OF
INSPECTOR GENERAL

August 21 , 2019

MEMORANDUM
SUBJECT:

EPA's Use of Administratively Determined Positions Is Consistent with
Its Authority Under the Safe Drinking Water Act
Report No. 19-P-0279

FROM:

Charles J. Sheehan, Deputy Inspector General

TO:

Donna Vizian, Principal Deputy Assistant Administrator
Office of Mission Support

d·)/.,~

~

This is our report on the subject audit conducted by the Office oflnspector General (OIG) of the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The project number for this audit was OA-FY18-0085.
This report addresses the EPA' s use of authority under the Safe Drinking Water Act to make
AD appointments. This report represents the opinion of the OIG and does not necessarily represent the
EPA's position.
You are not required to respond to this report because this report contains no recommendations.
However, if you submit a response, it will be posted on the OIG's website, along with our memorandum
commenting on your response. Your response should be provided as an Adobe PDF file that complies
with the accessibility requirements of Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended. The
final response should not contain data that you do not want to be released to the public; if your response
contains such data, you should identify the data for redaction or removal along with corresponding
justification.
We will post this report to our website at www.epa.gov/oig.

EPA's Use of Administratively Determined
Positions Is Consistent with Its Authority
Under the Safe Drinking Water Act
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Purpose
The Office oflnspector General (OIG) of the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) conducted an audit of the EPA's use of administratively
determined (AD) positions. Our objective was to determine how the agency used
its authority under the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) to fill up to 30 AD
positions. This audit was initiated based, in part, on a congressional request.

Background
The EPA Administrator has authority under the SDWA to appoint personnel to
fill not more than 30 scientific, engineering, professional, legal and administrative
positions without regard to the civil service laws. The agency refers to these
positions as AD positions.
A provision of the SDWA---42 U.S.C. § 300j-10, which is titled Appointment of
scientific, etc., personnel by Administrator of Environmental Protection Agency
for implementation of responsibilities; compensation-provides the following
description of the Administrator's authority related to AD positions:
To the extent that the Administrator of the Environmental
Protection Agency deems such action necessary to the discharge
of his functions under title XIV of the Public Health Service Act
[42 U.S.C. §§ 300f et seq.] (relating to safe drinking water) and
under other provisions oflaw, he may appoint personnel to fill not
more than thirty scientific, engineering, professional, legal, and
administrative positions within the Environmental Protection
Agency without regard to the civil service laws and may fix the
compensation of such personnel not in excess of the maximum rate
payable for GS-18 of the General Schedule under section 5332 of
title 5. 1
The EPA has various appointment authorities besides those granted under the
SDWA. Depending on the requirements of the position, the agency can convert
employees in AD positions to other types of appointments, including:

1

•

Noncareer Senior Executive Service (SES). The number of these
appointments are limited by law and are excepted from competitive service.

•

Schedule C. The appointments to these positions are excepted from
competitive service because they have policy-determining (i.e.,
policymaking) responsibilities or require the appointees to serve in close

GS stands for General Schedule.
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and confidential working relationships with the head of an agency or other
key appointed officials.
•

Schedule A. These appointments include positions excepted from
competitive service that are not of a confidential or policy-determining
character. This appointing authority is used for special jobs or situations
for which it is impractical to use standard qualification requirements and
to rate applicants using traditional competitive procedures.

•

Career Conditional. These appointments are permanent positions in the
competitive service for employees with less than 3 years of federal
service.

Schedule C and noncareer SES employees are considered political appointees
because they are excepted from the competitive service due to their confidential
or policymaking nature within an executive agency. All Schedule C and noncareer
SES appointments, including those converted from AD positions, must undergo a
U.S. Office of Personnel Management (OPM) approval process.

Responsible Offices
The EPA's Chief of Staff and the White House Liaison, both within the Office of
the Administrator, are responsible for recruiting and recommending individuals
for AD positions, with input from the Administrator.
Within the Office of Mission Support, the Office of Human Resources provides
agencywide policy development, strategic planning and direction for the EPA's
human resources program, including executive resources management.

Prior Report
EPA OIG Report No. 18-N-0154, Management Alert: Salary Increases for
Certain Administratively Determined Positions, issued April 16, 2018, provided
information pertaining to six employees who occupied AD positions. Specifically,
the report outlined certain personnel actions, including who requested and signed
actions related to these employees, position conversions and salary increases. The
OIG found that the authority under the SDWA was used to provide significant
pay raises for individuals in AD positions. We identified three employees in AD
positions who were converted to Schedule C positions and then back to their
original AD positions. Two of these employees received salary increases with the
Schedule C conversion. All three employees received significant salary increases,
ranging from 25.1 percent to 72.3 percent, when converted back to their original
AD positions. As a result of the audit, the agency later reduced the salaries of the
two employees who received increases with their Schedule C conversions back to
their original AD salaries. The OIG made no recommendations.
19-P-0279
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Scope and Methodology
We conducted our audit from January 2018 to August 2019 in accordance with
generally accepted government auditing standards issued by the Comptroller
General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform
the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis
for our findings and conclusions
based on our audit objective. We
EPA Administrations
believe that the evidence
obtained provides a reasonable
The scope of our audit spanned
basis for the findings and
six EPA Administrators:
conclusions presented in this
Administrator
Tenure
report.
Andrew Wheeler

To determine how the agency
used its authority to fill AD
positions, we interviewed staff
from the Office of Human
Resources, reviewed the
provisions of the SDWA,
obtained a list of AD positions,
and reviewed personnel files.
We also compared how different
EPA Administrators used AD
positions between January 2009
and August 2018.

7/7 /18-present*
(acting until 2128119)

Scott Pruitt

2/17/17-7/6/18

Catherine McCabe
(acting)

1/20/17-2/17 /17

Gina McCarthy

7/19/13-1 /20/17

Bob Perciasepe
(acting)

2/15/13-7 /18/13

Lisa Jackson

1/26/09-2/14/13
* As of publication of report.

Results
Use of AD Positions Varied by Administrator
The EPA's use of its authority under the SDWA to fill AD positions varied by
Administrator and included AD appointments to positions located in the
Administrator's office, program offices and regional offices. The Administrators
primarily hired new employees to fill AD positions; however, we identified two
existing employees who were also converted to AD positions.
While the SDWA identifies the maximum number of AD positions allowed and
provides examples of position classifications, it does not provide specific details
regarding how the positions are to be used. We found no requirement that
employees hired to AD positions work on issues related to the SDWA. In
addition, the congressional record does not clearly identify whether the AD
positions are intended to be drinking-water related.

19-P-0279
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As shown in Table 1, the six EPA Administrators within our audit scope
appointed 119 individuals to AD positions. Of the 119 appointments,
63 (53 percent) were made to positions in the Administrator's office,
26 (22 percent) were made to the program offices, and 30 (25 percent) were made
to positions in various regional offices. Of the six agency Administrators, former
Administrator Pruitt made the most appointments to AD positions (54), followed
by former Administrator Jackson (36).
Table 1: Number of appointments to AD positions between January 2009 and August 2018
Office
Administrator
Program offices
Air and Radiation
Chief Financial Officer
Chemical Safety and Pollution Prevention
Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
International and Tribal Affairs
Solid Waste and Emergency Response b
Water
Research and Development
Environmental Information c
General Counsel
Proqram office subtotal
Reaional offices
Region 1
Region 2
Region 3
Region 4
Region 5
Reoion 6
Reoion 7
Region 8
Reoion 9
Reoion 10
Reqional office subtotal
Total AD aooointments

Administrator a
Jackson Perciasepe McCarthy McCabe
10
1
12
1
1
1
1
1
4
1
1

1
10

2

Pruitt
36

Wheeler
1

Total

61
6
1
2
1
5
1
5
2
1
4

3
1

1

1

1
1
1
2
8

2
3
2
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
16

1

1
3

36

3

23

3
1

0

1
9

28

0

1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

3
4
3
4
3
3
2
4
2
2

1

1

9

1

54

2

30
119

Source: OIG-generated based on personnel records from the OPM's electronic Office Personnel Folder.
a

Administrators are listed in chronological order.

b Effective December 15, 2015, the name of the EPA's Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response was
changed to the Office of Land and Emergency Management.

Effective November 26, 2018, the EPA combined its Office of Environmental Information with the Office of
Administration and Resources Management to become the Office of Mission Support.

c

As shown in Table 2, the 119 appointments were spread across four
classifications allowed in the SDWA: professional, legal, scientific and
administrative. Based on information obtained from personnel records, we
classified 102 (86 percent) of the total appointments as professional positions. The

19-P-0279
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remaining 17 appointments were classified as either legal, scientific or
administrative positions. 2
Table 2: AD position classifications between January 2009 and August 2018
Administrator a
Jackson
Perciasepe
McCarthy
McCabe
Pruitt
Wheeler
Total
Percent of total

Professional
32
3

Legal

1

Administrative
3

18

2

3

47

2

1

4

5
4%

1
1%

11
9%

Scientific

1
2

102
86%

Total

36
3
23
1
54
2
119
100%

Source: OIG-generated based on data from personnel records from the OPM's electronic
Office Personnel Folder.
a

Administrators are listed in chronological order.

AD Positions Converted to Political Appointments

We identified a shift that began in 2017 to use AD positions to facilitate the hiring
of political appointees. In this regard, the agency used AD positions to enable
individuals who were intended for political appointments to begin work sooner.
As mentioned in the "Background" section, Schedule C and noncareer SES
appointments must undergo an OPM approval process, which means it takes
longer to hire political appointees than AD appointees. By initially appointing
intended political employees to AD positions, the agency enables these
individuals to begin work prior to and during the OPM approval process. Upon
approval, the AD appointees are then converted to their political appointments.
This approach was used from 2017 through August 2018 by two EPA
Administrators to appoint 24 people to AD positions that were later convertedoften within months- to political appointments (i.e., noncareer SES or
Schedule C). As shown in Table 3 and Figure 1, between 2009 and 2016 only
11 AD appointees were converted to other positions, and not all of the positions
were political.
Furthermore, our analysis showed that the one conversion made under
Administrator Wheeler as of August 2018 occurred 33 days after the person's
being appointed to an AD position. For the 23 conversions made under former
Administrator Pruitt, the average number of days was 58 days. Conversions made
by the other Administrators ranged on average from 363 days to 770 days.

2 The OIG 's position classification includes some auditor judgment, especially for the "administrative" category.
The auditor based the "administrative" designation on education, experience and pay. For example, if the individual
lacked experience, was a recent college graduate, or had no college degree and was at a GS-7 or GS-9 pay level, the
individual was classified as "administrative."

19-P-0279
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Table 3: AD position activity between January 2009 and August 2018
Conversions
Total number
of AD
Noncareer Schedule Schedule
Career
Ab
conditional
appointments
SES
C
1
36

Administrator a
Jackson
Perciasepe
McCabe
Pruitt
Wheeler

Total

Total
1
0

3
23
1
54
2

McCarthy

b

Average
number of Resigned,
days to
retired or
conversion terminated
11
363

119

2

5

6

17
1
23

8

2

1

5

10
0

770

23

58
33

1

2

2

C

35
10
7
68

35

Source: OIG-generated based on information provided by the EPA Office of Human Resources' Executive Resources
Division.
a

Administrators are listed in chronological order.

b

Not considered political appointments.

McCarthy's Chief of Staff believed that all employees in AD positions should leave when agency administrations
changed, and most employees appointed by McCarthy-including those remaining from Jackson-did leave when
McCarthy resigned.

c

Figure 1: Analysis of AD appointment activity between January 2009 and August 2018
50
45

•
•
•

Number of AD appointments (119 total)
Number of AD appointees converted (35 total)
Number of AD appointees resigned/retired/terminated (68 total)

40
35
30

25
20
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10
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Source: OIG-generated based on information provided by the EPA Office of Human Resources' Executive Resources
Division.

Conclusion
Since January 2009, EPA Administrators have used their authority under the
SDWA to make a variety of appointments to AD positions, including new hires
and existing employees. Appointments varied in terms of type (professional,

19-P-0279
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legal, scientific and administrative) and location (Administrator's office, program
offices and regional offices). Beginning in 2017, EPA Administrators used their
authority under the SDWA to expedite the hiring of employees intended for
political appointments. The act does not specify how appointments are to be used
and does not require that appointees work on drinking-water related issues.
Therefore, the agency's use of AD positions is consistent with the authority
provided by the statute. As a result, we make no recommendations.

Agency Comments and OIG Evaluation
The report contained no recommendations; therefore, the agency was not required
to respond. Nonetheless, the agency responded on August 12, 2019 (Appendix A).
The response did not address the factual accuracy of the report. As such, the OIG
stands by the factual accuracy of the report and its conclusion that the agency's use
of AD positions is consistent with the authority provided by the SDWA.

19-P-0279
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Appendix A

Agency Response to Draft Report
UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON , D.C. 20460

THE ADMINISTRATOR

AUG 1 2 2019
MEMORANDUM
SUBJECT:

Agency Response o n the O IG Draft Repo rt. ··EPA ·s Use ofAd111ini.1·1ra1ively

De1er111ined Posi1ions Is Co11si.1·1ent with Its !1 11thority Under 1he Sc!fe Drinking
Water Act. ·· Proj ec t o. OA-FY 18-0085. dated A ugust I.20 19
FROM:

Ry'" Jackso"- Ch;,rors,.,(q)-

TO:

Cha rl es Shee ha n. Ac ting Inspector General

EPA Ad mini strato rs have exercised their a uth or it y und er the Safe Drinking Wa ter Act (SDWA)
to hire agency pe rson nel in admini strati ve ly determ in ed (AD) positio ns since the a utho rit y
o ri ginated in 1977 . The EPA maintains a wrillen po licy whi c h has existed s ince at least 20 I 0
describing the process fo r hiring AD em ployees. their respo nsibilities. a nd emp loymen t rights.
T he OIG·s conclusio n tha t beginning in 20 17. EPA Adm inistrators used th eir autho rit y und er the
SDWA to exped ite the hiring of empl oyees intended fo r po liti cal appointments is mi sleadin g.
T he appropria te inquiry i whe ther a n EPA Adminis trator ha eve r used their DWA A D hiring
a uthority to hire a ca reer e mpl oyee. Th e answer to that inquiry is no. T hi s a udit covers Ja nuary
2009 to August 20 18. The EPA has no evide nce based on the reco rd s fo r that time period. a nd
those records the EPA has access to dating back to 200 1. that S OWA A D a uthority was eve r
used to hire a career empl oyee.
The a udit inc ludes a discussion or the O IG Report No. 18- -0 154 Management Alert. The draft
re port refere nces 25. 1% and 72.3% sa lary raises. yet it does not address whe the r there were
interim ra ises nor docs it di scuss the prog ress io n or th e salary hi story as th e personnel beca me
responsibl e for new a nd additi o na l responsibiliti es no r does it co mpare th e refe re nced salaries of
the individuals to th e sa la ri es of their peers.
Fi nall y. th e audit includ e a discussion a nd contain a tab le addressi ng what th e OIG refers to as
convers io ns. C ha ngin g a n empl oyec·s type o f appo intm ent has nothin g to do wit h the S OW A.
What the a udit refers to as a "conversio n.. is ac tuall y a move to a diffe rent appo intm e nt. T hose
moves often require an O PM approva l process fo r noncareer/Sc hcdul e C politica l appo intments
or the de lega ted exa minati o n process fo r ca reer-co nditi o nal appo intm e nts. '·Conversion" is
simply used as a functi ona l processing te rm and is an indication that the empl oyee was already

Internet Address (URL) • http://www.epa.gov
Recycled/Recyclable • Prtntcd with Vegetable OIi Based Inks on 100•,4 Postconsumer, Process Ch lorine Free Recycled Paper
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on the agency's employment roster at the time of the move to the new appointment. The audit
admits this was a practice used by previous Administrations and another indication the EPA ·s
use of administrati\'cly determined positions is and continues to he consistent with its authority
under the SOW A.

CONTACT INFORMATION:

Ir you have any questions regarding this response. please contact Aaron Dickerson at 202-5646999 or l)iL·kg:,rn1.a;u"t111_u~._g,)\ to ensure it is appropriately addressed.

Attachments:
Administratively Determined Positions
Administratively Detcnnined Positions Legislative I Iistory

cc:

19-P-0279

Donna Vizian. OMS/PDAA.
Matthew Z. Leopold. General Counsel
Holly W. Greaves. Chief Financial Onicer
Elise Packard. Deputy General Counsel for Operations
W. Carpenter. OMS/DAA-ARM
D. Zeckman. OMS/ADAA
K. Christensen. OIG/D!Ci
.I. Trefry. ()JG/Director
D. Fotohui. OGC/PDAA
D. Bloom. OCfO/PDAA
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ADMINISTRATIVELY DETERMINED (AD)
Authority

Under provisions of the Safe Drinking Water Amendments of 1977
(Public Law 95-190, November 16, 1977), the EPA Administrator has the
authority to fill 30 scientific, engineering, professional, legal, or
administrative positions without regard to the civil service laws. These
appointments allow the Administrator the flexibility of appointing
individuals to positions equivalent to the GS-15 grade level and below
pursuant to Section l l(b) of the Safe Drinking Water Amendments. No
interaction or approval with OPM is required. The agency independently
establishes positions, makes qualifications determinations and effects
appointment.

Pay

The AD authority is an ungraded system, consisting of any pay rate not in
excess of the maximum salary rate payable for the GS-15 step 10 level.
When comparability increases are granted to other GS employees, the
Administrator normally reviews existing AD pay rates and determines
whether or not to adjust them as well. Such adjustments can be made
across the board or on an individual basis.

Benefits

AD employees are entitled to the same benefits as competitive
service employees: Annual and sick leave; health, life insurance
coverage, and retirement.

Awards

Non-temporary AD employees are entitled to Time Off (TOA) and
monetary awards (Q award, S award, On-The-Spot award, or Team
award). These awards will be processed in accordance with the same
guidance as provided for General Schedule employees.
NOTE: Monetary awards for AD employees are on "freeze" per a
memorandum from the White House dated August 3, 2010. They will
remain on freeze until further notice.

19-P-0279

Performs

AD employees are covered by the Agency's PERFORMS plan.
AD employees should have performance agreements in place (based upon
the Statement of Work) and evaluated accordingly.

Details

AD employees can be detailed to other excepted service positions.

10

AD's as Supervisors

AD appointees may supervise employees who occupy
competitive service of SES positions (both General and
Career Reserved).

Reassignment and
Promotion

AD employees may be assigned to various capacities as
the Administrator determines necessary. Thus, each
reassignment action must be accompanied by a signed
memorandum from the Administrator and Statement of
Work.
Because AD employees are not in "graded" (GS) positions,
they cannot be promoted; however, their pay may be
adjusted at the request and approval of the Administrator.
Employees in AD positions must be able to qualify for the
position's classification series and the level of work and
responsibilities to be performed in accordance with the
Office of Personnel Management's qualifications policies
and standards. Example: In order to qualify for a position
that has duties and responsibilities detennined to be
classifiable at the grade 11, the employee must have a least
one year of specialized/directly related work experience at
the next lower grade (grade 9).

Separations/Removals

AD employees serve at the pleasure of the Administrator
and may be separated at any time. They have no appeal
rights.

For additional infonnation or questions, please call the Executive Resources Division, Office of
Human Resources on 202-564-0400.
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my collu.~es
lhe aisle in formulating tile compoMnt.s of th,
amendment. [ 1p prcciot~ their counsel nnd ll5Si,tnnce .
.',.s I stated on the floor of thc:House' in July whrn we fl~t consid ered
th i, bill. it would ,xte nd authorities for sc•crnl exist ing proi'f&m3 that
are es..<cntic.l to 115sure the pro"ision of :safe drinki ni; wutcr for the
c:tizc ns of t.bi, country. The bill 1.bo directs the Administrator of tlie
Environmental P rotection Acency to study a}tqrnative melhods to
pro..-ide nnd pn y for sllfe drinking Irater nnd to study the effect of
PCB's trihnl omcthnn es, lnd other tnxic subst:i.nc~ on source! of dr ink,
in" wnter. These stud ies should ~upplemenl. but not dcloy, currer.t or
future control efforts. The bill 3\so would c:-<tcnd the deadline for the
Altninment of pr imacy by St:i.tes that h3,·c not done ,o and 1rould per•
mit St3tes in the prc.c~s of ott:iinin:; primccy to receiv e progr3m
gran ts for public wster ~su m su per ..- ision prozr:ims.
I nm ofi'H 1:ig tod oy nn umendm en t. T "'o psr1s of th e a.mendmcnt
pe rfec t ~nd t OJTcct amendments to the bill p:i.sse d bv the Sennte on
A u~;;t 5, 19~i . Two other p~rts of the amendmen t ~dd new !ections
to the bil l. T :1e reml!.ll ing pnrt of the lmend men t i~ tec h nicnl in nn:urc.
First. w e p ropo~ to amend the Sen n!• nmendrnen t p!' r lnin in!: to
underi:-round injection cnntrol pro!rnms. (Sec. 1412(b) SDWA 1 Th is
amendment would cnrcfully d, fine ,-nd limit the efkcl nf the Sm nu.
~me ndment on underground injection control N!g\ll 11 tions. It wou ld
pro1·ide thsl the Adm inistr:i.tor's underground inject ion control rel;U•
la tions mnst , to th, u tent fen s ibk, 11void promulg~lion of requi rement s wh ich wou ld un necess.~ rily diH u pt :3tJ!e under:;round in jec,ion
control pro~ rnms 1<hic h ore in dicct :rnd ~ in" enforce d in ~ sub;t.an•
tin! nwnb,, r of $ tntcs. T h~ amendme nt c'~ nrh- 'aeti nes wh at v. nuld co!l, titu tc s n u11 ., ~ce~sJ ry d isru ption o: St:it~ prog:r~ms sn d rd:tins the
bosic on d ow rr i<lir. g requ irt rnen l tho l lht Ad mini ; t:a lOr o.~sure thn t
und<r;?ro·rnd dr in king wntcr ~ou,ce~-p n! eent and po ten li:i l- will not
be endangered by undcrp-oi:nd injection-rclnted act ivi t ies. Th is
amendmr.nt hn5 the support of the Amer ican P etrol eum Ins..itu te o.nd
my colleague.<on the other side of the ~isle.
&<:ond , we propo~ to 3mend the Scnlte amend me nt wh ich 1eould
hnve 1tulhorized the appointment to the Environmenal Protection
.-1..i;cncy of 150 pe~ns exempted from thr. civil se r-;ce l!iw:,. Our
amendment wou ld reduce this amount to 11uthori1.e the Ad min istntor
to lppo int pe rsonnel to till nnt more th~n io scie n tifi c. engi neering,
profession:il , legll , and :idministr.ili vc positions ~ ithi n th e Env \roo mentnl P rotect ion .\{'oncv ; these pos.i ti,:,r.s wou ld be exr mpted irom
the ci "i l ., ~r vice ln11·, . .\ cidit ion~ll,v . the Jr!'! e~dmcn t would u p:i nd the
ci,·il i~ r":, ~ pool b.- ~O. frc·m ~21: to 3.1~3. T lti; c:,;p:im ion ,~o,Jld Le
e:1rmJ rl :ed f,1 r F. P.\ . Tl,i; Jmrndr.:ent :.~, tr. ~ ~rp rc,D] of the O ffi ce
of ~!n nn~•· r~er ,t nnd Budget, the C1,·il Su ,·in Commi s5ion . the P 05t
Offic e nncJ C ivi l S<: rvice Committee, ond my t ollcJ ~ues on th e mino,i y
~icl c.
The third facet of the Jmendment "'-'ould omen cl th e bill by add ing
new section 12 ""hich "·ould nmhn ri1.1· the ..\ elm in i=tra to r to re'l" ire pr riod ic ~•~r.<; me ri l nn d c,·nlu nt ion of unrc_g ul:tted con tnm:riant ,;
of <lrinkin ~ w:i tr r wh ich m:1 ~· ref\uire cor.rinuo11:; mnni toring or rt ;._'"l! ·
l:1t ioro. [Sec. UJ2(e) . 14!4(c), 1445(a). ( b) SDWA] Prrse.~tl" the
net m:i y Le rc~d to authorize the Ad mini;t ral c,r onl_y to requ ire moni -
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Appendix B

Distribution
The Administrator
Deputy Administrator
Chief of Staff
Deputy Chief of Staff
Assistant Administrator for Mission Support
Agency Follow-Up Official (the CFO)
Agency Follow-Up Coordinator
General Counsel
Associate Administrator for Congressional and Intergovernmental Relations
Associate Administrator for Public Affairs
Principal Deputy Assistant Administrator for Mission Support
Associate Deputy Assistant Administrator for Mission Support
Deputy Assistant Administrator for Administration and Resources Management,
Office of Mission Support
Director, Office of Resources and Business Operations, Office of Mission Support
Director, Office of Continuous Improvement, Office of the Administrator
Audit Follow-Up Coordinator, Office of the Administrator
Audit Follow-Up Coordinator, Office of Mission Support
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
1301 CONSTITUTION AVE, NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20004

CASE#: OI-HQ-2018-ADM-0082

CROSS REFERENCE#: NIA

TITLE: PRUITT E. SCOTT, ADMINISTRATOR, OA
INTERVIEWEE (if applicable): NIA
PREPARED BY: SPECIAL AGENT

MEMORANDUM OF ACTIVITY
EVIDENCE

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), retrieved the following items from the OI, OIG
W a s h i n g t o ~ O ) evidence storage room located at the EPA William J. Clinton
Building-.
1.

1 Verbatim DVD+R 16X- Interview of

2.

1 Verbatim DVD+R 16X-lnterview of-

- Burned June 13, 2018
-Burned June 7, 2018

The aforementioned items will be retained with the case file. Conesponding evidence custody
sheets are attached in the following section of this document [Attachment 1&2] .
ATTACHMENT(S):
1 Verbatim DVD+R l6X-Inte1view of

1.

-Burned June 13, 2018

evidence custody
sheet - DVD-R inter-.

2. 1 Verbatim DVD+R 16X-Interview of-

-Burned June 7, 2018

~
evidence custody
sheet - DVD-R inter

CASE:
OI-HQ-2018-ADM-0082

INTERVIEWEE (if applicable):
NIA

DATE OF ACTIVITY:
December 4, 2018

DRAFTED DATE:
December 4 2018

RESTRICTED INFORMATION
Page 1 ofl

This report and any attachments are the property of the EPA Office of Inspector General, Office of Investigations and is
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
1301 CONSTITUTION AVE, NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20004

CASE#: OI-HQ-2018-ADM-0082

CROSS REFERENCE#: NIA

TITLE: PRUITT E. SCOTT, ADMINISTRATOR, OA
INTERVIEWEE (if applicable): NIA

SPECIAL AGENT

PREPARED BY:

MEMORANDUM OF ACTIVITY
EVIDENCE

Environmental ro .
custody fo1m to
[Attachment 1].

n the attached evidence
OPR, OI, OIG EPA

ATTACHMENT(S):
I. Evidence Custody F01m-12DEC2018

~

evidence custody
form 12DEC2018.pd1

CASE:
OI-HQ-2018-ADM-0082

INTERVIEWEE (if applicable):
NIA

DATE OF ACTIVITY:
December 12, 2018

DRAFTED DATE:
December 12 2018
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
1301 CONSTITUTION AVE, NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20004

CROSS REFERENCE#: OI-HQ-2018-ADM0086

CASE#: OI-HQ-2018-ADM-0082

TITLE: PRUITT E. SCOTT, ADMINISTRATOR, OA
INTERVIEWEE (if applicable): NIA
PREPARED BY: SPECIAL AGENT

MEMORANDUM OF ACTIVITY
OTHER
NARRATIVE:
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The purpose of the consultation was to ensure that the USDOJ identified no applicable criminal
charges no did they have any prosecutorial interest.
SA was inf01med by fo1mer ASAC that l presented the facts of the
investigation to the Assistant United States Attorney Sonali Patel, United States Attorney's
stated that AUSA Patel verbally
Office District of Columbia for consultation. ASAC inf01medthat his office has no prosecutorial i n t e ~ s investigation.
ATTACHMENT(S):
None

CASE:
OI-HQ-2018-ADM-0082

INTERVIEWEE (if applicable):
NIA

DATE OF ACTIVITY:
March 14, 2019

DRAFTED DATE:
March 15, 2018
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
1301 CONSTITUTION AVE, NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20004

CASE#: OI-HQ-2018-ADM-0082

CROSS REFERENCE#: NIA

TITLE: Prnitt, E. Scott Administrator, OA
INTERVIEWEE (if applicable): NIA
PREPARED BY: Special Agent

MEMORANDUM OF ACTIVITY
OTHER
ARRATIVE:

Env1ronmenta Protection Agency, receive an email
from M a l l ~ Service containing a transcript of the OIG interview of fo1mer EPA
employee [Attachment l] .
ATTACHMENT(S):

1. Interview of

Transcript

i,:
?01AO~

111111111 1'9111

INTERVIEWEE (if applicable):
IA

CASE:
OI-HQ-2018-ADM-0082

DATE OF ACTIVITY:

DRAFTED DATE:

AGE T(S):

June 27, 2018

July 18, 2018

SA-
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
1301 CONSTITUTION AVE, NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20004

DATE: MARCH 29, 2019

PREPARED BY: SA

CASE#: OI-HQ-2018-ADM-0082

CROSS REFERENCE#: NIA

TITLE: PRUITT, E. SCOTT; POLITICAL APPOINTEE, ADMINISTRATOR, OA, EPA

CASE CLOSING REPORT
Sub·ect s
Administrator Scott Pruitt

Location
Washington, DC

Other Data
NIA

ALLEGATIONS:

On April 9, 2018, the Office oflnvestigations (OI), Office oflnspector General, Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), received a memorandum from Kevin Minoli (Minoli), Principal
Deputy General Counsel and Designated Agency Ethics Official, EPA. The memorandum, dated
April 6, 2018, was issued by the United States Office of Government Ethics and addressed to
Minoli. Pursuant to this memorandum, a case was opened to administratively investigate the
following allegation: Did Administrator Pruitt have subordinates at the EPA assist him in finding
personal housing.
On June 7, 2018, OI expanded the investigation to include the following allegations; (1) Did
Administrator Pruitt use his official position and EPA staff to seek a "business opportunities" for
- ; (2) Did Administrator Pruitt enlist subordinates at the EPA secure a mattress for his
personal use; and (3) Did Administrator Pruitt have his security detail run personal errands for
him.
FINDINGS:

All allegations are deemed inconclusive. Administrator Pruitt resigned from the EPA prior to the
conclusion of the investigation; therefore, was no longer subject to the administrative Standards
of Conduct.
DISPOSITION:

Based upon the aforementioned, there are no further investigative steps and this investigation is
recommended for closure.
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

SEP 1 0 2018

THE INSPECTOR GENERAL

Mr. Emory A. Rounds III
Director
U.S. Office of Government Ethics
1201 New York Avenue, W uite 500
Washington, D.C. 20005
Dear Mr. Rounds:
By letter dated June 15, 2018, David J. Apol, then acting Director and General Counsel, U.S. Office
of Government Ethics (OGE), requested that my office investigate certain reports in the press of
allegations of ethical misconduct by Scott Pruitt, who was at the time the Administrator of the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Mr. Apol also referred me to his letter of April 6, 2018,
to Kevin Minoli, the EPA's Principal Deputy General Counsel and Designated Agency Ethics Official
in which Mr. Apol had raised concerns of other possible violations of the Standards of Ethical Conduct
for Employees of the Executive Branch (Standards of Conduct) by Mr. Pruitt while in office. Mr. Apol
requested that we complete a review of the matters (both the previous ones he had raised in his April 6
letter and the new allegations) ' so that [OGE] can decide whether to begin a formal corrective action
proceeding in order to make a fonnal recommendation to the Pre ident."
Mr. Pruitt resigned his position as the EPA Administrator on July 5, 2018. Since then, our respective
staffs have discussed what appropriate actions should be taken regarding the allegations your office
referred to us concerning Mr. Pruitt's compliance with the Standards of Conduct. As you know,
administrative penalties for violations of the Standards of Conduct can result in disciplinary action up to
and including removal. However, as Mr. Pruitt's resignation ptecludes his being subject to any such
potential administrative penalties with regard to these allegations, we understand that the OGE is no
longer requesting that we review Mr. Pruitt' s alleged actions for potential administrative violations of
the Standards of Conduct. As such, the OIG does not intend to pursue the requests in your April 6 and
June 15 letters to the extent that they would constitute administrative violations of the Standards of
Conduct.
I would appreciate it if you would please confirm your agreement with our intended approach. If you
have any questions about this, please contact Alan Larsen, Counsel to the Inspector General, at
(202) 566·2391.
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
1301 CONSTITUTION A VE, NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20004

CASE#: OI-HQ-2018-ADM-0086

CROSS REFERENCE #: Case number

TITLE: Prnitt, E. Scott, Administrator, OA
INTERVIEWEE (if applicable): N IA
PREPARED BY:

MEMORANDUM OF ACTIVITY
RECORDS REVIEW
ARRATIVE:

United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), completed a review the Fiscal
Year 2017 Hypothetical Small Area Fair Market Rents (Attachment), which was published by
the United States Depaiiment of Housing and Urban Development on their website at
https: //www.huduser.gov/~o1iaVdatasets/fmr/fmrs/FY2017 _code/20l 7summary_sa.odn. For the
C Street NE, Washington DC 20002, the query revealed the
subject prope1iy located a following, in substance:
Washington-Arlington-Alexandria, DC-VA-MD-WV MSA Hypothetical Small Area FMRs
By Unit Bedrooms*
Zip Code

Efficiency

20002

$1,110

OneBedroom
$1 ,160

TwoBedroom
$1 ,340

ThreeBedroom
$1,750

FourBedroom
$2,190

Zip/CBS A
Ratio
0.831

*Fair Ma1·ket Rents (FMRs) are used to detennine payment standai·d amounts for the Housing
Choice Voucher program, to determine initial renewal rents for some expiring project-based
Section 8 contracts, to dete1mine initial rents for housing assistance payment (HAP) contracts in
the Moderate Rehabilitation Single Room Occupancy program (Mod Rehab( rent ceilings for
rental units in both the HOME Investment Paiinerships program and the Emergency Solution
Grants program, calculation of maximum awai·d amounts for Continuum of Cai·e recipients and
CASE:
OI-HQ-2018-ADM-0086

INTERVIEWEE (if applicable):
NIA

DATE OF ACTIVITY:
July 6 2018

DRAFTED DATE:
July 6, 2018

RESTRICTED INFORMATION
Page 1 of2
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the maximum amount of rent a recipient may pay for property leased with Continuum of Care
funds, and calculation of flat rents in Public Housing units.
(www.huduser.gov/portal/datasets/fmr)

ATTACHMENT(S):
FY2017 HYPOTHETICAL SMALL AREA FMRS FOR WASHINGTON-ARLINGTONALEXANDRIA, DC-VA-MD-WVMSA

FY2017
HYPOTHETICAL SMAI

CASE:
OI-HQ-2018-ADM-0086

INTERVIEWEE (if applicable):
NIA

DATE OF ACTIVITY:
July 6, 2018

DRAFTED DATE:
July 6, 2018
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AGENT(S):
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
1301 CONSTITUTION AVE, NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20004

CASE#: OI-HQ-2018-ADM-0086

CROSS REFERENCE #: Case number

TITLE: Prnitt, E. Scott, Administrator, OA
INTERVIEWEE (if applicable): NIA
PREPARED BY:

MEMORANDUM OF ACTIVITY
DOCUMENT REVIEW
NARRATIVE:

Umte States
Enviromnental Protection Agency (EPA) received an email (Attachment 1) from Matt Leopold
General Counsel, Office of General Counsel, EPA, that contained an attached document titled
reviewed the attached
"Emails Related to Ethics Opinion" ~ - ASAC , Rep01ter, CNN, dated April 25, 2018
document which was an email from _
requesting a comment for an upcoming Congressional hearing involving Administrator Scott
Prnitt.
ATTACHMENT{S):

I. Email from Matt Leopold, dated 2018.06.19

Email from Matt

Leopold, dated 20H

2. Emails Related to Ethics Opinion from Matt Leopold
Em
) '
Ema ils Related to
Ethics Opin ion from

CASE:
OI-HQ-2018-ADM-0086

INTERVIEWEE (if applicable):
NIA

DATE OF ACTIVITY:
June 19, 2018

DRAFTED DATE:
July 6, 2018
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
1301 CONSTITUTION A VE, NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20004

CASE#: OI-HQ-2018-ADM-0086

CROSS REFERENCE #: Case number

TITLE: Prnitt, E. Scott, Administrator, OA
INTERVIEWEE (if applicable): N IA
PREPARED BY:

MEMORANDUM OF ACTIVITY
DOCUMENT REVIEW
ARRATIVE:

·o
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ttachment 1) from
, that contained a letter
(Attachment 2) that he wrote to Atthur Elkins Inspector General, OIG, EPA. ASAC ~ t h a t the OIG redact the names and all
reviewed the letter, which revealed ~~tpersonal info1mation oclients, ~ _, from any rep01ts that pe11ain to their
interviews or requested information that they provided.

ATTACHMENT(S):
1. Email from

dated 2018.09.04 re -

Names in Rep011s

, dated 2018.09.04 re -

ames in Rep011s

F=iilf~

Ill dat~~

-0

2. Letter from _

CASE:
OI-HQ-2018-ADM-0086

INTERVIEWEE (if applicable):
NIA

DATE OF ACTIVITY:
September 4, 2018

DRAFTED DATE:
September 5, 2018
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
1301 CONSTITUTION A VE, NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20004

CASE#: OI-HQ-2018-ADM-0086

CROSS REFERENCE#: NIA

TITLE: PRUITT E. SCOTT, ADMINISTRATOR, OA
INTERVIEWEE (if applicable): NIA
PREPARED BY: SPECIAL AGEN

MEMORANDUM OF ACTIVITY
EVIDENCE
NARRATIVE:
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1. 1 Verbatim Compact Disc-Recording of futerview Marked "Burned May 15, 2018"

2. 1 Verbatim Compact Disc-Recording of futerview Marked "Burned May 21 , 2018"
The items will be retained with the case file. Corresponding evidence custody sheets are attached
in the following section of this document [Attachment 1 & 2].

ATTACHMENT(S):
1. 1 Verbatim Compact Disc - Recording of futerview Marked "Burned May 15 2018"

-,:

0086 - Evidence
Custody Sheet - CD

2. 1 Verbatim Compact Disc- Recording of futerview Marked "Burned May 21 , 2018"

-,:

0086 - Evidence
Custody Sheet - CD

CASE:
OI-HQ-2018-ADM-0086

INTERVIEWEE (if applicable):
NIA

DATE OF ACTIVITY:
March 4, 2019

DRAFTED DATE:
March 4, 2019
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
1301 CONSITITUTION AVENUE, NW
WASHINGTON DC 20004

DATE: MARCH 11, 2019

PREPARED BY: SA

CASE#: OI-HQ-2018-ADM-0086

CROSS REFERENCE#: NIA

TITLE: PRUITT, E. SCOTT, ADMINISTRATOR, OA

CASE CLOSING REPORT
Subject(s)
E. SCOTT PRUITT

Location
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Other Data
NIA

ALLEGATIONS:

On April 9, 2018, Assistant Inspector General oflnvestigations (AIGI) Patrick Sullivan
(Sullivan), Office oflnvestigations (OI), Office oflnspector General (OIG), Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), received a memorandum from Kevin Minoli (Minoli), Principal
Deputy General Counsel and Designated Agency Ethics Official, EPA.
At the direction of AIGI Sullivan, an administrative case was opened to investigate the following
allegation: (1) Did Administrator Pruitt's rental agreement w i t h - constitute a gift.
INVESTIGATIVE FINDINGS:

Administrator Pruitt resigned from the EPA prior to the conclusion of the investigation. The
allegation is inconclusive.
RECOMMENDATION:

Based upon the aforementioned, there are no further investigative steps and this investigation is
recommended for closure.

RESTRICTED INFORMATION
Page 1

This report is the property of the Office of Investigations and is loaned to your agency: it and its contents may
not be reproduced without written permission. The report is FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY and its disclosure to
unauthorized persons is prohibited. Public availability to be determined under 5 U.S.C. 552.
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

SEP 1 0 2018

THE INSPECTOR GENERAL

Mr. Emory A. Rounds III
Director
U.S. Office of Government Ethics
1201 New York Avenue, W uite 500
Washington, D.C. 20005
Dear Mr. Rounds:
By letter dated June 15, 2018, David J. Apol, then acting Director and General Counsel, U.S. Office
of Government Ethics (OGE), requested that my office investigate certain reports in the press of
allegations of ethical misconduct by Scott Pruitt, who was at the time the Administrator of the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Mr. Apol also referred me to his letter of April 6, 2018,
to Kevin Minoli, the EPA's Principal Deputy General Counsel and Designated Agency Ethics Official
in which Mr. Apol had raised concerns of other possible violations of the Standards of Ethical Conduct
for Employees of the Executive Branch (Standards of Conduct) by Mr. Pruitt while in office. Mr. Apol
requested that we complete a review of the matters (both the previous ones he had raised in his April 6
letter and the new allegations) ' so that [OGE] can decide whether to begin a formal corrective action
proceeding in order to make a fonnal recommendation to the Pre ident."
Mr. Pruitt resigned his position as the EPA Administrator on July 5, 2018. Since then, our respective
staffs have discussed what appropriate actions should be taken regarding the allegations your office
referred to us concerning Mr. Pruitt's compliance with the Standards of Conduct. As you know,
administrative penalties for violations of the Standards of Conduct can result in disciplinary action up to
and including removal. However, as Mr. Pruitt's resignation ptecludes his being subject to any such
potential administrative penalties with regard to these allegations, we understand that the OGE is no
longer requesting that we review Mr. Pruitt' s alleged actions for potential administrative violations of
the Standards of Conduct. As such, the OIG does not intend to pursue the requests in your April 6 and
June 15 letters to the extent that they would constitute administrative violations of the Standards of
Conduct.
I would appreciate it if you would please confirm your agreement with our intended approach. If you
have any questions about this, please contact Alan Larsen, Counsel to the Inspector General, at
(202) 566·2391.
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From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

RE: Subpoena of
Tuesday, September 04, 2018 4:28:46 PM
-

.EPA.090418.pdf

Please see the attached letter and confirm receipt . Any other updates to report? Thanks .

-

Washin gton . DC 20036

This e-mail may contain confidential or privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient,
please advise by return e-mail and delete immediately without reading forwarding to others. The
following statement is provided pursuant to U.S. Treasury Department Regulations: This
communication is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by a taxpayer for the
purpose of avoiding penalties that the Internal Revenue Service may impose on the taxpayer.
From:
Sent: Thursday, June 7, 2018 9:53 AM

@epa .gov>;
@epa .gov>
Subject: RE : Subpoena o - - a n d -

1111:. _ The investigators asked that I follow up on getting a copy of the floorplan , mentioned below.
Please advise .
Thank you,

-

, EPA OIG

From:

Released via FOIA EPA-2020-004637
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Sent: Wednesday, May 30, 2018 3:50 PM
To:

>

Subject: RE: Subpoena ofllllca n d Please see the Statements of Compliance attached .

-

W ashington . DC 20036

This e-mail may contain confidential or privileged information. if you are not the intended recipient,
please advise by return e-mail and delete immediately without reading forwarding to others. The
following statement is provided pursuant to U.S. Treasury Department Regulations: This
communication is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by a taxpayer for the
purpose of avoiding penalties that the Internal Revenue Service may impose on the taxpayer.
epa .gov>

From:

Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 4:06 PM
To:

Subject: RE: Subpoena ofllllca n ~
1
-

-

Thank you and t h ~ for their cooperation in responding to the subpoena . I have

forwarded the materials and your note below to the investigators .

-

, EPA OIG

From:

Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 11:41 AM
@epa .gov>

To:

Subject: RE : Subpoena ofllllca n ~

Please find attached documents responsive to the subpoena dated May 4, 2018 on behalf of both
. The executed Statements of Compliance are forthcoming . While t h e ~

Released via FOIA EPA-2020-004637
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produce these documents in a good faith effort to produce all documents responsive to the EPA's
subpoena, they nevertheless reserve the right to supplement the production with any documents

•

that should come to their attention subsequent to today. In addition,_
believes
may have
communicated to Ryan Jackson about matters within the scope of your inquiry to Mr. Jackson at
from no longer has access to that email address du.

prior email address
separation from

but

•

•

•

Durin~
interview with the OIG, the OIG requested a floorplan of.
C Street bu
does
not presently have one in
custody .• has, however, made a request for one to be provided and
should it be obtained I will forward it along for your review.
Please don't hesitate to ask should you have any questions. Thanks.

-

Washington , DC 20036

This e-mail may contain confidential or privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient,
please advise by return e-mail and delete immediately without reading forwarding to others. The
following statement is provided pursuant to U.S. Treasury Department Regulations: This
communication is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by a taxpayer for the
purpose of avoiding penalties that the Internal Revenue Service may impose on the taxpayer.
@epa.goV>

From

Sent: Wednesday, May 9, 2018 12:17 PM
To:

Subject: RE : Subpoena ofllll'and -

1•'-Thank you . We appreciate it.

-

, EPA OIG

From:

Sent: Wednesday, May 09, 2018 12:12 PM
To:

Released via FOIA EPA-2020-004637
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Subject: Subpoena ofllllca n d -

I just wanted to drop you a note to let you know I am representingllllca n d - on the
matter before your office, and do not anticipate any issue with responding to subpoena by the
return date . Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks .

-

Washington . DC 20036

This e-mail may contain confidential or privileged information. if you are not the intended recipient,
please advise by return e-mail and delete immediately without reading forwarding to others. The
following statement is provided pursuant to U.S. Treasury Department Regulations: This
communication is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by a taxpayer for the
purpose of avoiding penalties that the Internal Revenue Service may impose on the taxpayer.
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

RE: Request - Review of Facts and, if Appropriate, a Declination (OI-HQ-2018-ADM-0086)
Friday, August 17, 2018 4:48:41 PM

We concur with your recommendation and are declining to prosecute at this time.
Thanks,
Sonali
From:

@epa .gov>

Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2018 2:38 PM
To: Patel, Sonali {USADC} <SPATEL2@usa .doj .gov>

Subject: Request - Review of Facts and, if Appropriate, a Declination {OI-HQ-2018-ADM-0086}
Good afternoon Sonali,
The following is in reference to case number {OI-HQ-2018-ADM-0086} . I have been advised that the
case below must be reviewed by an AUSA before closing due to direction from our Inspector General
and well as guidance included in our Standard Operating Procedures for case closures. The OIG
opened the below case as purely administrative, but prior to closing, want to consult with you to
confirm there is no applicable criminal violation that the DOJ is interested in pursuing at this time
based on the facts below. As such, I'm sending this email to you . If you are not the appropriate AUSA
to review, I apologize in advance; and, if you let me know who I could send it to, I will forward it
accordingly.
Request: AUSA review for declination, if appropriate .
lssue(s)/Allegation(s) : Did Administrator Pruitt's rental agreement w i t h - constitute a gift?
Facts: The Office of Investigations {01}, Office of Inspector General, United States Environmental
Protection Agency {EPA}, received a memorandum, dated April 6, 2018, from the United States
Office of Government Ethics . The memorandum brought forth allegations pertaining to matters
affecting the EPA's Office of the Administrator, to which 01 opened an administrative case to
investigate ethical violations by Administrator Pruitt.

01 interviewed witnesses and reviewed records, which revealed the following, in sum :
Administrator Pruitt leased a condo located a t . C Street NE, Washington, DC. Per the terms of the
lease, Administrator Pruitt rented the condo from. C Street LLC (owned b ~ ) for $50 .00
per day from February 20, 2017 to April 1, 2017. The lease limited Administrator Pruitt to the use of
one bedroom of the unit. Other than verbally extending the terms of the lease, there were no
changes to the lease.
Administrator Pruitt did not leave until August 4, 2017, d e s p i t e - attempts to have him
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leave.

•

stayed in the condo unit .

corroborated, but a witness stated that

1

use of a 2 nd bedroom was not

stayed at the condo overnight multiple times). It was

also revealed that Administrator Pruitt had unfettered access to the condo. Administrator Pruitt was
allowed to and kept his personal belongings in the bedroom wh ile he was not at the unit and could
come and go as he pleased .
Administrator Pruitt paid $6,100 total for his use of the condo, which equated to 122 days that he
paid for the unit. The total number of days between February 20, 2017 and August 4, 2017 was 165
days. This discrepancy amounted to 43 days of which he had unfettered access to the condo unit for
which he did not pay; and at $50 per day, the discrepancy amounted to $2,150.
Administrator Pruitt resigned from the EPA on July 5, 2018 while the investigation was ongoing; and
at that time 01 was investigating whether the rate of '$50 per day' was "Market Value" as required in
5 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 2635, Subpart B, Sections 201- 206. 01 was also investigating
" Impartiality'' within the same Regulations.
Since Administrator Pruitt is no longer a Federa l employee, it was unlikely that 0 1could interview
him to obtain his statements pertaining to this matter. As such, 01 cou ld not complete the
investigation as needed to be thorough; and thereby, find the allegation to be inconclusive.
Respectfu Ily,

~
I Office of Inspector General I Office of Investigations I Office of Professiona l Responsibility
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW I Mail Code 2431T I Washington, DC 20460
USEPA

Desk: 20~

1 Mobile:

To report fraud, waste or abuse impacting EPA, please contact the EPA OIG Hotline via telephone
numbers 202-566-2476 or 888-546-8740, fax 202-566-2599, or email at oig hotline@epa.gov
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON , D.C. 20460

OFFICE OF
lf.lSPECTOR GENERAL

September 20, 2018

Washington DC 20036
De~
our letter dated September 7, 2018 to me for a
response. As you note, your clients,
ere interviewed by Office of
Inspector General (OIG) agents regar mg a matter mvo vmg the former Environmental
Protection Agency Administrator, Scott Pruitt. Your letter requests the redaction of the names
and a week's notice prior to the publication of any report.
and personal information of the -

I can neither comment about whether the OIG may prepare a report in this case nor agree
to provide notice to your clients. As to your clients' concerns about their privacy interests, if the
OIG were to receive a request under the Freedom oflnformation Act (FOIA) for records relating
to the subject matter, the OIG would follow and apply applicable FOJA exemptions to protect the
personal privacy of your clients.
We appreciate ooperation with our office. Should you have any questions
about this, please do not hesitate to contact me at (202-

Sincerely,
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
1301 CONSTITUTION AVE, NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20004

CASE#: OI-HQ-2018-ADM-0086

CROSS REFERENCE#: NIA

TITLE: Prnitt, E. Scott, Administrator, OA
INTERVIEWEE (if applicable): NIA
PREPARED BY:

, Special Agent

MEMORANDUM OF ACTIVITY
CONSULTATION
ARRATIVE:
On August 14, 2018, at the direction of AI1hur Elkins, Ins
General OIG , Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Office of Professional Responsibility Office of
Investigations OIG, EPA, presented the facts of this investigation to Sonali Patel (Patel),
Assistant United States Attorney (AUSA), United States Attorney's Office, District of Columbia
for consultation [Attachment l] .
The pmpose of the consultation was to ensure that the United States Depaitment of Justice
identified no applicable criminal chai·ges nor did they have any prosecutorial interest.
) received an email from AUSA Patel
that his office has no prosecut01ial interest in this investigation.
ATTACHMENT(S):
1. USAO Consultation & Declination Prnitt, E. Scott Administrator OA

USAO
Decl ination.Pruitt, E

CASE:
OI-HQ-2018-ADM-0086

INTERVIEWEE (if applicable):
NIA

DATE OF ACTIVITY:
August 14 2018

DRAFTED DATE:
Febniary 27 2018

RESTRICTED INFORMATION
Page 1 ofl

This report and any attachments are the property of the EPA Office of Inspector General, Office of Investigations and is
loaned to your agency. It and its contents may not be reproduced or disclosed without written permission. This report
contains information protected by the Privacy Act and is FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY. Disclosure of this report to
unauthorized persons is prohibited. See S U.S.C. SS2a
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
1301 CONSTITUTION AVE, NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20004

CASE#: OI-HQ-2018-CFD-0083

CROSS REFERENCE #: Case number

TITLE: Unknown Subject: Bribery
INTERVIEWEE (if applicable): NIA
PREPARED BY:

MEMORANDUM OF ACTIVITY
EVIDENCE
NARRATIVE:

EPA, Washington, DC, a thumb drive (SanDisk Crnzer Glide 128 GB Model #SDCZ60-128G
Serial# BP10625507B) containing emails.
Continuing on January 31 2019 the aforementioned thumb drive was destroyed b y A S A C - completed EPA f01m 2720-6 - Evidence Custody (Attachment).
ATTACHMENT(S):
Evidence Custody - Destruction - Thumb Drive

~

Evidence Custody
Form - Thumb Drive

CASE:
OI-HQ-2018-CFD-0083

INTERVIEWEE (if applicable):
NIA

DATE OF ACTIVITY:
January 31 , 2019

DRAFTED DATE:
January 31 , 2019

RESTRICTED INFOR.t"VIATION
Page 1 ofl

-

AGE T(S):

This report and any attachments are the property of the EPA Office of Inspector General, Office of Investigations and is
loaned to your agency. It and its contents may not be reproduced or disclosed without written permission. This report
contains information protected by the Privacy Act and is FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY. Disclosure of this report to
unauthorized persons is prohibited. See S U.S.C. SS2a.
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

FW: Follow up - Recusal Confirmed - Additional Recused cases and referral
Thursday, January 31, 2019 2:46:04 PM

From: Elkins, Arthur

Sent: Friday, August 17, 2018 4 :08 PM
@epa.gov>

To:

Cc: Larsen, Alan <Larsen .Alan@epa .gov>; Sheehan, Charles <Sheehan .Charles@epa .g o v > ; @epa .gov>

Subject: Re : Follow up - Recusal Confirmed -Additional Recused cases and referral
Okay. Thank you .
Art
Sent from my iPhone
@epa.gov> wrote:

On Aug 17, 2018, at 4:06 PM,
Gentlemen,

Please see below. Operationally, I will take steps to finalize the turnover related to the
recusal.
Best,

From:

Sent: Friday, August 17, 2018 3:34 PM
@usdoj .gov>;
@epa .gov>

Subject: RE : Follow up - Recusal Confirmed -Additional Recused cases and referral
Gentlemen,
Good afternoon .•

, and I just met with the Inspector General regarding our

conversation from last week. We briefed him on our discussion and recommendation
related to the case recusal. He concurs. In addition, he desires to add the two
additional OPR criminal cases into the scope of that recusal as they are sufficiently part
of the set of issues related to the initial case being rec used. To that end, I just spoke
1

withllll and I am referring these two additional cases t o . for whatever additional

Released via FOIA EPA-2020-004637
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investigative activity deemed appropriate.
BREAK

-·
-

1

I can havellll coordinate w i t ~' to turnover what additional documentation we

{OI-HQ-20180ADM-0124); -{OI-HQ-2018-CFD-0083)), for 0083,.
have on the two cases

If you have any questions or concerns, please don't hesitate to contact me at 202..,

Best,

Released via FOIA EPA-2020-004637
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
1301 CONSTITUTION AVENUE NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20004

DATE: March 14, 2019

PREPARED BY: SA

CASE#: OI-HQ-2018-ADM-0039

CROSS REFERENCE

TITLE: Allegation of Inappropriate Lobbying
CASE CLOSING REPORT
Subject(s)

Location
Washington, DC

NA

Other Data

VIOLATIONS:

31 U.S. C. § 1341 - Antideficiency Act
Public Law 115-31 - Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2017

ALLEGATION:

On September 26, 2017, the Committee on Energy and Commerce, U.S. House of
Representatives requested that the EPA Office oflnspector General (OIG) "develop a
comprehensive factual record for instances where possible violations of the Anti deficiency Act
and the publicity or propaganda and anti-lobbying provisions of the Consolidated Appropriations
Act (CSA) of 2017, may have occurred, during an April 2017 meeting between former
Administrator Scott Pruitt and the National Mining Association."
FINDINGS:

The OIG's Office oflnvestigations conducted seven interviews with members of the National
Mining Association and five interviews with EPA personnel who attended the April 2017
meeting. As the purpose of this inquiry was to develop a factual record of said meeting, on
March 1, 2019, a written account of the information collected was sent to the Committee on
Energy and Commerce, U.S. House of Representatives.

RESTRICTED INFORMATION
Page 1

This report is the property of the Office of Investigations and is loaned to your agency: it and its contents may not be
reproduced without written permission. The report is FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY and its disclosure to
unauthori zed persons is prohibited. Public availability to be determined under 5 U.S.C . 552.
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DISPOSITION:

This was a fact-finding matter. The matter was completed and the appropriate documents
provided to Congress. No further action is required. As such, this matter is being closed.

RESTRICTED INFORMATION
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This report is the property of the Office oflnvestigations and is loaned to your agency: it and its contents may not be
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON DC 20460

MAR - 1 2019

OFFICE OF
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL

The Honorable Frank Pallone Jr.
Chairman
Committee on Energy and Commerce
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Chairman Pallone:
In a letter dated September 26, 2017, you informed me that on August l , 2017, you sent a letter to the
U .S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) "requesting a legal opinion on whether recent actions by
Administrator Scott Pruitt violated the Antideficiency Act and the publicity or propaganda and antilobbying provisions of the Consolidated Appropriations Act (CSA) of 2017 during the time period
before President Trump decided to pull the U.S. out of the Paris climate accord." You also stated that
"prior to GAO conducting an analysis of whether recent actions by Administrator Pruitt violated the
Antideficiency Act and the publicity or propaganda and anti-lobbying provisions of the CSA, it is
necessary to establish a factual record." As a result, you requested that the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency' s (EPA's) Office of Inspector General (OIG) "develop a comprehensive factual
record for instances where possible legal violations may have occurred, including the April 2017
meeting between Administrator Pruitt and the National Mining Association. "
On December 4, 2017, the OIG responded to your request by stating that after discussing our intended
approach with your staff and officials of the GAO, the OIG would compile a factual record of the single
meeting between EPA Administrator Pruitt and the National Mining Association in April 2017 and
provide it to you. In turn, you may provide the OIG record to the GAO.
To that end, the OIG' s Office oflnvestigations conducted seven interviews with members of the
National Mining Association and five interviews with EPA personnel who attended the April 2017
meeting. Before agreeing to the interviews, members of the National Mining Association requested
confidentiality; hence, all personally identifiable information was omitted from the written account of
those interviews, which is enclosed.
We appreciate your interest in the work of the O IG. If you have additional questions about this or any
other matter, please contact Jennifer Kaplan, Deputy Assistant Inspector General for Congressional and
Public Affairs, at (202) 566-0918.
Sincerely,

~J-~~
Charles J. Sheehan
Acting Inspector General
Enclosures
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
1301 CO STITUTIO AVE NW
WASH OTO D 20004

CASE#: OI-HQ-2018-ADM-0039

CROSSREFERENCE#:NA

TITLE: All gation of Inappropriate Lobbying

INTERVIEWEE (i/ applicable): NA
PREPARED BY:

MEMORANDUM OF ACTIVITY
OTHER
This report and any attachments are the property of the EPA Office of Inspector General Office of

In estigations and i loaned to your agency. It and its cont nt may not be reproduced or
disclo ed without written permission. This report contains information protected by the Pri acy
Act and is FOR OFFICIAL USE O LY. Disclosure of thi report to unauthorized persons is
prohibited. ee 5 U.S.C. 552a.
Attached Documents:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

CASE::

Memorandum of lntervie
Memorandum of lntervie
Memorandum of lntervie
Memorandum of lntervie
Memorandum of lntervie
Memorandum of Interview - NMA0l
Memorandum of Interview- NMA02
Memorandum of Interview - NMA03
Memorandum of Interview - NMA04
Memorandum of Interview - NMA0S
Memorandum of Interview - NMA06
Memorandum of Interview - NMA07

I TERVIEWEE (if applicable):

Allegation of

A

Inappropriate Lobbying
Ol-HQ-20 I8-A OM -0039

DRAFTED DA TE:
January 31 , 2019

DATE OF ACTIVITY:

January31 , 2019
RESTRI TED I 'FORMATION
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This report nnd my attnchmcnts nre the property of the EPA Office of Inspector General , Office of Investigations and is
loaned to your agency. ILand its contents may not be reproduced or disclosed without written permission. This repon
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1.

Memorandum of Interview - -

2.

Memorandum of Interview - -

3.

Memorandum of Interview -

4.

Memorandum of Interview

5.

Memorandum of Interview - -

6.

Memorandum of Interview - NMAOl

MOI NMA0l .pdf

7.

Memorandum of Interview- NMA02

MOI NMA02.pdf

8.

Memorandum of Interview- NMA03

Allegation of
Inappropriate Lobbying

INTERVIEWEE (if applicable):
NA

O1-HQ-20 J8-ADM-0039
DATE OF ACTIVITY:
January 3 I 20 19

Januar 31 2019

CASE:

RE TRJCTED I 'FOR 1ATION

Page 2 or J

DRAFTED DATE:

AGENT(S):

Tht rcpon and an anachmen are Lhe propert or the PA Office of In pector G neral. Office of lnvc Ligation and is
loaned to your agency. It and its contems may not be r produced or disclo ed without wrinen permi sion . This report
contains information protected by the Priva y Act nnd is FOR OFFIC IAL USE

NLY . Disclosure of this report to

unauthorized persons is prohibited. See 5 U.S.C. 552a.
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MOI NMA03.pdf

9.

Memorandum of Interview- NMA04

MOI NMA04.pdf

10. Memorandum of Interview- NMA0S

MOI NMA0S.pdf

11. Memorandum of Interview- NMA06

MOI NMA06.pdf

12. Memorandum of Interview- NMA07

MOI NMA07.pdf

CASE: Allegation of
Inappropriate Lobbying

INTERVIEWEE
A

(i/ applicable):

OI-HQ-20 I 8-ADM-0039

DATE OF ACTIVITY:
January 3 I, 2019
RESTRICTED I FORt\tA TION

Page 3 of 3
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UNITED STATES ENVlRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
1301 CONSTITUTIO AVE NW
WASHINGTON , DC 20004

CASE#: OI-HQ-2018-ADM-0039

TITLE: ALL EGA TIO

CROSS REFERENCE#:

OF I APP RO PR IATE LOB 8 Y l G

INTERVIEWEE (if applicable)

PREPARED BY:

MEMORANDUM OF ACTIVITY

INTERVIEW
NARRATIVE:
Special Agents (SA) and
Office of lnvestiga~
f Inspector General (010 ,
ction Agency (EPA), conducted the interview of
PA . The interview was in
reference to a fact finding inquiry pursuant to a Congre sional reque t to ''develop a
comprehensive factual record for instances here po sible violations of the Antideficienc Act
and the publicity or propaganda and anti-lobb ing pro isions of the Con olidated Appropriations
ct CSA) of 2017 may have occurred during an pri I 2017 meeting betwe n Administrator
Pruitt and the ational Mining Association.

t.

Prior to commencing the interview, 010 agent intr du ed themselve
EPA OIG law enforcement credentials for review, and explained the natu
llllprovided the following information in um and non-verbatim:

AS[: O1-HQ-2018-ADM0039

I TERVIEWEE (if applicable):

DATE OF ACTIVITY:

DRAFTED DATE: 4/ 12/2018

presented their
the interview.

AGENT:

4/12/2018

RE TRICTED

fORMATIO '
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presence at the National Mining Association meeting on April 24, 2017.
ttended the meeting as
also said that Admini ator Pruitt's speaking engagement lasted
during this pa1ticular speaking engagement,
approximately 30 minutes. According to
Administrator Pruitt addressed an audience of nearly 200 people. According to did not
hear the Administrator mention anything related to his support for the US to withdraw from the
Paris Agreement on Climate Change.

1111,

When asked about whethe- attended the private meeting held between

the

•

National Miners Associaticmnd Administrator Pruitt- said
was asked whether
recalls anyone in the audience asking Administrator Pruitt
abou
position concerning the US withdrawal from the Paris Agreement on Climate Change,
s
d the subject was not discussed. When ask to expand on what type ofinforrnation was
discussed at the meetin~responded that Administrator Pruitt discussed the EPA 's goals,
however, to the best of~wledge the Paris Agreement on Climate Change was not
discussed
was also asked i .
had any knowledge as to

•

was present during the speaking engagement.
to SA
via e-mail. SA
would be able to provide the names
aske~ whethe- knew the names of the National Miners Association
with whom Administrator Pruitt met with subsequent to the speaking engagement, to which
responded that '
would provide S A - the names via e-mail.
SA -

asked

11111 the following specific questions:

On April 24, 2017, Mr. Pruitt attended a meeting with the National Miners Associ;:1tion in Naples
Florida. During said meeting, did Mr. Pruitt suggest to the National Miners Association to
support the US withdrawal from the Paris Climate Change Agreement?
-

response "no. "

CASE: Ol-HQ - 2 0 ! 8-A OM·

JNTERVIEWEE (if applicable);

0039

DATE OF ACTIVITY:
4/12/2018

RESTRICTED INF OR MATJON
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Did you hear Mr. Pruitt ask any of the ational Miners Association members to pressure the
President into withdrawing from the Paris Climate Change Agreement?
-

response "no. "
During said meeting, did you suggest to the National Miners Association to support the US
withdrawal from the Paris Climate Change Agreement?

-

response "no."
Did you hear any EPA employee who attended said meeting suggest to the National Mining
Association that they should support or pressure the President into withdrawing from the Paris
Climate Change Agreement?

-

response "no."

sent SA
an e-mail message which contained the names of
~ d e d the pril 24, 2017 meeting between the ational Mining
Association and Administrator Pru itt [Attachment I]. The e-mail also contained an attachment
with the names of the National Mining Association who met with Administrator
Pruitt [Attachment 2].
Attachments:

I. E-mail message from

to S~

titled:

NMA M eetin g .pdf

2. National Mining Association

Not dated.

Na t i_
o n_al ~
Assoaat,o n -

INT ERVIEW EE (if applicable):

CASE: 0 1- H Q- 2 0 I 8 - A D M 0 0 39

DATE OF ACT IVITY:
4/ 12/2018

RliSTRICTED INFORMATION
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
1301 CO STITUTIO AVE W
ASH G O D 20004

CASE#: 0I-HQ-2018-A DM - 0039

TITLE: ALL GA TIO

CROSS REFERENCE#:

OF IN APP RO PR I AT

LOBBY I G

INTERVIEWEE (if applicable)

PREPARED BY:

MEMORANDUM OF ACTIVITY
INTERVIEW
NARRATIVE:

PA. The interview was conducted in reference to a fact finding inquiry pursuant to a
Congre sional reque t to' develop a comprehensive factual record for in tance where possible
violations of the Anti deficiency Act and the publicity or propaganda and anti-lobbying
provi ion of the on o lidated Appropriations Act (C A) of 20 17 may have occurred, during an
April 2017 meeting between Administrator Pruitt and the National Min ing Association."
Prior to commencing the interview, OIG agents introduced themselves tEPA OIG law enforcement credentials for review, and explained the natu
~
provided the following information in sum and non-verbatim:

presented their
he interview.

accompanied EPA Administrator Scott
peaking engagement with the National Miner
ociat ion in aples, FL. However,
CASE: O1-1-fQ-2 0 18 00 39

INTER IEWEE (if applicable):

DM-

DRAFTED D TE: 4/ 18/20 IS

DATE OF ACTI ITY:
4/17/2018
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•

only recalls working with
, EPA. ~ stated that even
was present at the meeting the Administrator had w ith the National Mining
Associ
n,
does not recall Adm inistrator Pruitt or anyone else discussing the Paris Climate

thoughl

•

Change Agreement.

•

concluded by stating that does not remember much of what was said by Administrator
~ during said meeting, howdver, does remember that members of the press did not attend
the meeting.

I

Prior to te1minating the interview, ~

was asked the following questions:

On April 24, 2017, Mr. Pruitt attended a meeting with the National. Mlners Association in Naples
Florida, During said meeting, did Mr. Pruitt suggest to the National Miners Association to
support the US withdrawal from the Paris Climate Change Agreement?
• • response "no, I don't remember Pruitt meeting separately with -

"

Did you hear Mr. Pruitt ask any of the National Miners Association members to pressure the
President into withdrawing from the Paris Climate Change Agreement?

p

response "1 don 't recall. "

During said meeting, did you suggest to the National Miners Association to support the US
withdrawal from the Paris Climate Change Agreement?

·

• response "no. "

Did you hear any EPA employee who attended said meeting suggest to the National Mining
Association that they should support or pressure the President into withdrawing from the Paris
Climate Change Agreement?
-

As p

response "no."

had no further pertinent information the interview was concluded.

CASE; O ! -HQ-201 ll•A DM-

INTERVIEWEE (if applicable);

0039

DATE OF ACTIVITY:

DRAFTED DATE: 4/ 18/20 18

AGENT:

4/17/2018
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
130 I CONSTITUTION A VE, NW
WA HJ GTON , DC 20004

CASE #: 0 1- HQ- 2 0 I 8- ADM - 0 0 3 9

CROSS REFERENCE #:

TITLE: ALLEGAT IO
INTERVIEWEE (if applicable):

PREPARED BY:

MEMORANDUM OF ACTIVITY

INTERVIEW
NARRATIVE:
On April 12 2018, Special Agents (SA)
Office of Inspector General (OIG), Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and
01 OIG EPA, conducted the interview of
, EPA. The interview wa
in reference to a fact finding inquiry pursuant to a ongressional request to 'develop a
comprehensive factual record for instances here po ible iolations o f the ntideficiency Act
and the publicity or propaganda and anti-lobb ing pro is ions of the Con ol idated Appropriation
Act (CSA) of 2017, may have occurred during an April 2017 meeting bet een Administrator
Pruitt and the ational Mining Association.'

to-

Prior to commencing the interview, OIG agent introduced themselves
presented
their EPA OIG law enforcement credentials for review and explained the nature of the
interview .•
provided the following information in sum and non-verbatim:

A E:

INTERVIEWEE (if applicable):

1-H Q- 20 I 8- A D M -

0039

DRAFTED DATE: 4/ 13/2018

DATE OF ACTIVITY:

AGENT:

4/12/2 018

RE

RICTED INFORMATJO
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•

When asked about if attended Administrator Pruitt' s meeting with the National Miners
Association in Naples, FL on April 24, 2 0 1 7 - responded, '"yes, I was there for the
majority of the meeting, but briefly stepped out." When asked about how long the meeting
lasted, said " about 45 minutes.'- was asked if Administrator Pruitt met with
~ the National Mining Association prior to the speaking engagement, to which
responded that there was no pre~meeting.
)

•

When asked if Administrator Pruitt discussed anything related to the US withdrawal from the
Paris Agreement on Climate Change,
stated not to know for sure if anything was
mentioned about the topic. When ask
calls what Administrator Pruin's speech was

about,
Administrator Pruitt talked about· returning the

•

agency tD its core mission, process and cooperation ." added that
does not know for
sure if Administrator Pruitt mentioned anything about the Paris AgreemenJ';n C limate Change.

As the interview progressed - was asked again if Administrator Pruitt met with.
from the National Mining Association separate from tbe speaking engagement., at
which point
recalled that there was a post-meeting between Administrator Pruitt and
ational Mining Association, and that this meeting was attended by a group
. W ~ k n o w s the
from the National M ining
names of the attendees
said, the only name he recalls i s - and added that
• EPA would know the rest of the names.
at the EPA was
present for the meeting,
s
asked if during the private meeting Administrator Pruitt had w ith
Mining Association he mentioned anything about the Paris Climate Change Agreement,
responded that the topic was briefly discussed , however, Administrator Pruin limited
himself to explaining his position on the topic. Accord ing t o - •'there was no call" from
Administrator Pruitt to the miners to pressure the president into withdrawing from the Paris
Agreement on Climate Change. When asked to expand on what exactly Administrator Pruitt said
his position was concerning the US withdrawal from the Paris Agreement on Climate Change,
- s a i d , "the Administrator's position is that withdrawing is a good thing." According to
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Administrator Pruitt believes "it was an unfair deal for our c o u n t ~ t "'the.
res1 ent did the right thing. ''-urtered, " this is what he says now."....-iater said
thataoes not reca11 if that i ~ h a t Administrator Pruitt said during the meeting with
the rffihers.

SA

s k e d _ , e following specific questions:

On April 24, 2017, Mr. Pruitt attended a meeting with the National Miners Association in Naples
Florida. During said meeting, did Mr. Pru in suggest to the National Miners Association to
support the US withdrawal from the Paris Climate Change Agreement?

sponse ''Not to my recollection. "
Did you hear Mr. Pruitt ask any of the National Miners Assoc iation members to pressure the
President into withdrawing from the Paris Climate Change Agreement'?
esponse "no. "

During said meeting, did you suggest to the National Miners Association to support the US
withdrawal from the Paris Climate Change Agreement?
response " no. "
Did you hear any EPA employee who attended said meeting to suggest to the National Mining
Association that they should support or pressure the President into withdrawing from the Paris
Climate Change Agreement?

response " no. "
A s - h a d not further infonnation to share the interview was concluded.
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but was too far away to overhear any of their
conversations.
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CASE#: OI-HQ-2018-ADM-0039
TITLE: Allegation of fuappropriate Lobbying
INTERVIEWEE (if applicable):
PREPARED BY: SA

MEMORANDUM OF ACTIVITY
INTERVIEW
ARRATIVE:

and _
,
fuvestigatlon O , 0 ice o ~
EPA conducted an interview o
EPA. The interview was conducted in reference to a fact-fmding inquiry
pursuant to a Congressional request to "develop a comprehensive factual record for instances
where possible violations of the Antideficiency Act and the publicity or propaganda and antilobbying provisions of the Consolidated Appropriations Act (CSA) of 2017, may have occmTed,
during an April 2017 meeting between Administrator Pmitt and the National Mining
Association."
Prior to commencing the interview OIG agents introduced themselves to presented
their EPA OIG law enforcement credentials for review, and explained the natme of the
interview. provided the following infmmation in summaiy and non-verbatim:
-

stated that

mnTn:1 Mining Assocrnho
to the attendees· however

accompanied Administrator Pmitt to the meeting with the
. According t:111111, Administrator Pmitt gave a speech
does not remember him mentioning the Paris Climate Change
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added that the meeting with the NMA was a closed event and no media was
not provide additional inf01mation concerning the matter under review.
Prior to te1minating the interview, -

was asked the following questions:

On Ap1il 24, 2017, Mr. Pruitt attended a meeting with the National Miners Association in aples
Florida. Dming said meeting, did Mr. Pruitt suggest to the ational Miners Association to
support the US withdrawal from the Paiis Climate Change Agreement?
-

response "no. "

Did you heai· Mr. Prnitt ask any of the National Miners Association members to pressure the
President into withdrawing from the Paii.s Climate Change Agreement?
-

response "no. "

During said meeting, did you suggest to the National Miners Association to support the US
withdrawal from the Paiis Climate Change Agreement?
-

response "no. "

Did you heai· any EPA employee who attended said meeting to suggest to the National Mining
Association that they should suppoli or pressure the President into withdrawing from the Paii.s
Climate Change Agreement?
As -

response "no. "
had no ftuiher pe1tinent info1mation the interview was concluded.
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TITLE: ALL EGATIO

CROSS REFERENCE #:

OF I APPROPRIATE LOBBYI G

INTERVIEWEE (if applicable):

MAO I

PREPARED BY:

MEMORANDUM OF ACTIVITY

INTERVIEW
NARRATIVE:

To comply with the confidentiality agreement made between
representing the National Mining As ociation (NMA)
and EPA Office of InspecLor General, except for and the OIG pecial Agents who
conducted the interview, the names of all other participants are omittedfi·om thi report.

On August 13 2018 pecial Agent (SA)
Office of Investigation (01), Office of Inspector G n
gency (EPA), and
(OJ), (OIG), (EPA) telep onica y m erv,ewe
e mteiv,ew wa con ucte m
reference to a fact- findin g inquiry pursuant to a Congressional request to 'develop a
comprehensive factual record for instances where pos ible violations of the Antideficiency Act
and the publicity or propaganda and anti- lobbying provisions of the Consol idated Appropriations
Act (CSA) of 2017, may have occurred, during an April 20 17 meeting between former
Administrator Pruitt and the ational Mining A s ociation ( MA)."
Pre ent for the inter i

CA
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MA attome .
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Prior to commencing the interview SA restated the purpo e of the interview.
NMAO l was asked a total of IO questions. [See attachment 1]. The following is a non-verbatim
account of the responses provided by

•

MAO I.

During the initial tage of the interview, MAO I confirme
with the
AO I stated
anended the meeting with former dministrator Pruitt, and recall that
NMA.
Pruitt s speech con i ted of discussing issues related to the environment and en ironmental
has no recollection of Pruitt discus ing the Paris climate
regulations. According to MAO I
accord and added that neither Pruitt nor an oth r EPA employee mentioned anything related to
the Paris climate accord. MAO I also said that no one asked
to public! upport the US
withdrawal from the Paris climate accord. MAOI reiterated
t
has nor collection of Pruitt
discussing the Paris accord during the meeting and added that Pruitt only spoke about the
regulatory issue affecting the US .

•

I•

NMAO l stated that the proposal to vote on whether or not to support the U withdrawal from the
Pari climate ac ord a made by
and decided da after the
met ith former Administrator Pruin. According to
01 some
e pre ed the Paris accord as not a good polic for the coal indu tr .
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
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CASE#: 01-H Q-201 8-ADM-0039

CROSS REFERENCE #:

TITLE: ALLEGATIO OF INAPPROPRIAT E LOBBYING
INTERVIEWEE (if applicable): MA02

PREPARED BY:

MEMORANDUM OF ACTIVITY
INTERVIEW
NARRATIVE:

To comply with the confidentiality agreement made between
representing the ational Mining A sociation 'MA)
,
and the EPA Office of Inspector General, except/or and the OJG Special Agents who
conducted the interview, the names of all ocher participant are omilted.from this report.

and
ice o nve t1gations (01) Office of Inspector
General (OIG). Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). conducted the telephonic interview of
NMA02. The interview was conducted in reference to a fact-finding inquiry pur uant to a
Congressiona l request to ' develop a comprehensive factual record for instances where possible
violations of the ntideficiency Act and the publicity or propaganda and anti- lobbying
provi ion of the Consolidated Appropriations Act (CSA) of2017 may have occurred, du ring an
Apri l 2017 meeting between fonner Administrat0r Pruitt and the ationa l Mining Association

(NMA).'
Pre ent for the interview were:
MA02 s organization.
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Prior to commencing the interview SA restated the purpo e of the interview.
NMA02 was asked a total of IO questions. [See attachment 1]. The following is a non-verbatim
account of the response provided by MA02.

as present during the peaking engagement and subsequent meeting bet, een former
Administrator Pruitt and the MA
MA02 tat d that during the
speaking engagement and private meeting, fonner Administrator Pruitt mentioned the Paris
climate accord al ng the line that the EP wa deregulating. MA02 reported that former
Administrator Pruitt a l o aid that '"the U . . hould withdraw from th Paris accord, and added
recalls fonner Administrator Pruitt said that the Paris accord is unfair and that "the U.S.
that
should withdraw.

•

k-

•

NMA02 said that ne ither former Administrator Pruitt nor any member of Prui tt' taff urged .
02 stated
wa not
to public! support the U. . ithdra a l from the Pari climate acco rd.
urged by former Admini trator Pruitt to pre ur Pre ident Trump to ithdra from the Paris
to pressure
climate accord. MA02 reiterated that form er dm ini trator Pruitt did not a
President Trump to withdraw from the Paris cl imate accord.
According to MA02, arrangements to convene a meeting to vote on whether or not to support
met with
the U.S. withdrawal fr m the Paris climate accord were made befi re former Administrator Pruitt· therefore, said meeting or the decisions ~ n said
meeting were not influenced by former Admin istrator Pruitt s meeting with the AM . NMA02 added tha.
· would not be able to ay with any degree o f certainty that
ere influenced b the con ersatio n ith Pruitt. To a o would be
speculation."
As

MA02 had not further information to share the interview was concluded.
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INTERVIEW
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To comply with the confidentiality agreement made between
representing the Na/Iona/ Mining Association (NMA)
and the EPA Office of Inspector General, excepl for and the OJG pecial Agents who
conducted the interview, the name of all other participants are omitted from this report.

nvest1gation (01), Office of Inspector
General (010) En ironmental Protection gene ( PA). conducted the telephonic inter iew of
MA03. The intervie\ \ as conducted about a fact-finding inquiry pur uant to a Congressional
reques1 to " develop a comprehensive factual record for instances where possible violations of the
Antideficiency Act and the publicity or propaganda and anti-lobbying provisions of the
Consolidated Appropriations Act (CSA) of 2017 may have occurred during an April 2017
meeting between former Administrator Pruitt and the National Mining Association (NMA).
another

Present for the interview were
corporate counsel.

MA03 and

MA s
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Prior to commencing the interview SA reiterated the purpo e of the interview.
NMA03 was asked a total of IO questions. [See attachment I]. The following is the non-verbatim
account of the re pon es AM03 provided to the questions.
During the initial tage of the interview
MA03 explained

pressured by Pruitt or any other EPA
employee to support the US withdrawal from the Paris Accord, NMA03 replied 'I don't recall
to pressure President rump to withdraw
that." MA03 further stated that no one a ked from the Paris Accord.
~

•

bout hether the meeting ith Pruitt influenced
personal or organizational decision
to withdraw from th Pari Accord, MA03 aid tha
when the memb rs decided to ote on whether to expre s upport for the US
withdrawal from th Paris Accord. MA03 added that! m
ompany did not upport the US
withdrawal from the Paris Accord, and further tated th
said to that one of the
was · pushing" for the vote to support the thdrawal. NMAOFironcluded by
tating that because
company did not support the US withdrawal from the Pari Climate
Accord'
could not ay that the NMA s decision to support the withdrawal was influenced by
Pruitt.

•
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TITLE: ALL EGA
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INTERVIEWEE (if applicable): NMA04
PREPARED BY:

MEMORANDUM OF ACTIVITY
INTERVIEW
NARRATIVE:

To comply with the confidentiality agreement made between
· representing the National Mining As ociation (NMA)
and the EPA Office of In p ector General, except f or and the OJ ,pecia/ Agents who
conducted the interview, the names of all other participants are omilted fro m this report.

Protection Agenc ( PA) an
OlG, EPA, conducted the telephonic interview ofNMA04. The interview wa conducted in
reference to a fact-finding inquiry pursuant to a Congressional request to develop a
comprehensive factual record for instances where pos ible violations of the Antideficiency Act
and the publicity or propaganda and anti-lobbying provision of the on olidated Appropriation
Act (CSA) of 2017 may have occurred during an April 2017 meeting between former
dministrator Pruitt and th National Mining As ciation (NMA). '
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Present for the interview w e r e _ , a second NMA attorney, NMA04 and a corporate
attorney representing NMA04.
Prior to commencing the interview S A - restated the purpose of the interview.
NMA04 was asked a total of 10 questions. (See attachment 1]. The following is a non-verbatim
account of the responses provided by NMA04.

•

• •

NMA04 confirmed
association with the NMA
and stated
attended the
speaking engagement with former Administrator Pruitt on April 24, 2017. Regarding
recollectio11 of whether former Administrator Pruitt discussed the Paris Climate Accord, NMA04
said "I don't think he did." NMA04 added that what
recalls about former Administrator Pruitt
is that he was focused on the EPA' s priorities and regulations, such as rolling back some of the
EPA laws.

•

According to NMA04~ neither former Administrator Pruitt nor any members of Pruitt's cabinet
urged-to publicly support the U.S. withdrawal from the Paris Climate Accord. NMA04 also
stated tmii'fonner Administrator Pruitt did not ask to pressure President Trump to withdraw
from the Paris Climate Accord. NMA04 stated thal'1re meeting with former Administrator Pruitt
had no impact on
personal or organizational decision to send a letter to President Trump
expressing suppo11 of the U.S. withdrawal from the Paris Climate Accord.

•

As NMA04 had not further information to share, the interview was concluded.
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
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INTERVIEWEE (if applicable):

MA05

PREPARED BY:

MEMORANDUM OF ACTIVITY
INTERVIEW
NARRATIVE:

On ugust 29 2018, pecial gent (S
. . . . . . . . Office of In estigation (01 Office of Inspector General (OIG). Environmental
~
ency (EPA conducted the telephonic intervie\l of MA05 . The interview was
conducted in referen e to a fact-finding inquiry pursuant to a Congressional request to "develop
a comprehensive factua l record for instances where po sible violations of the Antideficiency Act
and the publicity or propaganda and anti-l obbying provisions of the Conso li dated Appropriations
Act (CSA) of2017, may have occurred during an Apri l 20 17 meeting between fonner
Administrator Pruitt and the National Mining A sociation (NMA). '
Pre ent for the intervie
ere: attorney repre enting M 05.
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Prior to commencing the interview SA
reiterated the purpose of the interview.
NMA05 was asked a total of l O questions. [See attachment 1J. The following is a non-verbatim
account of the responses provided by NMAOS to the interview questions .

NMA05 explained that
- ; consequently,
epres
said c o m p a ~Concerning the meeting
~
rmer Administ
r Pruitt and the NMA _
, NMA05 stated
attended the meeting with former Administrator Pru itt, and recalls Pruitt mentioning that'iiie
Paris Climate Accord was under review by the Trump administration. N MA05 also said that
former A dministrator Pruitt's speech was broad and that he mentioned something about
deregulation and job creation.

•

According to NMA05, neither Pruitt nor anyone from Pruitt's staff requested of.
or any other
NMA
to publicly criticize the Paris Accord. NMA05 also said that
was not asked to pressure President Trump to withdraw from the Paris Accord. About the
letter the NMA sent to President Trump expressing the organization's support of the U.S.

•

withdrawal from the Paris Accord, NMA05 stated
was made by the NMA
; how
U.S. withdrawal from the Paris Accord.

when the voting decision
er, the company
represents opposed the

Since NMA05 had no further information concerning the matter under investigation, th<;
interview was concluded .
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
130 1 0 STITUTION AVE, NW
WASHJNGTO , DC 20004

CASE#: Ol-HQ- 20 18-ADM - 0039
TITLE: ALLEGATIO

CROSS REFERENCE#:

OF INAPPROPRIATE LOBBYl G

INTERVIEWEE (if applicable): NMA06
PREPARED BY:

MEMORANDUM OF ACTIVITY
INTERVIEW
NARRATIVE:

ice o nvest1gat1ons (
, 0 1c of Inspector
enera
, nvironmenta rotect1on Agency ( PA) conducted the te lephonic interview of
M 06. The interview wa conducted in reference to a fact-finding inquiry pursuant to a
ongressional request to de elop a comprehen ive factual record for instan es where possible
ct and the public it or propaganda and anti-lobb ing
violations of the Antideficienc
pro i ions of the on olidated Appropriations Act ( A) of2017 ma ha occurred, during an
April 20 l 7 meeting between former Admini trator Pruitt and the ational Mining A sociation
(NMA)."
Pre ent for the imerview were :

and a second

MA attorney.

Prior to commencing the interview SA
reiterated the purpo e f the interview.
MA06 as asked a total of 10 questions. [See attachment l]. The folio ing i a non-verbatim
account of the respon e
MA06 pro ided to the qu stions.
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attended the speaking engagement with former Admini trator Pruitt, NMA06 stated, that during
the speaking engagement Pruitt mentioned the Paris Climate agreement in specific that the Pari
agreement did not erv the interest of the country.
bout whether former Administrator Pruitt urged .
or any of the attending to
public! support the . . ithdra al from the Paris limate agreement M ~ did
not hear Pruitt a k for the organization or anyone to take any action concerning the Paris
agreement. MA06 also aid that no one from Pruitt staff asked
to
publicly criticize the Paris Climate agreement to pressure Mr. Trump to withdraw.
In discussing the pri ate meeting that former Administrator Pruitt had
• NMA06 stated that during that particular meeting,
did not hear anything from
former Administrator Pruitt that could be con trued as him as~
the NMA to take any action
about the Pari Climate Accord. MA06 added that did not hear former Administrator Pruitl
asking .
nor any ne el e to pressure Pre ident Trump to withdraw fr m the Paris Accord .
Concerning the letter the MA ent to President Trump in support of the
ithdra al from
dec ided to end said letter and
the Paris Accord M 06 said that
per onal decision to support or not to support th
.S. withdrawal from the Pari Accord w
ot
influenced by anything fonner Administrator Pruitt aid.

•

•

thatl
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~
-

ober 1 I, 2018 Special Agent
Office of lnve tigations (01), Office of Inspector Gen ra l (OIG) Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) conducted a telephonic interview of NMA07. The interview was
conducted in reference to a fact-finding inquiry pursuant to a congressional request to "develop a
comprehen ive factual record for instances where possible violati n of the Antideficiency Act
and the publicity or propaganda and anti-lobbying prov i ions of the Consolidated Appropriation
Act ( SA) of2017 may have occurred, during an April 2017 meeting between former
Administrator Pruitt and the ational Mining A sociation (NMA). '
Pre ent for the interview were:
and two other attorneys representing NMA07 .

MA; a second NMA attorney;

Prior to commencing the interview SA reiterated the purpo e of the interview.
MA07 was asked a total of IO questions. [See attachment I]. The folio ing is a non-verbatim
account of th re p nse MA07 provided to the que tion .
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•

•

During the initial stages of the interview, MA07 tated
attended the April 24 2017 meeting
with former EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt. When aske&if recalled fonner Administrator
Pruitt discuss the U withdrawal from the Pari c limate accord, NMA07 said that ! did not
recall the specific i sues fonner Administrator Pruitt discussed; however
recal d former
Administrator Pruitt discu ing policies and mining but nothing in peciftc. MA07 was asked
to publicly support the
if during the speaking engagement fonner administrator Pruitt urged U withdrawal from the Paris climate accord
responded ·'no. '
fih asked if any EPA
employee asked .
to publicly criticize the Pari climate agreement to pre ure President
Trump to v ithdra, from the accord MA07 an wered ' no. "

•

•

NMA07 was asked if during the pri ate meeting that former Administrator Pruitt had with the
MA _
, he asked .
or the MA to support the U withdrawal from the
Paris c ~ p o n d e d " no. ' NMA07 also said thatl was not asked by former
the Paris climate accord.
Administrator Pruitt to pressure President Trump to withdraw fi
Additionally MA07 stated that the meeting with former Administrator Pruitt did not influence
personal view the ie
oorganization or the iews of the M concerning the Pari
ord.
'f'S'r

!
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